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ORDINARY COUNCIL MEETING

HELD IN THE COUNCIL CHAMBER, 48 OLD PERTH ROAD, BASSENDEAN

ON TUESDAY I5 OCTOBER 2019 AT 7.00PM

TOWN OF BASSENDEAN

MINUTES

1.0 DECLARATION
VISITORS

2.0

The Presiding Member declared the meeting open, welcomed
all those in attendance and acknowledged the past and present
traditional owners and custodians of the land on which the
meeting was held.

OF

ATTENDANCES APOLOGIES AND APPLICATIONS FOR
LEAVE OF ABSENCE

OPENING/ANNOUNCEMENT

Present

Councillors

Cr Renee MCLennan, Mayor
Cr Bob Brown, Deputy Mayor
Cr John Gangell
Cr Kathryn Hamilton
Cr Me lissa Mykyliuk
Cr Jai Wilson

AP^

Cr Sarah Quinton - Leave of Absence

Officers

OF

Ms Peta Mabbs, Chief Executive Officer
Mr Paul White, Director Corporate Services
Ms Mona Soliman, A/Director Community Planning
Mr Phil Adams, Executive Manager Infrastructure
Mr Brian Reed, Manager Development Services
Ms Renee Maher, Manager Human Resources
Mrs Amy Holmes, Minute Secretary



Ordinary Council Meeting
Minutes 15/10/19

Public

Approximately four members of the public were in attendance

Press

Nil

3.0

3.1

PUBLIC QUESTION TIME & ADDRESS BY MEMBERS OF
THE PUBLIC

Public Question Time

3.2

Nil

4.0

Address b Members of the Public
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It should be noted that public statements are not recorded in the
minutes.

5.0

DEPUTATIONS

Kerry Jacques and Ian Kirk of Bassendean Church of Christ
addressed Council regarding Item 10.3

5. ,

OCM - 1/10/19

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES

S ecial Council Meetin held on 24 Se ternber 20.9

COUNCIL RESOLUTION/OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
I^^)

MOVED Cr Gangell, Seconded Cr Brown, that the minutes of
the Special Council Meeting held on 24 September 2019, be
received

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 610

OCM - 2/1 0119

COUNCIL RESOLUTION/OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
!^^.)

MOVED Cr Gangell, Seconded Cr Brown, that the minutes of
the Special Council Meeting held on 24 September 2019, be
confirmed as a true record.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 610
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5.2

OCM - 3/1 01,9

Ordina Council Meetin held on 24 Se ternber 20.9

COUNCIL RESOLUTION/OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
I^^.)

MOVED Cr Gangell, Seconded Cr Brown, that the minutes of
the Ordinary Council Meeting held on 24 September 2019, be
received.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 610

OCM - 4/1 0119

COUNCIL RESOLUTION/OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
I^^)

MOVED Cr Gangell, Seconded Cr Brown, that the minutes of
the Ordinary Council Meeting held on 24 September 20.9, be
confirmed as a true record

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 610

6.0
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ANNOUNCEMENT BY THE PRESIDING PERSON WITHOUT

7.0

DISCUSSION

Cr MCLennan spoke on Cr Brown's and Cr Mykytiuk's time on
Council and thanked them for their service. Cr Brown and Cr
Mykytiuk spoke about their time on Council.

8.0

PETITIONS

Nil

9.0

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST

Nil

,0.0

BUSINESS DEFERRED FROM PREVIOUS MEETING

Nil

, 0.1

REPORTS

Ado tion of Recommendations En Bloc

It was agreed that items 10.2 & 10.6 be removed from the en-
bloc table and considered separately
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OCM - 5/1 0119

COUNCIL RESOLUTION/OFFICER RECOMMENDATION

Item

ITEM I 0.1

I0.7

MOVED Cr Gangell, Seconded Cr Hamilton, that Council
adopts en bloc the following Officer recommendations
contained in the Ordinary Council Meeting Agenda of 15
October 2019:

I0.8

Report

I0.9

Determinations Made by the Principal Building Surveyor

10.10

Determinations Made by Development Services

Use of the Common Seal

Calendar for October/November 2019

Item

I0.2

Report

Council was then requested to consider the balance of the
Officer recommendations independently.
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I0.3

Joint Metropolitan Central Development Assessment Panel Application
Form I - Application for a Proposed Childcare Centre - Lot 54 (No. 72)
Railwa Parade, Bassendean

I0.4

Community Benefit Sponsorship and Grants Applications: Carols at Steel Blue
Oval

10.5

Community Benefit Sponsorship and Grants Applications: Swans Camp Out

10.6

Consideration of Ordinary Council Meetings and Briefings Sessions Dates
and Citizenshi Ceremonies for 2020

I3.1

I3.2

Chief Executive Officer's I2 Month Highlights Report

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 610

Sports Achievement Award

Engagement of Supplier to Facilitate Annual Performance Review of CEO

I0.3 Coinmunit Benefit S on sorshi and Grants A
Carols at Steel Blue Oval Ref
Soliman Actin Director Coinmunit Plannin

APPLICATION

This report provides for the assessment of an application for
sponsorship from the Bassendean Church of Christ to stage the
2019 Carols at the Oval event.

GRSU/PROGM126 - Mona
Iications
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OCM - 6/1 0119

Or Wi/son moved the officer recommendation with amendments
as shown in bold.

COUNCIL RESOLUTION/OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
ITEM I 0.3

MOVED Cr Wilson, Seconded Cr Gangell, that:

I. Council receives the Community Benefit Sponsorship and
Grants application lodged by the Bassendean Church of
Christ to stage the 2019 Carols at Steel Blue Oval;

2. Council approves funding in the amount of $2,000 to
Bassendean Church of Christ to stage the 2019 Carols at
the Oval event, conditional upon agreement that glow
sticks will not be used ;

3. The event be opened with a Welcome to Country
acknowledgement;

4. Council approves up to an additional $500 towards the
cost of a Welcome to Country; and

5. All promotional material produced by the Bassendean
Church of Christ acknowledges the Town's
sponsorship.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 610

Page 5 of I2

10.2 Joint Metro o1itan Central Develo merit Assessment Panel
A
Childcare Centre

Iication

Bassendean Owner: Mark Francis Hammond and Sandra
Lee Hammond

Develo merit Ref: DABC/BDVAPPS/20.9-, 06 - Brian Reed
Maria er Develo merit Services

Form I - A

APPLICATION

The application seeks approval to build a childcare centre
intended to accommodate 92 children and I6 staff at Lot 54 (No.
72) Railway Parade, Bassendean.

OFFICER RECOMMENDATION - ITEM 10.2

Lot 54

A Iicant

Iication for a Pro OSed
No

That Council endorse the Form I - Responsible Authority
Report of the Manager Development Services for the proposed
childcare centre intended to accommodate 92 children and 16
staff at Lot 54 (No. 72) Railway Parade, Bassendean.

72

D namic

Railwa

Plannin

Parade

and
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OCM - 711 0119

Or MCLennan moved an alternative inotibn,

COUNCIL RESOLUTION - ITEM I 0.2

MOVED Cr MCLennan, Seconded Cr Hamilton, that Council
advise the Metro Central Joint Development Assessment Panel
that Council does not support the officers recommendation in
the Responsible Authority Report to the Panel and the
application for the proposed childcare premises at Lot 54 (No.
72) Railway Parade, Bassendean should be refused on the
grounds that:

I . It represents an underdevelopment of the land and does
not align with Council's and State Government's future
intent and desire for more intensive mixed use
development in this location due to its close proximity to
the Bassendean Train Station; and

2. The proposed childcare centre fails to meet all of the
objectives of Planning Bulletin 7212009 Childcare Centres
and therefore is inconsistent with the principles of orderly
and proper planning, given the childcare centre is
proposed to be located next to an approval liquor store (76
Railway Parade, Bassendean). Council considers that a
liquor store and childcare premises are incompatible land
uses and it would therefore be inappropriate to locate a
childcare premise next to an existing liquor store.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 610
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I0.4 Coinmunit Benefit S on sorshi and Grants A
Swans Cain

Actin Director Coinmunit Plannin

APPLICATION

This report provides for the assessment of an application for
sponsorship from the Swan Districts Football Club to stage the
Swans Camp Out event.

Out Ref: GRSU/PROGM126 - Mona Soliman

Or Hamilton moved the officer recommendation
amendments as shown in bold.

Iications

with
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OCM - 8/1 0119

COUNCIL RESOLUTION/OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
ITEM 10.4

MOVED Cr Hamilton, Seconded Cr Wilson, that:

I. Council receives the Community Benefit Sponsorship and
Grants applications lodged by the Swan Districts Football
Club to stage the Swan's Camp Out event;

2. Council approves funding in the amount of $2, , 00 to Swan
Districts Football Club to stage the Swans Camp Out
event;

3. The Swan Districts Football Club offers a 70% discount
to the first 30 concession card holders who are Town
of Bassendean residents;

4. The Risk Management Plan is revised by the Swan
Districts Football Club to ensure risks associated with the
'fire pit' are managed appropriate Iy; and

5. The event is free of single-use plastics (including balloons)
in line with the Town's commitment to Council's resolution
(OCM-13/3/18).

CARRIED 4/2
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Ors Hamilton, IM'ISOn, MCLennan and Mykytiuk voted in favour
of the motion. Ors Brown and Gangell voted against the
motion.

, 0.5 Consideration of Ordina

Sessions Dates and Citizenshi Ceremonies for 2020 Ref
GovN/ccLMEET/,

^Ll

APPLICATION

Council was requested to endorse its Ordinary Council Meeting
and Briefings Sessions meeting dates and also Citizenship
Ceremonies for 2020.

Council Meetin s and Briefin s

Yvonne Zaffino Council Su ort
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OCM - 9/1 0119

COUNCIL RESOLUTION/OFFICER RECOMMENDATION -
ITEM I 0.5

MOVED Cr MCLennan, Seconded Cr Mykytiuk, that Council
endorses the following:

I . Briefings Sessions and Council meeting dates for 2020:

# MONTH "

Februa
March
A ri I

^*-^^I

Ma
June
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Ju

Au

Se

18

ust

, ~ ' ' 0611/1 ;;;'
. . .., ^

October

17

ternber

November

2

21

December

19

Citizenship Ceremonies for 2020 be held on:
Sunday 26 January
Wednesday 25 March
Wednesday I7 June
Wednesday 9 September

CARRIED BY AN ABSOLUTE MAJORITY 610

16

21

25

24

18

I0.6

22

28

20

26

23

17

Chief Executive Officer's 12 Month Hi hli hts Re ort Peta

28

8

Mabbs Chief Executive Officer

25

29

APPLICATION

27

24

This is a I2 month Highlights Report, following the appointment
of the Chief Executive Officer on 22 October 2018.

The purpose of this report was to outline progress towards
Improving organisational performance thereby enabling greater
value for community. The report is provided in the interests of
transparency for Council and the community.

COUNCIL RESOLUTION/OFFICER RECOMMENDATION

15

OCM - I 01,0119 MOVED Cr Mykytiuk, Seconded Cr Wilson, that Council notes
the CEO's I2 month Highlights Report

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 610

ITEM I 0.6
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I0.7

OCM - I'll0119 MOVED Cr Gangell, Seconded Cr Hamilton, that Council notes
the decisions made under delegated authority by the Principal
Building Surveyor
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY BY EN BLOC RESOLUTION

Determinations Made b the Princi al Buildin Surve or
Ref: LUAPIPROCED/, - Kallan Short Princi al Buildin
^rl

COUNCIL RESOLUTION/OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
ITEM I 0.7

,0.8

OCM-5/1 0119 610

OCM - 121,0119 MOVED Cr Gangel!, Seconded Cr Hamilton, that Council notes
the decisions made under delegated authority by the Manager
Development Services.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY BY EN BLOC RESOLUTION

Determinations Made b
LUAP/PROCED/,

^^I

COUNCIL RESOLUTION/OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
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ITEM I 0.8

Brian Reed Maria er Develo merit

10.9

OCM-5/1 0119 610

Develo merit Services Ref

OCM - I 3/1 0119 MOVED Cr Gangell, Seconded Cr Hamilton, that Council notes
the affixing of the Common Seal during the reporting period
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY BY EN BLOC RESOLUTION

Use of the Common Seal Ref: INFM/INTPROP/, - Peta
^91

COUNCIL RESOLUTION/OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
ITEM I 0.9

10.10

OCM-5/1 0119 610

OCM - 14/10/19 MOVED Cr Gangell, Seconded Cr Hamilton, that the Calendar
for October/November 2019 be adopted
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY BY EN BLOC RESOLUTION

Calendar for October/November 2019 Ref: Peta Mabbs
.^. E. 91

COUNCIL RESOLUTION/OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
ITEM I 0.4 O

OCM-5/1 0119 610
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11.0

12.0

MOTIONS OF WHICH PREVIOUS NOTICE HAS BEEN GIVEN

Nil

13.0

ANNOUNCEMENTS OF NOTICES OF MOTION FOR THE
NEXT MEETING

OCM -, 51,0119 MOVED CrWilson, Seconded Cr Mykytiuk, that the meeting go
behind closed doors in accordance with Section 5.23 of the
Local Government Act I 995, the time being 8.50pm

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 610

Nil

CONFIDENTIAL BUSINESS

COUNCIL RESOLUTION - ITEM 13.0 a
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13.1 S orts Achievement Award

OCM - 16/10/19 MOVED Cr Mykytiuk, Seconded Cr Brown, that the

I. Council awards the Town of Bassendean Sports
Achievement Award to the recipient shown in the
Confidential Report attached to the Ordinary Council
Agenda of I5 October 2019;

2. Presents the Sports Achievement Awards at a future
Ordinary Council Meeting; and

3. Note that the report and name of the recipient of the Award
will remain confidential until after the Award is presented

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 610

This report was discussed with members of the public excluded
under Section 5.23 (2) (b) of the Local Government Act

COUNCIL RESOLUTION/OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
ITEM 13.1
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,3.2 En a ementofSu

Review of the CEO Ref: HR/PER-F1L/2424
Maria er Human Resources

This matter was considered with members of the pub/Ib
excluded from the Chamber under Clause 5.23 (2) (by of the
Local Government Act f 995, as the officer report discusses
informatibn of a personal nature,

The Director Corporate Services, Executive Manager
Infrastructure, Manager Development Services and A/Director
Community Planning left the meeting at 8.57pm and did not
return.

lier to Facilitate Annual Performance

OCM - 17/10/19 MOVED Cr MCLennan, Seconded Cr Mykytiuk, that Council:

I. Engages Angie Dominish - Price Consulting to facilitate
the CEO Annual Review Process; and

2. In agreement with the CEO, extends the CEO's annual
review beyond the review period outlined in the Town's
Annual Performance Review - CEO Policy.

CARRIED BY AN ABSOLUTE MAJORITY 610

COUNCIL RESOLUTION/OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
ITEM 13.2

Pagell of 12

Renae Maher

OCM - '81/01,9 MOVED Cr Mykytiuk, Seconded Cr Brown, that the meeting
come from .behind closed doors, the time being 8.56pm.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 610

COUNCIL RESOLUTION - ITEM I 3.0 b

As no members of the pubffc returned to the Chamber, the
reading aloud of the motions passed behind closed doors was
dispensed with.
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,4.0 CLOSURE

The next Briefing Session will be held on Tuesday 19 November
2019 commencing at 7.00pm at the Ashfield Community Centre,
2 Colstoun Road, Ashfield.

The next Ordinary Council Meeting will be held on Tuesday 26
November 2019 commencing at 7.00pm.

There being no further business, the Presiding Member
declared the meeting closed, the time being 8.56pm.

Page 12 of 12
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SPECIAL COUNCIL MEETING

HELD IN THE COUNCIL CHAMBER, 48 OLD PERTH ROAD, BASSENDEAN

ON TUESDAY 22 OCTOBER 2019 AT 7.00PM

TOWN OF BASSENDEAN

1.0

MINUTES

DECLARATION OF OPENINGIANNOUNCEMENT OF VISITORS

ACknowled ement of Traditional Owners

2.0

The Chief Executive Officer declared the meeting open, welcomed
all those in attendance and acknowledged the past and present
traditional owners and custodians of the land on which the meeting
was held

ATTENDANCES APOLOGIES & APPLICATIONS FOR LEAVE
OF ABSENCE

Present

Councillors

Cr Renee MCLennan, Her Worship the Mayor
Cr Kathryn Hamilton, Deputy Mayor
Cr John Gange!I
Cr Sarah Quinton
Cr Jai Wilson

Cr Hilary MacWilliam
Cr Chris Bany

Officers

Peta Mabbs, Chief Executive Officer
Luke Gibson, Director Community Planning
Phil Adams, Executive Manager Infrastructure
Deanie Carbon, Corporate Communications Coordinator
Amy Holmes, Minute Secretary



SPECIAL COUNCIL MEETING - ELECTIONS

MINUTES - 22/10/19

Guests

Mr Andrew Wilson, Returning Officer
Mr James Laffer, JP

Public

Approximately 25 members of the public were in attendance.

Press

3.0

Kristie Lim, Eastern Reporter

^

Paul White, Director Corporate Services

SWEARING-IN OF NEW COUNCILLORS
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Mr James Laffer JP, was in attendance to swear in the new
Councillors. The following four Councillors made the Declaration
of Office:

4.0

. Chris Bany
John Gangell
Hilary MacWilliam
Renee MCLennan

.

.

.

ELECTION OF MAYOR & DEPUTY MAYOR

Mr Andrew Wilson, Returning Officer for the Town of Bassendean,
was in attendance to assist in the election of the Mayor & Deputy
M ayo r.

4. , Election of the Ma or

The CEO called for nominations in writing for the position of Mayor.
Nominations were received for Cr MCLennan. The CEO declared

Cr MCLennan elected unopposed to the position of Mayor. CF
MCLennan made the Declaration of Office before Mr James Laffer,
JP.

Her Worship the Mayor, Cr MCLennan, assumed the Chair for the
remainder of the meeting.



SPECIAL COUNCIL MEETING - ELECTIONS
MINUTES - 22/10/19

4.2 Election of the De u

The Mayor called for nominations in writing for the position of
Deputy Mayor. Nominations were received for Cr Gangell and Cr
Hamilton.

In accordance with the Local Government Act a secret ballot was

conducted. Three votes were received for Cr Gangell and four
votes were received for Cr Hamilton. The Mayor declared Cr
Hamilton elected to the position of Deputy Mayor. Cr Hamilton
made the Declaration of Office before Mr James Laffer, JP.

Leave of Absence

Ma or

5.0

Cr MCLennan advised that she would be taking a Leave of Absence
for 1-15 November 2019.

5.1

PUBLIC QUESTION TIME
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Public Question Time

5.2

Nil

6.0

Address b Members of the Public

Nil

DRAWING OF LOTS FOR SEATING OF COUNCILLORS

The Chief Executive Officer and the Returning Officer conducted a
random draw for seating positions in accordance with Council's
Standing Orders. The outcome was as follows:

Seat number I Cr Wilson

Seat number 2 Cr MacWilliam
Seat number 3 Cr Quinton

Seat number 4 Cr Gangell
Seat number 5 Cr Bany
Seat number 6 Cr Hamilton



SPECIAL COUNCIL MEETING - ELECTIONS

MINUTES - 22/10/19

7.0 APPOINTMENT OF DELEGATES AND REPRESENTATIVES To
EXTERNAL
COUNCIL

APPLICATION

Councillors were requested to consider nominating as delegates
and representatives on external committees and organisations for
a two year period, expiring on the next Local Government Ordinary
Election day, unless otherwise indicated.

COUNCIL RESOLUTION/OFFICER RECOMMENDATION -ITEM

SCM - 1/10/19

ORGANISATIONS

7.0

MOVED Cr Gangell, Seconded Cr Quinton, that Council:

I . Appoints the following Councillors to be Members and Deputy
Members to the following external Committees for the
20/9/21 term:

Committee

WALGA

- East Metropolitan Zone

AND COMMITTEES

- Annual General Meeting

Page 4 of 5

Eastern Metropolitan Regional Council (EMRC)

OF

Metropolitan Regional Road Group - Eastern Region

Path Airports Municipalities Group (PAMG)

Member s

Cr Gangell
Cr Quinton

Cr Bany

Cr MCLennan

Cr Gangell

Committee

Metro Central Joint Development Assessment Panel

2.

De at IDe uties

Endorses the following to sit on the Metro Central Joint
Development Assessment Panel, for the term ending 26
January 2020.

Cr Hamilton
C r Wilso n

Cr MCLennan

C r Wilso n

Cr Quinton

Cr Bany

3.

Cr MacWilliam

Appoints the following Councillors to be Members and Deputy
Members to the following internal Committees for the 20/9/21
term:

Cr MCLennan

Member s

Cr Gangell

Cr MCLennan
Cr Hamilton

De ut IDe uties

Cr Wilson
Cr MacWilliam
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Committee

Audit and Governance Committee

Bassendean
Committee

Local

8.0

Emergency

Member s

CLOSURE

Management

Cr MCLennan
Cr Hamilton
Cr MacWilliam

The Mayor thanked everyone for their attendance and invited all
those in attendance to partake in refreshments in the Committee
Room.

There being no further business, the Mayor closed the meeting, the
time being 7.35pm.

CARRIED BY AN ABSOLUTE MAJORITY 710

Cr MCLennan
Cr MacWilliam

De ut IDe uties
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Cr Gangell

Cr Hamilton
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Project Details

CLIENT

CONTACT

DETAILS

ADDRESS

PHONE

Town of Bassendean

EMAIL

Peta Mabbs

Chief Executive Officer

35 Old Perth Road

Bassendean WA 6054

0893778004

PREPARED BY

PROJECT TEAM

pinabbs@bassendean. wago

ADDRESS

Creating Communities Pty Ltd

Allan Tranter

Director - Place, Activation and Entrepreneurship

loseph Sollis
Urban Planning and Engagement Consultant

100 Jersey Street
101imont WA 6014

0892840910PHONE

EMAIL joseph@creatingcommunities. comau

DISCLAIMER
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Creating Cornmuii, ties Australia Ply Ltd. the directors, eniployees and agents cannot be held liable for the LISe o1 and reliance of the
opinions. eonmaies, foreLasts and findings in this document.

Tills docuineiit has been piepared by Cieating Coininunit, es. CiCreaiing Coini, toriities. All rights reserved

For Information or permission to reprint, please contact Creating Coinniunities at
Info@creatingcoinmuniiies. comauEniail
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I. INTRODUCTION

In March 2019, the Town of Bassendean, supported by consultants from Creating Communities and
Collaborative Place Design, launched BossenDream Our Future: A community engagement project to
develop a vision for the future of Ashfield, Bassendean and Eden Hill.

The project team has worked alongside the local community and other stakeholders to understand

community values; the character and spirit of the Town; and ideas for an over arching future vision.
Following this initial visioning process, the engagement process used this initial feedback to inform
discussions regarding aspirations; opportunities; and ideas for specific planning ideas/policies for the
future of strategic planning within the Town of Bassendean.

The feedback gathered may be used to inform a number of local initiatives, but was primarily focused on
informing the development of a new Local Planning Strategy.

1.1 Project Planning Context
Perth is growing, and by 2050 the Western Australian State Government predicts that an additional
800,000 homes will be needed to accommodate for the rising population.

In order to minimise urban sprawl and the negative environmental, economic and social impacts that
come with it, roughly 47% of these additional homes will be built in existing suburbs.

The State Government has allocated the Town of Bassendean a target of an additional 4,150 homes by
2050, meaning the current (2015) Local Planning Strategy needs to be reworked.

But preparing for additional homes is not the only purpose of a Local Planning Strategy (LPS). It is
essential that the Town's new Strategy remains relevant and in line with the community's vision for the
future of Ashfield, Bassendean and Eden Hill, Through the findings of BossenDreom Our Future, outlined
in this Report, the planning needs of the Town can be carefully considered alongside community and
stakeholder feedback.

The new LPS will provide a catalyst for more detailed planning and development to occur but within the
context of an agreed community vision and set of objectives.

1.2 Objectives
The objectives of BassenDream Our Future were to:

. Maximise the number of Town of Bassendean residents who have the opportunity to get involved
in the process

Engage a range of demographic and interest groups and reflect the diverse views of these groups
Inform and educate the community about strategic planning and visioning for a local government
Continue to build a mutually respectful relationship between the Town of Bassendean and the
community

Town of Bassendean
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. Develop an agreed future vision for Ashfield, Bassendean and Eden Hill, informed by community
feedback, particularly with reference to strategic land use planning

Inform the development of a new Local Planning Strategy, which is one key way that the future
vision will be reflected and implemented

Garner feedback that will help the Town of Bassendean link together currently disconnected
strategies and policies so that all reflect the vision

.

.
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2. METHODOLOGY

The following engagement initiatives were conducted as part of BossenDreom Our Future between March
and September 20.9:

In total there were more than 3,000 interactions with community members and other stakeholders,

and 1,281 feedback materials received Ifeedback materials include postcards, poll and survey responses
and feedback formsj. These were gathered through a total of 2, . engagement initiatives 11f the Ideas
Hub and online pulls are each considered to be only one initiativeI:

. Seven meetings with Town of Bassendean representatives, including regular updates with
Councillors and key officers

. Six meetings with key Government organisations and stakeholders directly involved in strategic
planning

. An engagement activity at the "Celebrating Community Voices" event on 11 March to celebrate
International Women's Day and launch BossenDreom Our Future (attended by over 90
participants; 30 feedback forms completedI

. Three stakeholder forums, attended by 34 representatives of 15 organisations

o The Ideas Hub at the Old Post Office open during all week days, Saturday mornings and monthly
on Sundays (during the Old Perth Road Markets) from i's April to 1.4 September (open a total of
152 days). Over 700 people attended during this period

. Four "Mobile Ideas Hub" sessions, where the project team visited Hawaiian's Bassendean
Shopping Centre, Ashfield Sports Club, Eden Hill Primary School and Mary Crescent Reserve in
Eden Hill (attended by over LSO participants)

. 674 online poll responses

. 1.13 online survey responses

. 190 completed feedback postcards

. 185 anecdotal feedback forms

. 3 Design Workshops (45 participants)

These engagement initiatives were supported by the following communications and promotional
materials:

o Regular emails to stakeholders and community members who registered interest

. 500 copies of the frequently asked questions booklet collected by community members from the
Ideas Hub or during engagement initiatives IAPpendix 2; Section 6.1)

o 14,000 flyers delivered to every residential letter box in the Town of Bassendean (two different
flyers, each delivered to 7,000 letter boxes) IAPpendix 2; Section 6.21

. A newspaper advertisement in the Eastern Reporter (delivered directly to residential properties
in Bassendean; and available from local businesses in Ashfield, Bassendean and Eden Hill)
(Appendix 2; Section 6.3)

. 1,500 visits to the project page on the Town's "Your Say" website
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4. RECOMMENDATIONS

All recommendations are Informed by the community engagement findings summarised in Section 3 and
presented in detailin Appendix I. of this Report.

These recommendations are broad in nature. A reader should examine the community engagement
findings in Appendix I alongside these recommendations. In addition to the community engagement
findings, a range of legal, planning, feasibility, economic and environmental considerations will be

considered by the Town of Bassendean prior to the implementation of any future strategies and policies.

It will be crucial to continue community engagement and communicate with the broader community
during the development and implementation of the Local Planning Strategy, and subsequent
policies/strategies.

4.1. Recommended Vision

It is recommended that future vision for the Town of Bassendean incorporates the following elements:

. Vibrancy and activity in Old Perth Road, Ashfield town centre and Eden Hill's commercial areas

. Enhanced connection to greenery and the natural environment, in particular the Swan River

. Retaining the strong sense of community and small country town feel

. Desire for a more modern and progressive place, whilst preserving the strong connection to
history and heritage

. A leader in environmental sustainability

An exomple vision st@ternent may be: Vibrant and active town centres in Bassendean, Ashfield and Eden
Hill, connected to each other and to the Swan River by a network of open spaces; safe, tree-lined routes
for pedestrians and cyclists; and suburban streets that reflect the history and heritage of the area

4.2 Local Planning Strategy Recommendations
Overall:

. Focus on the values and vision of the community, and develop planning provisions that reflect
these Irather than vice-versa)

Communicate to landowners and developers the benefits of providing transit-oriented
development and in fill development. Make information/education resources readily available
Communicate to landowners and developers the benefits of providing diverse housing options
and key design principles. Make information/education resources readily available

Consider strategies/policies that ensure green space and tree cover are retained or increased. These
may include:

Retention of public open spaces

Retention and maintenance of trees in public spaces

Maximise the retention of open space on private land (not including parking and driveways)

Town of Bassendean
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o Retain trees on private land where feasible during development (however, consider allowances
for innovative design)

. Incentives or requirements for increasing mature tree cover

. Ensure that current and future public open space is functional for a diverse range of users

Consider strategies/policies that fadlitate transit-oriented development. These may include:

. Allowing development of the highest density within 400m of train stations; and transitioning the
density to a lower level further from stations

. Permitting a diversity of land uses and mixed uses in the three town centres

. Ensure alignment with Design WA and Perth and Peel @3.5Million

Consider strategies/policies that enable the revitalisation of Old Perth Road, Ashfield Town Centre and
Bassendean north/Eden Hill town centre. These may include:

. Consider provisions that encourage the maintenance and most efficient use of business tenancies

in the town centre (in particular, disincentives for leaving vacant space)
. Allowing development of the highest density close to town centres; and transition ing the density

to a lower level further from centres

. Permitting a diversity of land uses and mixed uses in the three town centres. Consider provisions
to ensure diversity of uses rather than repetition of similar commercial uses

o Note thot the appetite for density is highest in Bassendean, lower in Ashfield centre andlowestin

Eden Hill. Bassendean centre may have the largest medium-high density catchment, followed by
Ashfield, and a small medium-density catchmentfor Eden Hill

Consider strategies/policies that balance the need for growth and development with built heritage.
These may include:

. Higher density codes in station precincts that transition down in established areas, where the
majority of residential heritage buildings are located

. Incentives for retaining commercial heritage character when creating mixed-use developments
(e. g. new apartments on top of existing shops)

. Encourage built form that balances heritage character with innovative design (e. g. bonuses,
incentives)

Consider strategies/policies that encourage active and public transport. These may include:

. Improved and additional walking and cycling routes between the three suburbs, to and along the
Swan River

. Reducing the requirements for car spaces in residential properties close to train stations

o Note that the survey question regarding the to col Integrated Transport Pion (LITP) Isection 5.5.6)
o150 indicates generalsupportforspecffic octions outl^medin the drqftlot the time of writing) LITP

Consider strategies/policies that encourage innovative sustainable building design. These may include:

. Design~led or sustainability-led building guidelines, rather than restrictive development codes
(e. g. incentives or bonuses for sustainable and innovative design)

. Encouraging development that is environmentally sustainable in both its built form (e. g. layout,
materials) and specific features (e. g. solar panels, water-wise gardens)

Town of Bassendean
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Explore ways of providing for diverse dwelling sizes, This is likely to require engagement with the
development and real-estate industries, to understand incentives for not maximising dwelling
size

Note that the survey question regarding design principles for new dwe"ings (Section 55.3) also
inchcotes generalsupportforspecffic principles out"nedin State Planning Policy 7.3 foesign WA -
Residential Design Codes)

4.3 Other Recommendations

4.3. I Strategic Community Plan

Guided by the community values and aspirations evident in this Report, engage a wide range of
diverse community members to understand specific needs for a strong community
Work with commercial landlords, business owners and Hawaiian Shopping centre to understand
how community needs might also be opportunities for commercial stakeholders

.
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5. APPENDIX I: DETAILED FINDINGS

This appendix provides a brief description of each community engagement initiative, and presents the
detailed findings received.

The following subsertions are presented in chronological order, as the project commenced with seeking
feedback on the broad future vision for the Town of Bassendean and the values of community members;
whilst later project stages focused on feedback that is more specific to the development of a new Local
Planning Strategy. It was crucial that the vision, values, character and spirit of the community were well
understood prior to discussing strategic planning elements, as the former must inform the latter.

The majority of feedback is recorded verbatim, as provided by participants (although note that
stakeholder forum feedback and anecdotal feedback were recorded by project team members).

5.1 "Celebrating Community Voices" (International
Women's Day Event)

"Celebrating Community Voices" was a community event organised by the Town of Bassendean to
celebrate International Women's Day and launch BossenDreom Our Future, held on Monday 11 March
2019. Presentations from Peta Mabbs (CEO) and Renee MCLennan (Mayor) opened the evening. This was
followed by presentations from Hon. Simone MCGurk MLA (Minister for Child Protection; Women's

Interests; Prevention of Family and Domestic Violence; Community Services) and Hon. Dave Kelly MLA.

The feedback below is compiled from 30 feedback forms that were received from over 90 participants
(working in groups) who responded to the questions below at the "Celebrating Community Voices" event
to celebrate International Women's Day and launch Bassendream Our Future.

The numbers in brackets indicate the number of comments that relate to a specific theme. As groups of
participants were able to make multiple comments, these numbers are counts of comments (not counts
of participants or groups).

What has been great about the Town of Bassendean that has built strong women and girls?

Theme

Role models and female

influences 1171

Specific Comment

. Its history if strong women i. e. During the War for example female's contribution to
building the Town. BIC Reserve

. Historical society itself - Documenting female's contribution i. e. May Holman

. More recently - more females on council

. Very good role models for young girls

. May Holman connection

. A history of strong women who have lead the community throughout times of hardshi

. Strong female role models in schools & particularly council

. Current council female representative & CEO

. The mayor

. Women in local Government

. Inspiration al role models in the local community & in the Town Coundl & town staff

. Elected progressive women to council and a CEO is the result of slow progress in an
otherwise conservative area

. Ashfield Community Action Network - Predominantly women

. Female leaders in industry

Town of Bassendean
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, Local council lead by strong women
. Proprietors - our motherslAnd our fathers who respected and supported their

activities and their work as equal partners
. Excellent history of strong women locally as role models from early settlers, female

MP's, Councillors and business

Community support,
engagement and inclusivity
1161

. Bassendean is a village & it takes a village to bring up a child - Community feel

. What is great about Bassendean is the wonderful community spin and supportive
atmosphere. It's the only place I've lived where we have built a really large network of
friends and lovely supportive people. This is great for everyone women & girls included.

. Great community engagement

. I moved here 3 months ago - allof the ways I've been engaged in the community so far
nown Team, book clubs, re groups) I have been engaged, welcoming women with
strong community spirit

. Community Support

. The residents

. Family & community spirit -long association with Town of Bassendean

. Sense of community

. Community sense of safety for women

. Family oriented community

. Progressive community

. Deliberate community collective I Spirit f safety welcoming environment

. Friendly neighbours

. Knowing our community

. Connectivity

. Supportive Iinclusive

Education and school

engagement 181

. Cyriliackson high school providing avenues for educational opportunities for those re-
engaged in education

. Equality in schools

. Really great library with a huge array of books and reading programs

. Strong primary school education

. A fantastic library full of wonderful books and helpful librarians - Education is powerful
and the keyto success

. Education

. Primary school - Particularly

. Mayor visit to Anzac Terrace Primary

Community events (7)

Child-focused community
services 151

. Community events

. Markets

. Fringe World

. Strong community-based programs - Ashfield Community Action Network flower
planting, swap meets.

. Cultural participation in arts festivals like Fringe Festival

. ANZAC Day Tradition

. Many opportunities and community events that encourage community participation &
encouragement

Safety (4)

Sports and recreation 141

. Quality early childhood

. That the shopping centre has a play and rest area for children and carers

. Wind in the Willows child care centre

. Strong child care centres

. Play groups

Economic and employment
success and opportunities (4)

. A sense of feeling safe, ability to explore the natural world and get a great education

. Safe home environments

. Neighbourhood - Sense of safety

. Feel safe - daughter commented
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Natural environment 131

Other 131

What will inspire women and girls of the Town of Bassendean into the future - given the
changing community context?

Theme Specific Comment

. Role models doing anything and everything (2)

. Continuing role models

. The example of the current mayor

. Local mentors for Young people

. Mentorships

. Recognising role models & fostering Young women in leadership

. Having female CEO to role model

. Women in leadership roles - Councillors, mayor, CEO
o Equality in leadership encouraged to take on prominent roles
. The current composition of females on council - so inspiring makes me wat to step up!
. More women in leadership roles and women who are approachable and down to earth
. Representation in positions of power and influence
. Employed CEO
. Open minded council
. A fantastic representation of women on council
. Strong female dominant council
. Fabulous CEO & Mayor
. Seeing female leaders
. More women in leadership roles reflect diversity - Our council committees done reflect

the diverse community
. The election of women to council that has inspired others to achieve
. Mainly women council

. Equality in people who are making planning decisions in the town. Would be good to
have a female perspective in planning. Would also like planners to be local & therefore
have an interest in the town,

. Strong female presenting & leadership in Bassendean alongside of the men who
support them

. Continuing to show girls strongfemale leaders such as our current Town of Bassendean
staff and Coundllors, women are active in our community as volunteers, business
owners etc. and we need to continue this tradition to inspire others

. Make history of Bassendean's strong women and their contribution more visible

. More women leaders

. More power & visibility for women & their interests

. Strong women leaders in our community

. Community working together and valuing women's roles

. Inspiration al role modelling keeping strong women leaders, women in businesses
Ileadership)

. More only women events

. Honouring & celebration of achievements by women & girls

. More women role models, starting businesses, changing the landscape and shaping the
community

. Better opportunity grants & sponsorships

. Education on property and how to apply that knowledge in the community

. Careers information for women

In the 30's widowsjoined together to raise money for work programs - to which
employed the returning soldiers

Freedom of a natural environment the river, accessible fruit trees, avocados grow here,
people come to Bassendean & they stay. The safety of knowing each other.
Environment

Trees and a beautiful environment - reat for women's mental health and wellbeing
Support from LGA to try new things/set up community groups
A solid underpinning of sodalist values and equality borne of class consciousness
Good facilities I infrastructure that is inclusive of women's voice

Role models and female

leadership jincluding Town of
Bassendean leadersj1331

Employment, financial and
economic opportunities 1141
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. Financial Freedom

. Women operated businesses

. Flexible working arrangements

. Local employment opportunities for women

. Equal job opportunities

. Implement STEM field to encourage girls & employment

. Needs to encourage employment to enable this & woman to work flexible hours

. Business opportunities

. Opportunities to support micro businesses in and around Old Perth Road as the Town
Centre is revitalised

. Economic development I the Bassendean festival of local business - Supporting &
encouraging women to start their own business

. Inspiring young business owners Ie. g. Holly Raves, Spotted & Wasteless Pantry

Education 171

. More engagement with schools to encourage girls and boys to develop and use parks
and river for recreation & cycle paths

. Business studies

. Community programs for young girls - relax, education, classes

. Encouraging excellence in life skills - great self esteem

. Strong education programs which girls have access to

. Specific events and programs to encourage & foster the personal academic, sporting,
social development and participation of women & girls in the community

. STEM

Sport and recreation 161

Security improvements (6)

. Women's Sport - AFL

. More focus on women's sports

. Places to meet to create support networks

. More exposure of women's I girl's sports

. Engagement of girls - Employment & other sporting facilities

. Sport

Greater visibility of women
and girls in the community (5)

. Greater security in the town. More streetlights, cameras etc.

. I think being a safe place to live and build confidence in our girls

. Not afraid to walk alone around the town

. Good lighting Inver lighting) safe at night

. Green, safe walking from the public transport routes

. Build safe places to live and work

Gender equality 141

. Increase civil partidpation of young peoplein shaping our spaces lideasI future

. Greater publicity of the community organisations as guides, Scouts etc.

. Community engagement to hear diverse voices

. More visibility especially for first nations females

. Consistent and visible messaging that they're valued

Meeting spaces and activities
(3)

Recognition and celebration of
women's achievements (2)

. Visible gender equality across all sectors

. More accountability for men & gender equality in public life

. Caring for each other and being generous with resources

. We need more of the same! We need to preserve that closeness as we grow over the
next few years' I think the question needs to focus on inspiring boys to grow up to be
kind and caring men. No quality is we don't get men on board.

Arts and culture (2)

Recognition of history and
future 121

. Support for mothers meeting place IPIaces to talk)

. Community activities that are women friendly

. Women & girls safe spaces. - Indigenous women's health & education programs:
healthy relationships, protective behaviours etc.

Child-focused community
services and adjvities 121

. Celebrating successes & achievements of women from all backgrounds

. Visual display of women's achievements

. Awarding scholarships

Town of Bassendean
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. Art centre, Community Cultural Centre

. Art & artefacts that reflect women

. Strong histories of local women - arts, artefacts, stories, etc.

. Looking to future - planning to include the historical concepts and modern re-
vitalization of the community

. Child care options

. Interesting events for children
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Support and services for men
121

Other 141

5.2 Stakeholder Forums

On 2 May, 4 May and 6 May 201.9 stakeholder forums were held to understand the connection to

community, opportunities and concerns of key stakeholder organisations in the community. Many of the
organisations engaged at this early phase continued to support the project, in particular by assisting with
the distribution of communications materials to their networks.

The three forums were held in Bassendean, Ashfield and Eden Hill and were attended by 34
representatives from the following ,. 5 organisations:

. Federal Government of Australia (Member for Perth)

. Town of Bassendean Council

. Town of Bassendean Executive

. Bassendean Historical Society (Inc. )

. Bassendean Eastern Regional RSL

. Bassendean Men's Shed

o Department of Communities (Housing)
o Design Bassendean

. Eden Hill Community Action Network

. Hawaiian

. Swan Districts Football Club

. Tempo Tax and Accounting

. Town of Bassendean Economic Development Committee

. Wind in the Willows Childcare

. Key local landowners

More support for men to be more respectful & practicing of gender equality - women
shouldn't have to do this work

Places for men to talk rather than act out

Smashing the patriarchy every single day
Supermarket should be outward looking rather than I
Room to grow
Grief guides

Activity I: Visioning5.2, I

At each stakeholder forum, participants worked as one large group to respond to the questions noted in
the table headings below.

Numbers in brackets indicate the number of comments that relate to a particular theme (first column) or
the number of specific comments that were repeated by multiple participants (second column).

What has been great about the Town of Bassendean (past and present)?

Theme SpecMC Comment

A friendly community where . Friendly and supportive community (3)
people know each other (10) . People looking after each other (2)

Town of Bassendean
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The feeling of being in a village
or country town 171

People knew each other
A nice place to raise children

Knowing who Your neighbours and community members are -such great people
Interaction with people
Everyone knows their neighbours
Healthy rivalry between north and south of the train line
Bayswater was like a foreign country, but more connection to Guilford (we were like a
country town - protective of what we had!

. Still feels like a country town

. Village-like in a positive sense

. People love coining to Bassendean because it feels like a village community

. A lot of people move here from country towns Iespecially retirees) because it feels like
one

Being small is also a downfall Inct room to suit everyone)
Good value (of housing prices) for the amenities that are provided, especially transport
access

Accessibility to transport
Walking distance to daily needs Ishopping, library etc. )
On the train line accessible to the city
Unique location close to the city and the river, but that has avoided really large
development

o Easy access
. Bassendean Is now considered inner city
. Trees (2)
. Clean environment

. Natural boundaries (river)

. Parks

. Environment

. Leafy and green

. Now a friendly main street

. Active main street

. Moving the memorial did a lot for the community - brought people together to
celebrate and recognise
There is a desire on the part of communities to have a voice and be inclusive
Feels welcoming when coining into Bassendean (e. g. down Gullford Roadj
A lot of interaction was and still is through sport
Listen to Torn Stannage'SIecture on life in Bassendeanlabout the history of work,
industry, growing up I - available at the Bassendean Library. Also, Eric MCCrum's history
Went through a metamorphosis from industrial workshops, to people leaving with the
loss of the workshops, to people returning to a more comfortable place

. Early colonial history

. Rich and long Indigenous history

. Aboriginal history needs to be acknowledged. The land for BIC Reserve was donated by
Traditional Owners - this needs to be recognised

. Safe haven

. Security

. An unusual place

. Quite optimistic about Bassendean - a passionate and progressive Council

Easy access to the town
centre, and to the CBD by
public transport 171

A beautiful natural

environment 171

Adjvity and community
conned Ivity 161

Conned ion to history 151

Safety and security (2)

A unique place 111

A passionate and progressive
Cound1 1/1

What could be even better?

Theme

Freeing up commercial
property tenancies 121

Streetscape design and
parking 121

Town o1 Bassendean
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Specific Comment

. Fewer land bankers on Old Perth Rd ICUrrently three quarters of the street)

. In the Northern Territory, vacant commercial spaces can be rented out at higher rates -
makes landlords keen to rent rather than sit on land

. Island parking up and down Old Perth Road -to slow traffic and enhance community
feel

o Have hidden kerbs to retain character

CreatingCommunities



New open space between the church and the hotel- a communal space
Places for people to talk and share ideas
A farmers' market

Council needs to continue to run community events
Places to age in place

Allocate planning guidelines for solar shading, guttering and solar access

Preserving historical buildi s

Prepare for more frequent public transport

How would you like the Town to be described in 20 Years?

121

Community events 121

ABeingin place 111

1/1

Preservation of heritage 1.1

(1)

Theme

Having a strong connection to
nature and prate tied natural
environment (9)

Speclflc Comment

. Bigger trees luriderground power needed) (2)

. No construction on existing green space

. Trees

. Trees reduce ambient temperature and help with privacy

. Native

. Birds

. Environment retained and protected

. Ensure leafy-green nature is preserved

. Keep the town sympathetic in look and feel, but build density on top

. Heritage

. Most of the biggest tourist cities in the world have retained heritage and the native
environment

. Heritage precincts leg. Old Perth Road is one of the most intact art deco streetscapes)

. Reminiscent of Old Subiaco tinix of retained heritage and different housing types)

. Visual recognition of history is important

. "Characterise" the area north of Guilford Road more

. Walkable (2)

. Accessible I easy access (2)

. Old Perth Road as a vibrant town centre

. A destination in the town centre leg. a Woolworths or an ALDl)

. Destinations will not be shopping centres, but will be community services and facilities

. "High street feel" retained - people out on the street

. Most people are quite happy to see dilapidated buildings and land developed

. Rejuvenated

. Not built beyond human scape Ikeep it no more than five storeysj

. Living space and social fabric that make people feel comfortable

. Liveable - how to ensure this with increased population?

. How accurate are the Perth and Peel numbers now?

. What does 4,150 dwellings mean in terms of population?

. Safe (2)

. Opportunities for Youth (e. g. sports facilities; better supported parks; Youth centres) t
spend time, play and work

. Ensure sporting reserves are retained

. Calming atmosphere

Recognition and protection of
history and heritage 171

Walkable and accessible (4)

Old Perth Road as a vibrant

high street (4)

Built form recommendations

131

Liveability 121

queries about experted
population growLh (2)

Safe 121

Youth development 111

Retain recreational space 111

Calming atmosphere 1/1

Activity 2: Values

At each stakeholder forum, participants worked as one large group to respond to the questions noted in
the table heading below.

5.2,2

ssess the 2017-2027 Strategic Community Plan values. Do these resonate I are they
relevant?

Town of Bassendean
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201.7-2027 SCP Values

ICOuncillors. staff and volunteer
contributions are vital in striving 10
nee: our diverse community's
aspirations rind wellbornB. We will
atlively ClieaCe our coiniii"nity anti
seek 111eir liar! cj)allot in p an 11/11g
11/01 futurej
Excellence

IWe sirve to achieve tile highesl
standards in local government and
10 consistently provide
consultative. ethica and responsive
services;

Comment

. Should be changed to "community' and/or "inclusivity" - "people" is riot descriptive o
a value

. The Town has always been diverse, a wonderful mix. This diversity may have started
because of migrant workers to the workshops IMaltese, Slavic and Italian etc. )

. Mediation group between neighbours

. Urban design can facilitate interaction

. Sense of community

. A bit odd/"naff"

. Maybe "progressive" instead?

. Not sure about this one

IPreserving anti ronin uiiicaii, TB our
shared history and iteriia, e
Increases our callacity to balance

IOCay's needs with the long terni
Interests of Ihe future)

rtnerships
ICOila borntive 0011/1erships alld
regional cooperation Increase value
10 our CCITT, ,runiiyiiie East

Metropolitan Reaonj
Sense of Place

IWC recognise illat multia;1111/8 our
natural e:Ivi:crime"I is criicial to

5,151ainiiig our future We
acknowledge titat o111 CONiti"tiny
requires Council to preserve nild
eiiiiance our streetscapes, built and
natural enviroiimeiit. and IC

protect Ihe Swa, I River as our

87eaiest Falunl aster I

Should also include Aboriginal heritage (2)
Focus has been built heritage in the past
Historical Society want to get more involved in community engagement on local history
Historical Society have a very large archive of oral histories
People want to find out how they can connect to the history of the area
Still a lack of protection for much built heritage tapproximately 20% of heritage
properties demolished) - need to be incorporated into Local Planning Scheme
Need to include for built and natural heritage
Replace "heritage" with "history"?
A well-meaning word that doesn't capture what the value means
Should be changed to "welcoming"
Feeling of being able to walk down the street and say "g'day"

Support for this

When you have improved visual amenity and design you have a whole range of SOCia
and health benefits

People are looking for something to be part of (e. g. huge number of attendee$ at
Baysie Fair and at Altone Road Diversity Fair) riot only for locals

Are any values missing7

o Safety/safe street environment for all people (2)
. Diversity (2)
. Welcoming
. The river

. Access

. Recondliation - acknowledge first nations people

. Local economy Ithrough sustainability)

. Natural environment (2)
The biggest volunteer group in Bassendean is the group interested in the natural
environment

Environment and sustainability
Values we don't want

Uniformity
Affordability and choice

Sustainability in terms of being able to live here, work etc. long term
Sense of pride

Pride and hope (this value has a close link to economic prosperity - work brings
pride and hope e. g. Koongamaia only now re-building after the loss of the
railway)
Sense of pride in the community (getting the local community together and
hanging outj

Think they're all pretty good
Being brave - taking risks

Town of Bassendean
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. Better emphasis on integrating ASMeld and Eden Hill tall the current emphasis is o
Old Perth Roadj

. Old Perth Road as a value

Activity 3: Strategic Planning5.2.3

At each stakeholder forum, participants worked as one large group to respond to the questions rioted in
the table heading below.

What are the major opportunities for the Town of Bassendean related to. ..

Theme Comment

. Retain values while allowing development 111ke the Freo Alternative project)

. Good design guidelines needed e. g. Design WA

. More mixed-use could be accommodated on commercial land and car parks

. Ageing in place and intergenerational housing. Could happen on Aegis' aged care home
in the town centre

. Apartments above shopping centres

. Original Perth & Peel strategyidentified the industrial areajust north of Ashfield
station as a mixed-use activity node - this makes a lot of sense

. Industrial floor space is contracting so why riot allow mixed-use in industrial areas?

. Would love to see "daringness" from landowners in investing in really good design that
attracts a diversity of potential users

. Support for innovative designs that are environmentally sustainable

. Option for develops to use 30 models to understand trade-offs (point system policy is
in place)

. Shop-top living set back from the road Ias per May lands)

. There is a case for medium to high density where there is good access to public
transport

. Even the Stephenson-Hepburn Plan (1955) allocated density to Success Hill
o Tree-lined walk down Old Perth Road to the river

. Parking on Old Perth Road

. Town of Victoria Park has created parklets that break up the car parking on the street
lopportunities for people to stop and chat)

. Walkability from surrounding areas to the town centre

. Keep the river protected

. Connect the town centre to the river

. Local jobs created by development of new local businesses leg. CSB site in Ashfieldj

. Innovation hub in the town centre

. Destinations need to be convenient

. Diversity of the use types in the town centre - and enhandng what we already have
leg. the Bassendean Hotel recently)

. Bassendean business community to offer services/discounts to seniors - especially
seniors who visit from other areas

. How to get people who visit the library into businesses?

. Old Perth Road should be a lively, inviting hub with an appropriate mix of shops
IGuilford is an example of a great mix of complementary land uses)

. Interaction between different land use types

. Need to know that there is always someone there tin the town centre)

. Business and services for an ageing population (e. g. Claremont Quarter)

. These facilities and services should be open beyond 9am to Spin Monday to Friday
Uricluding the Town of Bassendean)

. Sporting organisations acting as community organisation leg. Swan Districts Football
aub now "use footy as a carrot' not the core focus, running cooking classes, disability
support, bus for aged care residents to visit the footy etc. )

. Relevance and sustainability are both necessary

. Events can bring experiences that people don't normally get, but the sustainable part is
getting community services in - consistent things to support the people who visit the
most

Access and transport?

Environment?

Community facilities and
serv ces>

Town o1 Bassendean
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Just upgrading a venue can do a lot leg. RSL painted and Tenovated the building and
now have one of the highest attendance and biggest events of any RSL in WAj

What are the major issues for the Town of Bassendean related to. .,

Theme Comment

. How will you add 4,150 new dwellings and riot change the values, character and spirit
of the area?

. Road-blocks are put up when it comes to developing key commercial land, car parks
etc.

. Don't like the Eden Hill concept plan - there is the potential to do something so much
better

. Needs to be a height restriction leg. no more than five storeys), or strong principles for
more green space I more trees where there is height above the limit

. Understanding the nature of the challenge - what blocks are left that can be
subdivided lie. informing people that dwelling growth is happening regardless of the
rules)

. Develop car park next to the train station. Town of Bassendean could gift this to a
developer with the condition that any development continues to provide public parking
Question about impact of Matronet on train stations

. A10t of the riverside is privately owned Ialthough any property that is sold loses the
riverfront access strip)

. Urban village has turned its back on the natural environment

. Eden Hill misses out on its connection to the river mrivately owned former Pyrton site
and Lord Street prevent this)

. Old blocks also run down to the river - preventing public access

. River rise I flooding

. Are there going to be brick and mortar shops in the future?

. Major types of business services are missing from the Town e. g. no/few lawyers' offices

. Would be nice to see one great business innovation sustain itself triothing great seems
to last quite long enoughj

. Eden Hill needs a local centre

. Land ownership in the town centre

. A very long main street, with a dead civic centre in between two lively ends

. Viability

. A vicious cycle - people don't want to go to the town centre because there is nothing
else there

. Are events sufficient to support investment in a specific area?

Access and transport?

Business?

Community facilities and
services?

5.3 Stakeholder Meetings

One-on-one meetings with key stakeholder organisations generally focused on informing these
organisations of the engagement and communications process. Notes from these meetings are therefore
not included in this Report.

5.4 Postcards and Polls

Postcards were available:

. At the Ideas Hub on Old Perth Road from April until September 201.9

At the four mobile Ideas Hub drop-in sessions in Eden Hill, Ashfield and Hawaiian's shopping
centre in May and June 201.9

.

Town o1 Bassendean
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Online polls were released available on the Town's Your Say page from April until September 2019.

Postcards and polls asked the same questions, so the results from these two initiatives are combined.

For each of the questions below, counts in brackets indicate the number of comments that relate to a

specific theme (first column) or the number of the same specific comment (second column). Because
respondents were able to make multiple comments related to the same theme, these are counts of
responses triot of respondents),

Postcard LIPolls 1-2: Past and Present5.4. I

The most common five themes of words for how the Town could be described now are:

. Sense of community (46)

. Green and natural (36)

. Relaxed/quiet (24)

. Feels like a village/country town (22)

. Connection to history and heritage (19)

The most common five themes related to why respondents chose to live in the Town of Bassendean are:

. Proximity to the river (43)

. Proximity to Perth city (36)

. Access to public transport (34)

. Natural environment (31)

. Location (general) (25)

What three words would you use to describe the Town of Bassendean 144 postca, d
responses I

Theme

Sense of community 1461

Specific Words

. Community (18)

. Friendly/friendliness (13)

. Strong community (31

. Community-focused (2)

. Caring and diverse people

. Communal

. Concerned about the people

. Connected community

. Engaging

. Good community vibe

. Great people

. Inclusive

. Kind

. Sense of coinmun'

. Green (16)

. Nature/natural (5)

. Tree/tree-lined (4)

. Leafy (3)

. Earthly atmosphere

. Earthy

. Environmental

. Green (on its way)

. Lush

Green and natural 1361
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Relaxed/quiet 1241

. Nature in the city

. Natural environment

. Wildlife

. Quiet/quietness (7)

. Relaxed/relaxing (7)

. Peaceful (5)

. Relaxing now & future

. Sedate

. Serene

. Sleepy

. Tranquil

Feels like a village/country
town (22)

. Village/village-like (5)
' Quaint (3)
. Small (2)
. A village atmosphere in the city
. Bassendean is village feel
. Country
. Country atmosphere
. Country feel in the city
. Country town vibe
. Country-feel
. Laid-back village
. Small town charm

. Town

. Town Feel

. Urban village

Connection to history and
heritage (19)

. Historic/historic (6)

. Old/old-fashioned 161

. Heritage (2)

. Character

. Cultured

. Established

. Heart of heritage

. Rich State history

Connected/accessible 1/21

. Connected (3)

. Convenient (2)

. Central (2)

. Centrally located

. Close to the City

. Good public transport

. Train station

. It's close to transport

Future potential (11)

Proximity to the river (11)

. Potential (3)

. Adaptive

. Evolving

. Full of possibilities

. Growing

. Hopeful

. In transition

. Waiting to bloom

. Work in progress

Progressive (10)

Town of Bassendean
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. Ringr (6)

. Riverside (3)

. River & natural assets

. River flows through

. Progressing (6)

. Experimenting

. Forward thinking
o Moving Forward
. Proactive
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Too quiet/uneventful 11.01

. Boring (2)

. Asleep

. Lacking

. Slow moving community

. Slow-moving

. Uricompetitive

. Under achieving

. Underutilised

. Uneventful

A beautiful place (9)

Diverse/EClectic 171

. Beautiful (4)

. Beautiful natural surroundings

. Fantastically kept streets
' Lovely
. Picturesque
. Unspoilt

Little-known/forgotten 171

Vibrant hub (6)

. Diverse (4)

. EClectlc (2)

. Diverse old and new

Liveable15)

. Change adverse

. Forgotten

. Out of touch

. Outer

. Stuck in past

. Under-recognised

. Unknown

Active/fast-paced (4)

. Vibrant (5)

. Great hub

Family-friendly area (4)

. Great place to live

. Liveability - easelconvenience

. Livea ble

. Nice

. Pleasant place to live

Growing/developing (4)

' Active

. Active people

. Fast

. Fun

Home (4)

Issues with community 141

. Family (2)

. Family friendly

. Family-orientated

Underdeveloped 141

. Growth

. In a period of growth

. Rapidly getting built up

. Transitional

General positive comment (3)

Good amenity (3)

. Home/homely (3)

. Belonging

. Divided (2)

. Incohesive

. Over 50 unfriendly

Spacious 131

. Underdeveloped (3)

. Need redevelopment future

Town of Bassendean
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. A great place

. Has everything

. Unique

. Nice cafe's, shops etc.
' Parks

. Street amenities

. Open spaces

. Space to breathe

. Spacious
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Unkempt (3)

Ageing

Political statement

Unsafe (2)

o Decrepit
. Shabby chic
' Untidy
. Ageing (2)

. Lefties

. Mismanaged

. Ashfield I Eden Hill a bit scary

. Crime

. Affordable

. Endangered by growth

. Frustrating

. Heart

. Interactive

. Local pride

. Locality

. Locality

. Middle class

. Mini Maylands

. More transport needed

. Needy

. People

. Predictable

. Shopping

. Silos

. Smoke

. Suburbs

. Very Ashfield I downtown Bassendean centri

. Viable

o Waiting for greening
. Wheelchair unfriendly

Other 12/1

Why did you choose to live in the Town of Bassendean? 146 postcard; 76 poll, esp

Theme

Proximity to the river (43)

Specific Comment

. River (12)

. Close to river 1101

. Near/proximity to the river 161

. A river running through it

. Access to Swan River

. Because It's close to the river

. Close access to the river

. Closeness to the river

. I have an affinity with water
o Proximity to river and Swan Valley
o River access

. River being close

. River flows through

. Riverside

. The beautiful walkways along the riv

. The parks and river

. The river area

. To be close to the river

. Close to/proximity the city/CBD (22)

. Convenience to CBD/city (2)

. Access to the city

. Close to city but riot to close

. Close to city, train and amenities

. Close to town

Proximity to Perth city (36)
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, Close enough to the City
. Distance to CBD

. Fairly close to the city

. I love the close distance to the city

. Is close Ibut not tool to the city

. It's close to the city

. Location - Ismins bytein to CBD

. We were looking to purchase a house that was close to the city but still far enough to
have some peace & quiet

. Public transport (5)

. Train station (2)

. Transport (2)

. 3 train stations

. Along a transit corridor

. Bridge to the train station
, Close access to the railway
. Close to public transport
. Close to railway
. Close to the train

. Connection via public transport train line

. Convenient to public transport

. Excellent public transport

. Good access to public transport toreferably a train line)

. Good access to rail

. Good transport system

. On the train line

. On train line and has buses

. Our house is close to the train station

. Proximity to IGA and Ashfield Train Station,

. Proximity to public transport and bike paths.

. Proximity to train station

. Proximity to transport

. Railway line

. Rapid transit

. Train station providing everything we need

. Transport links

. Transport links road/ rail

Access to public transport (34)

Natural environment 13/1

. Trees (4)

. Nature (3)

. Green (2)

. Green streets/streetscapes (2)

. Animals

. Beautiful natural environment in reasonable condition

. Because of the old growth trees

. Combination of tree coverage, natural environment and birds

. Environmentally friendly space

. Green spaces

. Green/eco initiatives of Council

. I love the natural environment: the river, mature native trees and wildlife

. In our move from the Hills we were still keen for quiet streets and lots of trees.
Bassendean has these in spades. .. and a great community vibeinto the bargain

. Its access to nature

. Its connection with the river and natural environment

. Its open green leafy spaces are very important to me

. Lots of trees

. Lots of trees 1.0 years ago

. Natural beauty

. Natural surroundings

. River, birds, simple life, it's bliss

Town of Bassendean
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. The remaining natural green spaces and the river environment attracted me. I'm sure it
is these things that create a greater sense of community here than what you find
elsewhere

. The river system still supports native bushland and wildlife

. The spacious feel of the suburb and beautiful trees

. Central

. Central to what we needed

. Centrally located

. Close to city and airport

. Close to everything

. Close to river, transport, city, Swan Valley

. Close to train line but also nature and river. Accessible to the city, walkable to river,
cafes, library, and shops

. Convenience

. Good road access to

. I didn\ exactly choose to live in Bassendean in 2005 Bassendean was affordable and
close to the river and train. I am very heartened by the development of Bassendean
overthese yearsinto a progressive community

. It is close to the city but on the edge of the Swan Valley

. It's convenient location

. Lived in eastern suburbs

. Locality to everything

. Location

. Near the river, not too far from town. Close to school and shops

. Proximity to river, train station, connection to a town centre/ main street 101d Perth
Rd), walkability, proximity to hills/ national park

. Proximity to the city, river, train line, shops & education

. Proximity to the city/river, and good access to the train

. Proximity to things 11. e, location)

. Train station, facilities, services, river, road connections, central to family

. Under 30-minute commute for work

. Wanted to be close to both my partner's and my work. We were renting in Bayswater
&loved this general area

. We chose to live here because the streets seemed lovely and it was close to everything
we wanted

. We found a block in an attractive location

Location 18eneralj 1251

. Community (2)

. I have since discovered an amazing community and love living here

. A great community feel about it

. A very strong sense of community

. Been to the markets & love the community

. Community action

. Community feeling

. Enjoy doing our bit for a better Bassendean community and environment

. Everyone is so happy & welcoming

. Friendly

. Good community feel

. Great community

. Great community events

. I appreciate the genuine diversity and caring residents who have a community focus

. I like the community feeling that the town of Bassendean is unique and well known for,
it's the reason that many people move into the town for its isn't something that can
come with change it has been built up over many decades please don\ destroy this

. Its community feeling whilst being close to city

. lovely community feeling

. Relaxed attitudes, good vibes

. Sense of community

. Strong sense of community and village feel

. The small friendly village feel and the diversity of people

. Town has a lot of community spirit

Sense of community 1241
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Affordability 12/1

. We met lots of great people who we call great friends now

. Affordability/affordable (7)

. Affordable land

. Affordable living

. Affordable price

. Because we could afford to buy here in 1,975

. Cheap housing in 1,958

. Cost of houses at the time (2000s)

. Good value at time of buying

. It was an affordable suburb

. Price of houses

. Still affordable

. Stillan affordable area to buyin

. The low price of an old derelict house

. Value for money

. We found an affordable house close to areas we love IGuildford)

Connection to history and
heritage (18)

. Historic/historical (3)

. Old houses (2)

. Old style/old-fashioned (2)

. Availability of character houses

. Being able to buy a character home in the area

. Character

. Grew up here

. Heritage

. Lots of old areas 1,900-1940 housing

. Love the character homes

. Mum lived here when she was younger, she died here

. My love of older homes

. We wanted to live somewhere with a nice respect forthe old and heritage

. Wonderful heritage

Feels like a village/country
town 1171

. Because of the smallvillage feeland the beauty

. Close access to a village
o Country feel but with the benefits of living in the city.
. Country town vibe
. Feels like small country town
. Has that 'village feel', which hope it NEVER loses I
. I live in Ashfield. I love the country vibe

. 110ve the old houses and established gardens, which give a sense of being in a country
town, all while being close to the city

. Managing to keep it rural feel

. Small town feel

. Small town of yesteryear feel

. The central hub of the Main Street makes it feel homely

. The rural feel was great for bring up kids

. The urban village feel

. The village feel but urban setting

. Village/small town feel

. Village atmosphere

Family-friendly area (15)

. Close to family (2)

. Family friendly (2)

. A good place to raise my family

. Came to live with family

. Family area

. Family close

. Family focus, good neighbourhood

. Important for us to bring up our children close to nature.

. Kids

. Love, marriage and the opportunity to build a family home here

. Playground development for kids

Town of Bassendean
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Access to local

shops/businesses (14)

. We lived in Bassendean for 38 Years, raised and educated our children. When it came
to downsizing we couldn't afford Bassendean so were forced to move to Bennett
Springs 4kms away. Our lives still revolve in and around Bassendean

. Young children - Large house block

. Close to shops (3)

. Because of the main street shops

. Close to larger shopping areas

. Close to local independent shops selling giftware, second-hand goods

. Cool pub and good cafes
, Easy walking to shops
. Good access to shops & services compared to other suburbs
. Proximity to Old Perth Road
, Shopping centre
, Shopping precinct
. Shops
. Town hub

Good amenity 191

. Ambience

. Amenities

. Beauty

. Good mix of amenity

. Has all amenities

. Leisure facilities

. Love going to our local park

. Parks

. price

Walkability/cycle-ability 191

Big lots (8)

. Walkability (2)

. Bike track to the city

. Parks, walks & cycle paths

. Proximity to alternate and active modes of transport

. Shops and facilities all with walking distance

. To live as I did in a little town in Italy, close to all amenities and services by foot

. Walking distance to local Primary School

. Walking distance to restaurants, bar, pubs and cafes

Development/investment
opportunity (7)

. Big blocks (5)

. Affordable to buy old house on big block

. Roomy blocks

. We could get an old size quarter acre block near transport and amenities

Relaxed/quiet area 161

. Land size of the property I brought with potential to subdivide

. Future improvement

. Investment potential

. Opportunity to redevelop near rail station

. Possibilities for future development

. We wanted the opportunity to buy and redevelop OUT land to deliver housing choice
for residents and allow seniors to live in apartments close to amenity.

. Future value

General positive comment 151

' Quiet (3)
. Lovely quiet area
. Quiet and relaxed

. Quieter area Iexcept for airport at 5,300m)

Low density/limited
development 151

. Because it is nice

. Felt allof the above and everything felllnto place easily when I decided to more here

. I lived in Bassendean all my life it's a great suburb and I have a feeling I'll be living here
for the rest of my life

. It was a perfect choice for us

. Nice area

Town of Bassendean
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. Its low density

. Low density living

. Low development

. Not elitist space between houses, and no apartments ... but that changed.

. Not living in box's on top of one
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School catchment ISI

Diverse 141

. Good primary schools Isecondary is a different issue!

. John Forrest Catchment Zone

. Proximity to schools

. To get in JFSC catchment zone

. We were thrilled to buy land near a good primary schoolin Eden Hill

. Diverse

. It's an interesting area made up of homes, businesses and people from acro
generations

. Mix of old and new

. Mix of old and new and everything in between

. A Council that is progressive and listens. A smaller Town Council footprint

. Bassendean has a lot of potential

. Evolving

. Up and coining main street

. Close to hills

. Close to Swan Valley

. Closer to family in the hills

. I don't I just paid a visit

. Would love to live in Bassendean

. Any

. Diverse demographic - not an estate, solots of different houses and people

. Free on-street parking for visitors

. It's an interesting place to live

. LandCorp's Ithen) investment in the redevelopment of the Oval

. Only downfall I find at night the streets are very dark especially for walkers

. Schools, hospital nearby

. Lived here most of my life

. Housing in suburbs

. Location to airport

. Close to Swan Valley

. Open space

. Feeling of being heard by all3 spheres of government

Progressive (4)

Proximity to hills/Swan Valley
131

Doesn't live here 121

Other 1131

Postcard 21Polls 34: Future

The most common five themes of words for how the Town could be described in the future are:

5.4.2

. Vibrant/active (50)

o Green and natural (47)

o Sense of community (32)
. Modern/progressive (29)

. Sustainable (26)

The most common five themes related to ideas that could make the Town even better in the future are:

Environmental management (49)

Preserve/enhance open space (34)

Events/arts/cultural initiatives (23)

Increased retail/entertainment options (22)

Improved connection/accessibility (21)

What three words would you like to be used to describe the Town of Bassendean in 20
years? 152 postcard, 72 poll responses I

Specific CommentTheme
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Vibrant/active (50)

. Vibrant (17)

. Exciting (3)

. Lively (3)

. Thriving (3)

. Activated (2)

. Active (2)

. Buzzing (2)

. Dynamic (2)

. Vibrant town centre (2)

. Bustling

. Cosmopolitan and lively

. Densely populated
' Fast

. Fun

. Good vibe

. Happening

. Hub

. Overcrowded

. Prosperous

. The place to be on a Friday

. Upbeat

. Vibrant cafe strips (Old Park Road)

. Vibrant, Sodal destination

Green and natural 1471

. Green (18)

. Leafy (4)

. Treed/trees (4)

. Greener 121

. Beautiful green town

. Environment

. Green i. e. Parks & trees

. Green spaces

. Green/lush

. Lush and green

. Maintain plenty of green open space

. Natural beauty & tranquillity.

. Natural environment cared for

. Natural habitat

. Natural retreat

. - Nature

. Nice tidy green
' Shady
. Tree lined

. Tree-filled

. Unspoilt

. Well tree's & shrubs

. Wildlife

Sense of community (32)

. Friendly (8)

. Community (7)

. Good/great community feel (3)

. Born there, die there

. Close community

. Community arts

. Community minded

. Community working together

. Community-based

. Cooperative

. Local pride

. Neighbourly

. Respectful

. Strong community
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Modern/progressive (29)

. Strong community still
, Strong sense of community
. Tolerant

. Progressive (11)

. Modern (5)

. Innovative (4)

. Trendy (2)

. Full of opportunity

. Futuristic

. Hopefully there will be more decisions

. Inspiring

. Leader

. Proactive

. Urban

Sustainable (26)

. Sustainable (13)

. Conservation-minded

. ECo friendly

. ECo-friendly village

. Ecological

. ECo-urban

. Energy efficient

. Environmental

, Environmentally friendly
. Goods offered all natural

. Green i. e. Environmentally friendly

. Leaders in sustainability

. Respectful of natural assets

. Waste-free

Place of interest (17)

. Creative 131

. Interesting (2)

. A creative hub

. Attractive

. Character

. Desirable

. Destination place

. Diverse

. Engaging

. Exciting

. Funky

. Hidden gem

. Surprising at each turn

. Unique

Indusive/inviting (13)

. Indusive (4)

. Inviting (2)

. Diverse

. Multicuitural

. Sense of belonging

. Sense of place

. Suits each personality

. Supportive

. Tolerant

Connected/accessible (12)

Town of Bassendean
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. Connected (5)

. Better public transport

. Convenient

. Excellent transport facilities

. Less divided by the train line

. Local

. Reconnect Bassendean

. Well-connected to Perth's CBD
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Safe (10)

Relaxed/quiet 191

Great spaces (8)

. Safe (8)

. Less break in

. Secure

. Relaxed/relax (5)

. Peaceful (2)

. Keep streets quiet

. Not music blaring

Retain "village feel" (8)

. Spadous (2)

. Friendly hang out areas

. Great public parks I spaces

. Local access to parks

. Open

. Parklands

. Shady

Familyfriendly 171

. Country (2)

. Close Ifamiliar

. Local - village atmosphere

. The Town is a village

. Vibrant character village

. Village

. Village-like Nature-based

A beautiful place (6)

Diverse 161

. Familyfriendly (3)

. Families

. Family-orientated

. Future spacey families

. Multi-generation al

Retain connection to history
and heritage 161

. Beautiful (4)

. Attractive

. Beautiful natural scenery

Connected to Swan River 151

. Cosmopolitan (2)

. Balanced community of people

. Diverse

. Diverse old and new

. Intersenerational

Limited development (5)

. Historic (2)

. Heritage

. Old world charm

. Retain character and heritage values

. Love of older character homes

General positive comment 141

Increased development (4)

. Rimr (4)

. Riverside

. Low density

. Low rise buildings

. Miraculously avoided Overdevelopment

. Not high density

. Preserved

Walkable/cycle-able 141

Boring (3)

. Desirable (2)

. Enjoyable

. Nice

Town of Bassendean
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. Developed (2)

. Urbanised

. Yes to apartments

. Pedestrian-friendly

. Pedestrian-friendly

. Walkable

, Walks

. Boring

. Boring
o Boring
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' Classy
. Cultured

o Tasteful

. City of Bayswater
Comparison to other areas (31 . Mini Be aufort street

. Part of Bayswater

. Affordable

. Affordable

. Housing choice

. Charming

. Comfortable

. Liveable

. Best coffee strip in Perth

. Community local business

. Dining

. Amenity

. Central amenities

. Logical densification

. Smart density

. Engaged

. Ideas of resident carried through

. Ethical

. Fighting for maintaining GoS

. Flexible

. Ghost town

. Good land values

. Healthy

. Humanitarian

. Learning ecosystem

. Outer

. Overcrowded

. Programmatic

. River erosion stopped from speeding boats

. Ruined

. Seachange
o Sensible

. Verges maintained

. Well-appointed

What could make living in the Town of Bassendean even better in the future? 153 POS
poll responses I

Classy/tasteful 131

Housing choice/affordability
131

UVeable (3)

Local business opportunities
131

Good amenity 121

Logical densification 121

Responsive to community
engagement 121

Orher (171

Theme

Environmental management
1491

SpecMC Comment

. More trees (8)

. Increased green cover/tree canopy (3)

. 3 bin recycling (green waste)

. Banning single use plastics by businesses

. Cloth nappy rebates

. Continued investment in protecting our natural environment and looking after the river

. Converting Water Corp drains into living streams to provide more open space

. Could weioin other councils in declaring a climate emergency, please
o Demanding better quality buildings that are sustainable and include green spaces, trees

and roof gardens
. Green waste bin

. Greening the streets and verges to retain water runoff and

. Healthy river

. I would love to see more communitybased projects that turn vacant or under utilised
land into nature strips or vegetable patches/fruit trees to help birds and bees. Water
Corp land beside drains etc.

. Improve the tree canopy to drop the temperature from too many hard surfaces.

Town of Bassendean
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. Increasing tree canopy and planting out our green spaces to make them more inviting,
particularly in our hot summers

. Keeping river clean

. Laws to stop clearing trees

. Living, thriving wetlands; native trees-big ones with a secure future; water sensitive
street verge design

. Lots more street trees

. Make sure we keep the trees and plant more

. More environmentally friendly

. More street trees and walking areas, maintenance of green spaces and streets in
neglected areas

. More street trees. Final ise the TPS 4A and remove the intrusive fillin the Bindaring
Wetland so it functions as a nutrient stripping wetland

. More tree canopy

. More tree canopy. More native vegetation/improved quality of vegetation in parks &
reserves. More access to river frontage tin a managed way that doesn't degrade
foreshore)

. More trees and biodiverse gardens. Native veg along train line reserve and verges.
Improve quality of native veg at our parks and reserves

. No old growth trees to be cut down at all no

. Not sureif possible but - whilst acknowledging the ABSOLUTEimportance of the flats
and natural floodplains, if there was a way to improve water removal in the event of
1.00-Year flood event it would remove anxiety and improve resale & help draw new
residents

. Officially encouraging preservation of mature trees on private property

. Planted verges

. Plastic free

. Priority on sustainable across all planning & development

. Proper restoration and care of the river parks, increasing the number of native trees,
protecting and conserving indigenous flora & fauna

. Renewables used

. Requirements for sustainable development, with green roofs, green walls, canopy on
the building, grey water, solar panels, batteries, car sharing

. Respect for our Town's green spaces, mature trees, natural habitats, wetlands and the
river. These are taken for granted and notlooked after. Any town can have more shops
- our natural heritage is what makes Bassendean special and pleasant to live in

. Restored wetlands

. Rethink soil zones

. Sustainable approach and focus on renewable energy

. Urban forest

Preserve/enhance open space
1341

. A fenced in and well-lit dog park area with relevant facilities. Kwinana town built an
amazing one a few years agoif you would like a guide. Allows for everyone to be able
to utilise the walking paths along our beautiful river areas

. Adult outdoor gym/exercise equipment

. Areas to sit and hang out for everyone

. Better Developed Parks - use Kent street weir as a model for a riverfront education and
activity hub that's family friendly, dog friendly & even had a model train station
attraction I

. Ensuring existing and new residents are guaranteed that green spaces/ovals will riot be
allowed to be rezoned for housing or other developments

. Fenced off lead dog park

. Improved parks - get rid of the roads and get the creek opened thru Bindaring Park for
example; get the vacant lots close to centre of Town built on

. Inter-connected parks

. It would be great to see better pathways at reserves which are truly multi-use and
education around the fact the reserves are for everyone. It's frustrating how certain
groups don't share space (e. g. won't acknowledge if you're trying to pass on a bike)

. Kayak access north of the train line

. Keeping all our green open spaces, possibly creating more green space through
purchasing housing blocks to create small pocket parks, planting more trees on verges
and in our parks as trees have an aged life, need to have more trees not less

Town of Bassendean
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. Keeping Ashfield Reserve and riot putting housing on it - or Bassendean oval

. Maintained green space

. Make Guildford Road and Bridge beautiful by interesting trees and get rid of sub-
station and water treatment buoys etc.

. Make public space from the water Corp drainage channels that are throughout
Bassendean,

. More natural green open spaces

. More open spaces

. More parks and gardens

. More playgrounds that are specific to young children between 1.8months and 3years. I
find almost allthe playgrounds pose fall risks and therefore don't allow my toddler to
freely explore instead being shadowed by myself

. More weather protection from rain and sun in our parks to enable family and
recreational groups to meet for picnics and get togethers

. naturalsurroundings with many parks and street plant

. Open

. Open space round the oval where concerts happen

. Parks kept to an even higher standard as people have smaller or no backyards now

. Picnic spots with lots of nature and new playgrounds that use natural resources.

. Planning places for tall trees to grow as the primary land use

. Playground in the Town Centre

. Playground on BIC

. Preserve and protect our precious green spaces and reserves for future generations

. Preserve open space

. Public exercise equipment in parks

. Riverside parkland could be a 'Kings Park" for everyone

. Shade over playground facilities

. Teen and children friendly spaces with nature play activities and spaces to meet and
relax in parks

. A fruit and vegie market

. A regular farmers' market. Being able to shop local fresh produce within our town
centre would mean less travel to other areas and we are supporting the farmers so
close by.

. Activated cultural strategy that combines aboriginal heritage with contemporary
culture

. Arts and events

. Continue in the same vein regarding community events - we love it here

. Continued emphasis on community building through our events

. Create the neighbours' day. Close one different street every night to allow neighbours
to have a long temporary table to share homemade food and meet neighbours. Maybe
during late spring

. Greater creative expressions

. Have engaging festivals or promotions to grow better care of the shared space

. Library open longer hours (in particular to line up with Sunday markets). Library to have
more funding due to the demise of inter library loans. Host a writing festival like
Armadale I Rocking ham do

. More arts & creative experiences

. More community art projects

. More family events

. More music festivals

. More of what has already been happening, great cafe's pop up street festivals,
markets, community events and street art

. More of what has already been happening, great cafe's pop up street festivals,
markets, community events and street art

. More quality markets - currently low variety and quality

. More universal activities which all cultures can understand and enjoy

. Multicultural Festival

. permanent site for markets

. Regular and continuing community activities eg. yoga classes, weekly farmers market

. Sufficient parking for events

Events/arts/cultural initiatives
(23)
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. Weekly fruit and veg market

Increased

retail/entertainment options
1221

. A better community and shopping precinct

. A dessert cafel

. Bakers delight on Old Perth Rd

. Better choice of shops

. Better retail

. Better services/shops

. Bigger shopping centre

. Cafe at Sandy Beach

. Develop more land for businesses especially allow more new big supermarkets to
operate rather than having one supermarket monopolizing Bassendean - Encourage
competition

. Enhance cafe/shopping precincts

. Food and drink

. Increase cafes, food options etc.

. Increase commercial areas (I. e. more supermarkets, shops, cafes etc. )

. More commercial activity ICafes and shops and services) around train stations e. g.
Ashfield & Bassendean

. More op shops

. More small business and mix of retail, food outlets, boutique drinking areas

. Quirky shops

. Riverside facilities such as cafes for people to stop and enjoy the beauty of the river.

. Shops, bars restaurants, cafes etc. in the town centre

. Supermarket west end of OPR

. Supply for local small businesses

. Weekly fruit and veg market

. Better access to shopping centre, upgrade is a nightmare.

. Bike paths around the town

. Closing off Second Avenue at ANZAC Terrace so our children can street play without
the risk of speeding, idiotic drivers who treat it as a rat run to get to Walter Road

. Cycling path

. Electric shuttle bus running down side streets straight into centre on a circuit route, so
we don't use cars for local shopping

. Footpaths and street lighting

. Footpaths. Bike paths

. Having bike lanes throughout the main suburb if no existing bike path

. Improved river foreshore access - connect Point Reserve, Picketing Park and Sandy
Beach

. More bike paths

. More walking trails along the river that are bike/pram friendly

. Overpasses 10r underpasses) on Guildford Road to get to Bassendean & Success Hill
stations

. Reclaim river access to long North Road) so that everyone can enjoy the river instead of
a few property owners

. Safe active streets around schools - second avenue and Ivanhoe in Eden Hill for starters

. Seats in the streets

. Shady streets

. Shuttle bus services to shops & station

. Sinking the railway and Guildford Road to connect the Town seamlessly.

. Sinking the train line

. Train station overpass

. Walkability - focus on people rather than cars

Improved
connedion/accessibility (21)

Old Perth Road

activation/revitalisation (19)

Town of Bassendean
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. A destination park to encourage people to visit old Perth road, brighter street lights to
improve walk ability, preservation and enhancement of existing wetlands, sensible
development to fit town character

. A vibrant town centre

. Activated Old Perth Road

. Bassendean is pretty good as it is. Needs something done on the block of land at the
TAB

. Clean up the crappy eyesores along Old Perth Road
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. Create a thriving shopping/cafe strip along Old Perth Road to bring the community
together

. Development of Old Perth Rd into a mall/entertainment zone

. Development of Old Perth road into a dining hub like Beaufort St and Eighth Ave
Maylands

. Development of Old Perth Road

. Fill all the shops on old Perth road with tenants!

. Increase alfresco dining on old Perth road including funding parklets, upgrading shop
fronts on old Perth road, creating an anchor point in the town centre such as a town
square with integrated play components for children, tree canopy

. It would be great I'd aPR shops were filled and vibrant, but we are aware of issue

. More pressure on keylandowners to maintain & tenant buildings

. More residents within 600m of Old Perth Road so thereis substantial population to
sustain more shops, whilst not having to drive

. More residents within 600m of Old Perth Road so thereis substantial population to
sustain more shops, whilst not having to drive

. Deal with land banking Old Perth Rd

. Old Perth Road activation & revitalization

. Support for medium density around OPR

. Support for small business. Promotion of businesses in OPR. Working out a way to stop
monopolised building ownership in aPR

. Rec centre & pool (3)

. A community swimming pool/teisure centre with classes

. A new high schooll I'm worried that we will have to move out of area for high school
which I would hate to do

. A new high school within the Town - we have a growing youth population and parents
historically have sent their children to private schools out of the Town. A high school
would make the Town more attractive and encourage more families to move here and
stay

. A new local high school would give children growing up in the town of Bassendean a
chance at a better public education

. Adventurous playgrounds

. Development of the village hub at Ashfield and proceeding with a community focused
development of Eden Hill to provide a community hub for locals

. Local pool

. Maker space associated with Men's Shed

. More halls

. New high school on CyrilJackson site

. Performing arts centre

. Promote local teen socialising. A space including rock climbing, table tennis, old space
invader machines, space hockey, pool table etc. Staffing IWWC volunteers?) would be
required to keep the environment safe and inclusive

. Public recreation centre with a pool, like City of Bayswater's centre

. Sharing economy; Maker Space; Library of things

. Water playin the Town Centre -if Old Perth Road becomes a pedestrian first zone,
water spray/fountains for kids to playin while parents sit and have a drink

New public facilities (18)

Better strategic approaches to
planning/development (17)

. A focus on community orientated development with a focus on urban design.

. Developers that take care about community, notjust money - most are greedy and
uncaring, building slums of the future: a terrible legacy

. Get rid of some of the old unused buildings and replace them with architect designed
accommodation

. Getting off ass and making decisions on planning

. Give some more focus to Eden Hill, I feel we are often overlooked

. One of the reasons I moved to Bassendean was because of the transport access and
being able to walk to the river, cafe/shopping precincts. Progress and development
that will enhance these features should be encouraged

. Overall plan for thoughtful architecture and including the environment

. Rate payers' revenue is spent on value added projects

. Reducing red tape

. Re-zone Ashfield

. Sensible defined infill areas

Town of Bassendean
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. Sink the train line and open up green space and land for apartments

. That we treat the future planning holi5tically

. This 'tonsultation" without a scheme is ridiculous

. Town planning at the cutting, leading edge of Australian Inotjust Perth) environmental
and design expectations 20130/40 years ahead of current expectations

. Visionary Council

. We need to provide housing choice in the town. We need to focus residential density
around existing public transport hubs Itrain stations and near local shops so we can
retain the character in the suburbs. Don't deliver blanket density across suburb

Improve infrastructure (14)

. Underground power (5)

. Better existing infrastructure

. Having skip bins instead of tip passes. Also an off leash dog park

. Having underground power throughout the suburb

. Make Guildford Road and Bridge beautiful by interesting trees and get rid of sub-
station and water treatment buoys etc.

. More bulk verge collection

. Provision of skip bin instead of tip passes

. Skip bins

. Underground power across all suburbs would also be ideal I

. Underground power where power is unsightly

Traffic management (12)

. 30kmh on all streets except local distributor roads

. A new bridge over the Swan river to alleviate the bottleneck at Guildford

. Fix that dangerous road intersection at West and Reid

. Gullford Road improvements

. Less round-abouts

. Median strip tree planting to calm traffic, shade streets & improve walkability. e. g. Lord
Street, Walter Road, Second Ave, Bridson

. No more congestion on the roads

. Safe active street along Second Ave orlvanhoe St triorth of the train line)

. Shackleton St slow points

. Traffic management

. Traffic movement

. West Rd is not working well as a feeder road as the barrier kerbs keep parked cars on
the road surface

Higher density development
11/1

. Denser population supporting activity centre uses

. Focus increased density In centralised areas

. Great location but not enough apartments with amenities

. Increase densities significantly

. Increase density and housing options.

. More high density housing

. More people

. More people living in the town centre to create a vibrancy and enough to generate
prosperity for businesses to survive.

. Rezoning and higher density

. Strategic densification of residential apartments. Within an 800meter catchment of the
train station is common practice in other states across Australia

. Well done high density

Improved
connectivity/accessibility I'll

. I would love to be able to walk/cycle from/to each one of our riverside parks from the
other

. A mini-bus continually servicing areas away from rail services to relieve station parking
for train travellers

. Better level crossing

. Bridge IPedestrlan) to Garvey Park

. Bridge over the station at the end

. Enhance river connections

o Guarded crossings at train line tunnel and Lord StI Success
. More footpaths that are walkable day and night
. Put the footbridge over Gullford Rd back in. And maybe a second footbridge
. Safer and more convenient cross-town/station-access cycle Infrastructure
. Walking tracks to get to shops that are safe and not along roads

Town o1 Bassendean
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Increased safety measures 1.01

. Any efforts into reducing neighbourhood crime would be fabulous

. Crime reduce in Ashfield

. Improved park security or CCW

. Less crime

. Less hooning

. More crime prevention

. More street lighting to improve safe walking at night

. Reopen fire station

. Safer area/streets

. Town centre CorV

Diversity of coinmerdal land
usesjg)

. Develop more land for businesses especially allow more new big supermarkets to
operate rather than having one supermarket monopolizing Bassendean " Encourage
competition

. Fill all the shops on old Perth road with tenants!

. Having a cafe strip in Leederville. I'd like to see Ieventuallyj Bassendean be a suburb
like Shenton Park

. More businesses

. More cafes and shops like Maylands and Mt Lawley

. More commercial activity ICafes and shops and services) around train stations e. g.
Ashfield & Bassendean

. More shops & small business to bring more people to area

. More shops open longer would be fob as well

. Small shops for useful things in "high street"

More family-friendly 191

Urnit the scale of development
(8)

. Family-friendly (4)

. Family-oriented living

. Include a playground for children

. More family friendly facilities I activities

. More kids' facilities and better play grounds

. The age demographic is changing in Bassendean and it is important to keep everybody
happy, but I would like to see more to keep kids entertained inlay areas)

. Introducing stringent planning rules that prohibit two or more storey buildings
overlooking residents' backyards

. Less apartment buildings

. Less industrialisation

. Limits on number of houses on a block

. Minimum height restrictions (less than or equal to three storeys for apartmentsj

. Not overcrowding

. Nothing built over 3 stories more parking at the shopping centre

. Stop 8 units being built on quarter-acre lots

Transit-oriented development
(7)

. Enhance transport access

. Ensure high-density development occurs near the train stations to utilise good
connectivity to the city. This preserves the balance of the locality

. Focus the population increase around the train station

. Innovative approach to residential density and land use planning. I live 750metres from
the train station however my property is zoned R20. I dislike the battle-axe lot designs
Idriveway is a waste of space) which have occurred in the surrounding streets

. More low-rise apartments near the railway
, Strategic densification of residential apartments. Within an 800meter catchment of the

train station is common practice in other states across Australia

. We need to provide housing choice in the town. We need to focus residential density
around existing public transport hubs I train stations and near local shops so we can
retain the character in the suburbs. Don't deliver blanket density across suburb

Reduced State/public housing
(7)

Town of Bassendean
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. Change state housing percent to other suburb numbers

. Keeping the heart of Bassendean the wayitis, expanding community housing is not a
good thing for any suburb, it doesn\ work. Each suburb should share on a equal ratio
the number of lower SOCioeconomic houses that way people can be more supportive

. Less Homes West housing

. Less state housing

. Reduce crime rate by getting rid of homes west housing in the area

. Reduce government housing
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Building restoration/activation
161

. Reduce the percentage of Homes West rentals in Ashfield

Increased sense of community
(6)

. Get rid of some of the old unused buildings and replace them with architect designed
accommodation

. Furthermore, gentrification of the Ashfield shops will encourage more residents to live
In the area

. Gentrification of the Ashfield shops will encourage more residents to live in the area

. Planning to restore heritage buildings

. Some of the older houses in the area up-graded or redeveloped

. There are so many cool buildings not being used!

Continue community
engagement (5)

. Developed sense of community

. More commitment to the local community from the locals

. More tolerance for other's rights enhances prospects for successful multi use areas and
development. Respect for other people and their needs. Increased diversity

. Sense of belonging

. Show kindness to all & share your SMILE

. Stronger sense of community and environment

Diversity/quality of housing
options (5)

. Continued engagement with the residents of TOB (2)

. A 'small dog' park likejack marks park in Highgate

. Better understanding of the nature of the community and how to entertain them from
Council

. Clear communication from the Town regarding changes in the area- not relying upon
Facebook

Increased activity (5)

. Better housing stock

. Greater diversity in streetscapes, better housing design

. Heritage interimixed with amazing cutting edge standards and expectations

. Living choice
' Quality riot quantity

Well maintained public spaces
(5)

. A more sustainable and vlbrant town centre

. Activities

. Busier

. Make it a destination for cyclists, hikers and water craft users Imotorised or not). With
water recreation hire- kayak/SUP

. More activity I nightlife to encourage residents to leave their houses but stayin the
suburb

Employment and economic
development (3)

Retain connection to history
and heritage (3)

. Get the Council workers to pick up rubbish in the parks

. Improved streetscapes

. More attractive streetscapes around the town

. Rangers to walk streets: looking for overhanging trees, shrubs, vegetation over
pavement; cars, utes, trailers; damaged footpaths

. Resealing roads, improving street lighting, planting more trees (like Shackleton Avej

Support for health and
wellbeing of the community
131

. Local residents should be able to be employed by Town of Bassendean

. More employment opportunities

. Circular economy focus

Focus on Indigenous history
121

Improve property affordability
121

. Not to lose the village feel that Bassendean has, people will want what's unique here:
the people the river; the parks; the community interaction, its already here, You can't
buy what we have in Bassendean

. Heritage recognition. History projects. Aboriginal points of interest marked and rioted

. A sense of heritage

Preserve heritage (2)

. Emotionally & physically supporting the not so well off

. Making sure are happy & well

. Less racism

Town of Bassendean
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. Unique town centre that is diverse designed to include Aboriginal History

. More focus on Aboriginal heritage and inclusive ness of different cultures in forward
planning.

. Making the place more affordable to younger people

. Rental prices of the localshops

. Ongoing importance to care for the character homes- riot high density characterless
places like other suburbs

. Preserve heritage in key areas to retain 'charm' of Town
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Support for/more events (2)
. Community events that involve and showcase local businesses
. Regular and continuing community activities e. g. Yoga classes, weekly farmers market,

a community swimming pool/leisure centre with classes

. A DNA running tower like Kings Park - this will attract more people I visitors

. Change the bully in the shire office

. Change the name so the river side of Guildford Rd isn't dragged down by the bad
reputation of the other side.

. Get rid of the nasty, bossy, aggressive people

. Get to build around the oval

. Greater support for smaller members of the community like Casa Mia Montessoriwho
are an asset to the Town.

. I'm not happy with the high school catchment. I would move before my children got to
high school because of this. Pleaselobby the Education Department for a better high
school

. Improve the amenities available in Ashfield

. Interactive

. Living here is ok, shopping is horrendous

. Lower rates

. Move the street doctor out of the area to stop attracting questionable types to the
precinct.

. Not employing external survey consultants

. STRONGLY adhere to and implement Dog Laws; SPECIFICALLY make sure alldogwalkers
use Leads when out walking (unless in the designated areas where don't have to)
please. A particularly bad area for nori-compliant people is Sandy Beach Reserve &

. The world's largest wooden clockis currently homeless, based in Nannup. Could be
horned in the new Eden Hill shops? Kevln Bird is the owner, please contact Kristen Kent
thee Bird) for Kevin's contact details if youd like more information

. Thriving

. Work choice

. Stop completely denuding blocks when redeveloping.

. It isless important how high a building is and it is important howit meets the ground

. Development of old shopping centre area to include cafe link to Mary Street Reserve in
Eden Hill

. Rate payer's revenue is spent on value added projects and not on unusable project like
providing electric charging station when there is less than I% use

. But also safe

. Great leaders continuing to engage with the community I

. Mixed use living spaces like Maylands

. Continued efforts to revitalise Old Perth Road

. Better parking facilities

. Green space with activity

. Save ratepayers money/reduce rates. BassenDream costs $$$$!

Other (28)

environs.

Postcard 31Polls 5-6: Businesses and Shopping Precincts5.4.3

The most common five themes related to local business needs are:

. More people needed in the area (26)

. Diversity of land uses (11)

. Transport and access I'll

. Offer quality service/products (10)

. Attractive buildings/areas (9)

The most common five themes related to shopping centres as community hubs are:

. Vibrant activities/entertainment/events (24)

Town of Bassendean
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Quality open spaces (16)

Provide diverse retail options (11)

Easy transport links/parking (9)
Have small/unique/local retailers (8)

What do businesses in Bassendean, Ashfield and Eden Hill need to thrive and survive? 115
postcard; 55 poll responses I

Theme Specific Comment

. More people (2)

. A concentration of more people

. A flow of people coining to the community

. Apartments near shops
o As always, people that spend money
. Foot fall

o Higher local population
. Higher population density
. Housing near train stations
. Increase housing density
. Increased customer base

. More apartments close to rail

. More density and people

. More families

. More housing near Transport

. More people around shops

. More people living in Ashfield

. More people living in centre

. More residents/visitors

. People

. People - around regularly

. Population density

. Population growth

. Residents within walking reach

. Young professional demographic

. Appeal to different ages

. Diversify the type of shops

. Diversity

. Don't repeat the same types

. Mixed use development

. More tenants Old Perth Rd

. Old Perth Rd needs diversity

. Precincts w complementary businesses

. Range of businesses

. Too many cafes

. Variety

. Access and parking lyes, riot the best) -just look at Guilford

. Accessibility
o Accessibility - place & service
. Better disabled accessibility
. Disabled accessibility
. Easy access in & out
. Good public transport
. Good transport access
. More council provided parking
. No or limited traffic congestion
. Pedestrian friendly street
. Be consistent and dependable
. Be proud of the quality

More people needed in the area
1261

Diversity of land uses 111.1

Transport and access (11)

Offer quality service/products
1101

Town of Bassendean
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. Good quality product

. Improve customer service

. Improve dining quality

. Innovate and add services

. Offer sustainable products

. Provide interesting services

. Quality and friendly service
, Seen as first choice suppliers

Attractive buildings/areas (9)

. Funding to upgrade shopfronts

. Improved maintenance along OPR

. Modernize shop design

. More vibrant spaces for people

. Public realm activation

. Redevelopment of tatty buildings on Old Perth Rd

. Sense of place

. Street appeal

. Vibrancy of other attractions

Local engagement 191

. Engage with the locals

. Advertise locally

. To be visible & used by locals

. Engage with all residents

. Maybe advertise on shire web

. Community collaboration

. Signage I promotion

. Promote local

. Community days

Amenity and community hubs
(9)

More customers 181

. Happy, healthy, prosperous people

. A developed community hub

. Community minded owners

. Village centre

. Focus on people not parking

. Make shopping a good experience
, A town square anchor point
. Be family friendly
. Improved amenity nearby (space)

Better policies/support (8)

. Customers (5)
, Active customers/residents
. People who shop locally
. Support from locals

A point of difference (7)

. Less red tape and faster council access and approvals for butside the box" ideas

. Council investment

. Retain penalty rates

. Access to advice from council

, Promote a sustainable business

. Better policing

. Place-based activity by Town

. Provide tax incentives business

Affordable rent and landlord

support (7)

. Different individual identity

. Have a point of difference

. Have a unique theme

. point of difference

. Quirky points of interest

. Sell things that are unique

. Strong theme

Town of Bassendean
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. Affordable rent/rates
o Affordable rents

. Affordable sales offices

. Lower rents

. More flexibility from landlord

. Reasonable rents - supportfrom landlords
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. Supportive landlords

. Better parking

. Better parking solutions

. Easy parking access

. Parking

. Parking for home businesses

. Parking in TOB

. A competitive supermarket

. A mix of cafes and other shops that stay open at the same time

. Be more competitive

. More businesses

. Opportunity & space to network

. Quality biz environment

. A strong buy local campaign

. Marketing know-how

. Marketing support

. Sign to river water activities

. Subsidised local and external ads

. Be customer friendly

. Having customers in the door to a friendly atmosphere and soft music
Improved customer service 151 . Provide good customer service

. Bassendean business app

. Loyalty schemes

. Affordable and variety

. Be affordable for the everyday purchase 11andlords need to help to)

. Competitive pricing

. Reasonable prices

. Government department in Basso

. Supportive planning department

. TOB - clear fast polite support

. Sustainability focus (2)

. Circular waste economy

. A community vision that they see themselves growing into

. Match community needs and SEI

. "Tech" park

. Be relevant to residents

. Maintenance of buildings-owner
o Innovative, well-presented bricks and mortar businesses. If the business

dilapidated no-one will go there
. Less empty shops
. Support for more business
. Fewer restrictions in OPR

. Less restrictions

. Any planning issues?

. Better street security in OPR

. EconomicalIy happy community

. Keep Village' status quo

. Rail museum engagement

. Attract more investment

. Retirement: because most of them are a dead loss and don't know how to run a good
business. Lobby better operators
Use back yards when available
Local job opportunities

How can shopping precincts become or continue to be community hubs in the future? 115
postcard; SI poll responsesI

Parking 161

More coinpe ve environment
161

Marketing and Lu. ,. in unications
151

Reasonable products and
services 141

Support from government 131

Sustainability for businesses 131

A strong vision for the area (2)

Innovation and creativity (2)

Maintenance of built form 121

More businesses 121

Fewer restrictions 121

Other 191

Theme

Town of Bassendean
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Vibrant

adjvities/entertainment/events
1241

.

.

Community art projects
Community events
Community groups and lectures
Continue repair cafes +markets
Education/workshops
Entertainment facilities

events like the outdoor cinema

Festivals or large events
Have more events

Holiday activities
Interesting activities
Invite buskers

Local art displayed regularly
Markets

Markets and street fairs

More community events
More public performances
Neighbourhood days
Offering activities that engage
Run workshops (craft, foodj
Second hand markets

Using the space for events
Vibrant atmosphere.
Workshops such as repair cafes

.

.

.

.

o

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Quality open spaces (16)

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Open space for exhibitions/gatherings (2)
Add more playgrounds, seating, shade and all access paths. Create "place-
making" opportunities
Create outdoor community space
'Hang out' spaces for youth
Improve spaces and facilities
More trees and shade

Near a park
Over public space and shops
Resting spaces
Seating in the centre
Shaded public seating
Shady trees, seats
Streets animate life

Undercover

Weather protection

.

.

.

.

.

Provide diverse retail options
(11)

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Celebrate diversity
Different array of shops
Diverse shops
Diversity
Diversity - no more cafes
Diversity of shops
Ensure they're a one stop shop
Offer wider range of retail
Range of cafes and eatenes
Range of different shops
Variety of retail options

Easy transport links/parking 191

.

.

.

.

.

.

Town of Bassendean
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.

.

.

.

.

Bring buses to the door
Ease of access

Easy access and parking
Free parking
Good transport connections
Unk to train/bus stations
Parking can be crazy
Shady parking
Encourage active transport

.

.

o

.

.

.

.
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Have small/unique/local
retailers 181

Develop/allow more
commercial spaces (7)

.

.

.

Do not allow three owners to dominate a shopping precinct
Encourage small business
Favourindependent retailers
Have smaller shops for more affordable rents - be different to the chain stores
Local food growers
Promote local products
Unique small businesses
We like to shop local

.

.

.

Prioritise

walkability/pedestrians16)

.

.

,

,

Allow development
Attract businesses

Developing Eden Hill village
More tenants along Old Perth Rd
Provide them where required
Shops
Work spaces

.

.

.

Specific commercial uses 161

.

.

. Building the shopping area of the top of the train station to connect both sides
of the town and improve walkability
Create a mall, no car area
Focus on safe walkability
Make them people-friendly instead of car-friendly
People before cars
Shops in walking distance

Tailored to community needs
(6)

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Attractive precinct 151

Anchor tenants

Better deli in Old Perth Rd

Community pantries
Have a DIY home handyman store
re M a rt

Medical centre

.

.

.

.

.

Become mixed-use (5)

.

Be relevant to the people
Community orientated
Desirable

Relevant products
Support community groups
Support local schools

.

.

.

.

.

.

Festoon lighting
Make the precinct unique
Nice green spaces nearby
Trendy creative spaces nearby
Vibrant appearance

Community fadlities (5)

.

.

.

. Build above shopping centres. Dead space the way the Hawaiian Shopping
Centre is currently. High-rise above with electric shared cars and bikes for
residents

By integrating into mixed use
Diversity of housing choice
Include housing above shops
Live shop work in these hubs

Family-friendly options (5)

.

.

.

.

Community engagement 141

.

Town of Bassendean
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For Council to place meeting facilities for mums and bubs, the elderly in and
near shopping precincts
Good toilets

Including community facilities
They can't. Create community hubs that don't necessarily involve spending
money - playgrounds, schools, cinema, parks etc.
Used to house community clubs

.

.

.

,

.

.

Centre playground
Childcare and free entertainment

Children activities

Have shops for all ages
Multi-generation al activities

.

.

.

.

.

Information/education to us
Physical face to face meets
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POP-UPs and food trucks 141

Prioritise Old Perth Rd

Attractive on weekends/out of
hours (3)

.

.

Higher density residential
nearby 131

Places to share local news

Seek community feedback
,

.

Food trucks

Food vans summerThurs/Frinight
Pop up shops
Popup shops from locals

.

Reasonable rent and supportive
landlords 131

.

.

.

Fill out the main strip
Improve facades Old P Rd
Old Perth Rd is Gullford without the traffic - Yeahll
Spread along Old Perth Rd and more

Revitalise old shops 131

.

.

.

Sustainability (2)

.

Encourage businesses that open on weekends
Opening past 5

Venues that attract people out of hours talcoholis unfortunately often frowned
upon)

Affordable products and
services (2)

.

o

.

Apartments I terrace near shop
High density housing adjacent
Provide residential density.

,

.

Fair rent for businesses

Landlords to be flexible

Make landlords maintain property on OPR.

.

.

Improve repair of shops on OPR
Rebuild some shops
Revamp some old shops.

.

.

Other (22)

Sustainable focus

Sustainable growth
.

.

Affordable products
Low cost options

.

.

"Closed" shopping centres
Bassendean shopping centre
Built-form integrate to street
By making "shopping" an activity and social experience
Decent restaurants

Personal friendly service
Continual creativity
Increase local job opportunities
More apartments
Entertainment

Financial incentives

Good Internet & WiFi services

Offer leisure opportunities
Ordinance to control business types
Providing utility function
Stop promoting corporate
Suspended coffees volunteering
They need a no shoe no entry
They shouldn't
This town is village
We need more tenants

Yes they can, where we meet

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Postcard 41Polls 7-8: Local Work and Mixed Use5.4.4

The most common five themes related to local work are:

. Accessible notices/promotion (10)

. Business support from Town of Bassendean (10)

. Better transport management (9)

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Town of Bassendean
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. Education and training (8)

. Increased population/density (7)

The most common five themes related to mixed-use development are.

Prioritise Old Perth Rd (32)

Transit-oriented development (24)

Around shops (10)

Corridor development (8)

Other specific location in Bassendean (7)

What will help Town of Bassendean residents better access work or find work locally in the
future? 115 postcard; 34 poll responses I

Specific Comment

. A subgroup of 6054 fb page

. Community noticeboard at shop centre

. Ease of access to town advisor

. Library notices
o Make people aware of job
. Posting on online forums
. Shopping centre notice boards
. Social media postings
. Using social media to advertise
. Work engagement strategy
. Adding administrative function
. Art grants

. Circular economy - encourage spending in the Town, employlocal, Council spending
local first, innovative businesses

. Competent biz support by Town

. Grants for small business

. Shop local initiatives

. Tax incentives for responsible businesses

. TOB contracts to LOCAL agendes
o TOB support for local artists
. Town-Biz partnering
. Better trains & station access

. Control traffic congestion
o Integrated rail and bus system
. More I better bus transport
. More train station parking
. Move the station lift to the town side of Guilford Rd with an overpass also accessed by

ramp

o Accessibility
. Better bus routes

. No need with city train links

. Apprentice schemes

. Business centre for training, learning and coaching

. Business skill education

. Paid work trial initiatives

. Subsidised education

. Support to upskill

. TOB ties with Midland TAFE

. Website/SEO/marketing education

. Diverse people =job diversity

. Housing near Transport routes
o Increased density

Theme

Accessible notices/promotion
(10)

Business support from Town
of Bassendean 1.01

Better transport management
191

Education and training (81

Increas

171
population/density

Town o1 Bassendean
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Development of
offices/shared spaces (6)

. Increased population

. More people

. More people, more businesses

. Population growih

Live-work arrangements 151

. Affordable office space

. Business ideas hub

. Co-working spaces

. Fines for not maintaining property

. Have more office space and attract corporate in-share building

. Small business shared office

More commercial activity (5)

. A shared hub for home business

. Approve homebased businesses that do not impact on privacy and quality of life, but
lessen the need fortransport

. Encouraging home businesses

. More at home businesses

. Supporting home-based business

Government office/services 141

. Fill out old Perth road!

. More businesses opening

. More businesses that employ people Ie. g. shops, manufacturing)

. More commercial activity

. Promote investment in area

Mixed-use development 141

Space in industrial area (4)

. Government office

. Local employment service

. Locate government agencies in TOB

. Seriously, decentralise State Government departments and get one of those
departments to set up in Bassendean

Diversity of land uses and
businesses 131

. Infill with residential over commercial buildings

. Mixed use brings work closer

. Mixed use developments

. More business/mixed use

Environmental sustainability
(3)

Improvements to Old Perth Rd
131

. Already have industry close by

. Local business in Industrial

. The business park is the place
o With local industry/ business

Support for population
diversity in employment (3)

. Local mix of industry/business

. More businesses in all sectors

. Point of difference businesses

Support for start-ups and local
business 131

. Community recycling facilities

. Nature-based industry development

. Sustainable living

Technological advancements
(2)
Small and medium businesses

121

. Filling empty shops on OPR

. Fix OFR monopoly

. Improve station end of OPR

. Childcare availability

. Register TOB senior students

. Services for disabilities

Other (9)

. Attracting sunrise industries

. Create one's own employment

. Successful local businesses

. Local tech park/work space capitalising on new tech

. World class internet

Town of Bassendean
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. More SMEs in town

. Smaller shops = cheaper rent

. A hotel accommodation opening

. Don't think this matters much

. Less self-serve and more personal check-out people

. More gardeners up-keeping parks

. More home choice

. Opportunities to identify their best pathways
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. Places with trees and work

. Really tough one

. Yes

Where are the opportunities for mixed-use development in the Town of Bassendean? In
postcard; 41 poll responses)

Theme

Prioritise Old Perth Rd 1321

Specific Comment

. Old Perth Rd 1121

. Old Perth Rd station end 121

. All along Old Perth Rd

. Along the main street

. Council Chamber & Halls

. Council office area & school

o Fixing heritage shops on OPR
. More apartments on OPR
. Old Perth Rd - but don't make it the only place
. Old Perth Rd (footy end!
. Old Perth Rd - Hotel carpark
. Old Perth Rd first! From West Rd to Guilford Rd

. Old Perth Rd is a great start

. Old Perth Rd precinct

. OPR - Opposite the Oval Gates

. R&I shopping centre

. Shop-apartments - Old Perth Rd

. Town centre

o Town to prepare a structure plan for the top end of Old Perth Rd
. Within 600m of Old Perth Road

. Around railway stations in general (5)

. Ashfield train station precinct 141

. North of Bassendean station (3)

. Around Success Hill station (2)

. 700m of train stations

. 800m from train station

. An exciting mixed-use development built over the train station, plus it could extend
down over the top of the railway carpark

. Broadway (North of train stationI

. BWS Site opposite station

. Near 3 train stations

. Near the stations on vacant privately-owned land

. North of Ashfield station along the train line

. Railway apartments/parking

. West side of railway line in Bassendean or Ashfield
o Above shopping centre
. Around shopping precincts
. Commercial areas

. Create shop town houses

. Eden Hill and Ashfield Shops

. Ground retail, housing above

. In centre and shopping area

. Next to any current shops

. Retail and employment hubs

. Supporting smaller centres

. Along the rail line (4)

. Along traffic corridors

. Close to main roads

. If train line sunk - above

. North of the railway

. Wilson St carpark 141

. Parker Street

Transit-oriented development
1241

Around shops 1101

Corridor development (8)

Other spedfic location in
Bassendean (7)

Town o1 Bassendean
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Specific uses to be included in
mixed-use developments 161

Ashfield town centre 151

. Redevelopment of fire station site

. West Rd

. Co- work space in pub during day

. Incorporate business and residential - no more "sleeping quarters" and "industrial
areas" as such

o Make offices not noisy cafes
. Meeting spaces/apartments
. Retail, shops, cafes
. Shared manufacture facilities

Ashfield in general (4)

Nowhere/bad idea 141

. Around Ashfield IGA

. Ashfield IGA and parkland

. Ashfield shops (Colstoun Rd)

. Ashfield town centre-expand it

. Colstoun Rd, Ashfield

Limit scale of mixed-use

development (3)

. At Ashfield

. High intensity dev in Ashfield

. Increased density at Ashfield

. Rezone Ashfield

Locations riot appropriate for
mixed-use development (3)

Around Bassendean Oval (2)

. Leave open space alone

. Mixed use brings trouble

. Nowhere it over crowding

. They shouldn't be allowed

Eden Hill town centre (2)

Industrial area (2)

. Don't wreck what we have -it's special

. Low rise developments

. Medium density accommodation

Mixed community-focused
uses (2)

Specific location in Eden Hill
(2)

. NOT in the floodplain

. NOT on public open space

. Not amongst single storey homes

. The oval

. Western end of Bassendean Oval

. Eden Hill Shopping centre area

. Redevelopment of Eden Hill Shopping Centre

Other (9)

. Industrial area

. To break light industrial

. Caf^ and bookstores

. community reading hubs

. 282-284 Moriey Drive East Eden Hill

. Avenues to blend to Eden Hill

Postcard 51Polls 9-10: Environment

The most common five themes related to protecting the natural environment are:

. Tree retention/planting (43)

. Retain/enhance green spaces (25)

. Focused high density development (,. 61

. Protect river areas (12)

. Improved waste management (,.,.)

5.4.5

. Better parking solutions

. Community garden

. Genuine benefits to biz

. Riverfront properties

. Social currency (pay back)

. Space for locals - cheap rent

. The more happiness

. Vacant/poorly Maintained lots

. Visionary zoriing

Town of Bassendean
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The most common five themes related to the Swan River are:

. Better access/more pathways (38)

Protect/enhance existing nature (18)
Community events/walks (15)

New riverside reserves (14)

Education/promotion (13)

.

.

.

.

We have heard that the natural environment is of great value to residents of the Town of
Bassendean. How can the environment be protected with an increasing population? 119
postcard; 49 poll responsesI

Theme Specific Comment

. Planting more trees (31

. $ value given to trees/gardens

. Community planting days

. Continue to encourage native planting by residents and developers

. Council Tree Canopy Target

. Dedicated tree area designation

. Demolition permits that protect existing trees
o Dieback prevention awareness
. Encourage people to plant more trees
. Exclusion zones around big trees
. Financing tree maintenance
. Improve increase native veg
. Keep the trees for block in fill
. Large green canopy trees do riot survive infill
. Less rates for land with trees

. Limit taking down of big trees

. Limit tree canopy removal

. Mature trees for new development

. Maximise street tree planting

. More planting along railway

. More street trees

. More trees on all footpaths

. Not bulldozing trees when developing blocks

. Place a high dollar value on trees

. Plan places for mature trees

. Planning requirements for tree

. Plant trees along verge

. Preserve trees on private land. City of Sydney did it in 1979 - NSW Planning Leg backs it
up

. Preserving trees/green space

. Protect trees from development

. Protects trees of private property. Preserve existing trees

. Public tree planting

. Red tailed cockatoo trees

. Retain trees in suburbs

. Revegetate all verges with local native plants

. Stop battleaxing where mature trees are felled

. Tree canopies protected

. Tree retention incentives

. Trees on BIC reserve

. Utilising verges large trees

. Verge trees, community garden

. Protect as much open/green space as possible (5)

. Acquire more land for open space

. BY riot selling parkland

Tree retention/planting 1431

Retain/enhance green spaces
(26)

Town of Bassendean
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. Designated park areas

. Do original plan for Bindaring

. Don't build on existing green spaces

. Enhance the parks

. Greater density and green area

. Greening of Council-owned land

. I think that there should be more local parks and more trees/bushes
o Improved vegetation on reserve
. Keep Ashfield flats
. Keep sporting fields
. Keep things natural
. Legislate protection GoS
. Note "relegating" the green areas to parks but unify it with the suburban life
. Private green space requirement
. Retain parkland or bush
. Retaining parks
. Stop allowing destruction
. Stop selling off the land
. Woodland/nature parks

Focused high density
development 1161

. Build up - not out (3)

. Focus high-density development (2)

. Apartments near train station (2)

. Concentrate multi-residential units (one, two and importantly three bedrooms) near
the station without destroying the heritage and character

. Develop within 800m of train stations

. Focus residents in hubs

. High density at transport hubs

. Identify station developments

. Increase density near trains

. Increase high-rise e. g. Old Perth Rd, fire station, key commercial sites

. Plot rations to preserve green space

. Promote density + enviro = yes

Protect river areas (12)

. Protect the river banks (2)

. Invest/protect river parks

. Keep river buffers

. Leave river/wetlands alone

. Protect shore fauna

. Public space connect to river

. Restoration of river parks

. Retain the river foreshore

. River access manage degradation

. Signing/enforcing water speed

. Work more with Swan River Trust

Improved waste management
(11)

. "pies tack pepel that do liter to gael" - Please take people that do litter to gaol
(feedback from 5-year-old community memberI

. Cloth nappy rebates

. Community clean up days

. Composting & waste education

. Consume less

. encourage rubbish removal

. More dog poo bins at Ash flats

. Promoting less plastic use

. Provide ample binsin parks

. Recycling plant

. Reuse more

Raise awareness/engagement
191

Town of Bassendean

Community and Stakeholder Engageinent Report

. Building awareness of flora

. By encouraging park culture

. Community education

. Community involvement

. Environmental consultancy plan
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Limit public access (8)

. More volunteers to help

. Share more information

. Verge ideas through a talk/presentation 11ike Environment House)

. Wildlife awareness

Limit growth/development (7)

. Better fencing and signage

. Close off areas at times

. Designated river walking paths

. Limited public access

. Minimalist fencing triot ugly)

. More designated paths only

. Police the areas better

. Provide protected walkways

Water saving/management 161

. Don't over develop is the key

. Limit growth

. Limiting development/innl

. Not accepting growth as inevitable

. Reduce subdivision of blocks

. Restrict building

. Stop building high rise

Engage key
stakeholders/organisations (5)

. Insist on steam weeding by MRD

. It can't unless quality innovative water retention processes are implemented. Water is
our most valuable and wasted resource

. Living streams

. Look after waterways

. Rain gardens on verges

. Water sensitive verge design

Improve access (4)

Strategicinfi11 141

. Encouraging land care projects

. Greater volunteer engagement

. Harnessing volunteers

. Involve Wadiuk Noongar people in everything

. Network with wildlife groups

Increased maintenance (3)

. Cycle-friendly roads

. Make it accessible

. Pyrton recreational paths etc

. Stop building fences

Non-native animal

management (3)

Prioritise particular strategies
121

. Appropriate zoriing and incentives to drive infill rather than clearing existing vegetation
for more lots

. Diversity of housing choice

. Strategic in fill

. Sustainable architectinfill

Limit/stop pesticide/herbicide
use (2)

Protect heritage (2)

. Increase garden maintenance (2)

. Maintenance

Protect/enhance biodiversity
121

. Cats must be retained within their own property boundary. No catsin high density
development

. Cull feral cats

. Enforce dogs on leashes

Sustainable building design 121

Other (4)

. Identify classify assets

. Updates to sustainability strategy

. Limiting use of poisons

. Stop spraying Roundup

Town of Bassendean
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. Protect character areas

. Protect some heritage areas

. Encourage wildlife corridors

. Increase biodiversity in parks

. Environmentally friendly urban

. Someone to speak to at the Town regarding sustainable design

. Community garden

. Encourage development that has village atmosphere

. Keep whatwe have
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How can connection to nature and the Swan River be enhanced? 114 postca, d; 55 poll, es

Theme

. More rates I money to protect

Speci, IC Comment

. Public access along river edge/foreshore (4)

. A bike path along the river

. Access

. Access along the whole shore

. Add interest along paths

. Better footpaths

. Better walk ways, bike paths

. Board walk at Ashfield Flats

. Board walks/ hides

. Bridge to Garvey Park

. Bring back the jetty at Bindaring Park - keep it wheelchair accessible tsuccess Hillis
great but has a lot of stairs)

. Build better pathways there

. connecting walking trail

. Cycling around

. Don't erect fences at river

. enhance walks around Ashfield

. Enlarge path to river

. Extend the river walks

. Floating paths to river edge

. Foot connection river to hubs

. Footpath behind homes on North

. Green route along Old Perth Rd

. Green route thru Success Hill

. Increase walking and bike path

. Maintain a walk trail along Old Perth Rd, Surrey St to Point Reserve. Sculpture walk

. More cycle paths

. No fence in Ashfield Flats

. Pedestrian bridges over river

. People rather than car-centric

. River view walk paths

. River walk trail Eden Hill

. Slow local speeds to 30-40 kin

. Stop building fences

. Walkway through Success Hill

. Walkways the length of the river, elevated where landowners refuse to cede the land
required

. Ashfield flats rehab

. Contain erosion to riverbanks

. Don't fill floodplain

. Improve fringing vegetation

. Improve river and bridge beauty

. Improved land care/protection

. Less interference

. Preserve the river and make it more approachable to all

. Protect degrading foreshore

. Protect habitat on fringes

. Protect shore fauna

. Protect sign more significant trees

. Revegetation to riverbanks

. Rehab what exists

. Revegetate parklands

. Some irrigated green spaces

. Stop more built form in GoS

e er access/more pa ways
1381

Protect/enhance existing
nature 1181

Town o1 Bassendean
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Community events/walks (15)

. Tree canopy along streets

. Community events at foreshore parks (3)

. Guided nature walks (2)

. Community river care

. Community walking groups

. Educational walks/paddles

. Events on or near the water

. Fishing competitions

. Parkland food/coffee trucks

. Photography/indigenous tours/walks

. Planting days

. Sponsor expert talks

. Story telling events

New riverside reserves 1141

. 1.5m freeland along riverbank

. Ism riverbank made public

. Acquire land along river bank

. Complete Bindaring Park

. Develop Pyrton as public park

. Develop Pyrton site: housing, wedding park, shell stage for cultural events, Indigenous
park, botanic gardens

. Landscape beach by river

. Master plans for river parks

. Master plans for the river reserves

. More open spaces

. Picketing Park plan

. Public ownership of riverfront

. Pyrton recreational development

. Work on Lord St reserve

Education/promotion 1/31

. Advertising the amenities

. Better floralfauna signs

. Educate community on beauty

. Education for community

. Engage local schoolchildren

. Educating residents

. Increased interpretation

. More respect comes with knowledge

. Promote

. Promote our great parks

. School/prison environment education

. Walking maps

. Workshops with children about trees, animals, the river

Tree retention/planting 191

Improve facilities in public
open space (8)

. More street/verge trees (3)

. Ongoing revegetation programs

. Plant more riverside trees

. Plant same species on each street

. Protect the tree canopy

. Shade

. Street trees and footpaths

Improved directional signage
(6)

. Better toilet fadlities

. Build clubs/activity areas

. Community garden

. Exercise equipment in parks

. More lights and toilets at Sandy Beach

. More park benches/tables

. Outdoor exercise equipment

. Toilets (upgrades?I at parks

Town o1Bassendean
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. Improved heritage signage

. More signage for drivers

. More signage on Guildford Road
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Erosion prevention 161

. Signage

. Signs at Guildford Rd

. Take away smart move signs. They distract and are silly

Connection to nature and river

is already strong (5)

. Enforce boat speed limits

. Managing boat erosion

. remove speed boats

. Sign/enforce river boat speed

. Stop speeding boats that erode riverbank

. With the massive erosion caused by speeding boats that undermine the bank causing
trees to fall into the river - fix the erosion issues

Indigenous history, culture and
people ISI

. The connection is already there

. The trails are good already

. This is already good

. We have great open spaces

. We have something special here

New drainage/man-made
tributaries 151

. Aboriginal history at sites

. Aboriginal story telling

. Education indigenous land care

. Indigenous art gallery

. Indigenous rangers

Play areas for kids ISI

Green corridors of connection

141

. Develop waterways. In each neighbourhood

. Improve Ashfield flats drain health

. Make drains natural & obvious

. Naturalise the storm drains

. Streams from Ivanhoe Street

Better management of pets 131

. Play areas for kids (2)

. I would like to have restaurants near the rivers and a play area for kids

. Playground upgrades at river

. Playground equipment

Boating and kayaking 131

. Connecting green spaces via green corridors

. Create a linear park on the south edge of the oval linking the town centre to Point
Reserve

. No parapet development. Allow for crimer corridor

. Turn the drainage blocks into green pathways for river access. Re-landscape and
revegetate them so they safer and more naturally formed

Community engagement 121

Manage mosquitoes 121

. Fenced dog exercise areas (2)

. Responsible dog owners

. Kayak launch North of train line

. Kayaking hire eXchange4trash

. River taxis

Other (12)

. Community consultation during project works

. Listen to friends groups

. Mosquito and inidgie control

. Pest & mosquito management

. Allow longer answers

. Close the TPS4A Scheme

. Spend money on infrastructure

. Street paining and streetscape

. What Bayswater has done

. Camping by the river

. Carparks

. Develop the riverfront

. Less high rise

. Restrictions

. Stop spraying poisons

. Less power lines

Town of Bassendean
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Polls 11-13: Suburb-specific Ideas

What is your one best idea for improving planning and development in Bassendean? IL7 poll
responses)

Specific Comment

. Green developments! Approve new developments/plans with solar power/batteries
only. Insist on tree planting. Any public buildings should be eco designed

. Higher building with more green space - allowance to be given for a smaller footprint,
but must be a useable living space not a dog box

o Courage to support Perth as an internationally known biodiversity hotspot by
increasing housing choice within a walkable area near train stations

. Sustainable development balancing local facilities with green s re

. Moveability. We need to be able to move about Iwalk, bus, train, ride bikes) with ease
We also need to be able to live & move around our own lands

Adjve and public transport 131 0 Implementing a transport service that operates from the river. instead of only trains
residents can take emission free transport through the river

o Pedestrianise the Old Perth Road area

o Maintenance of large native trees on private property
. Preserve trees. Sydney did in and NSW Govt can -

https://WWWCityofsydney. nsw. gov. au/live/trees/pruningand-removing-trees and
https://legislation

. Retain large blocks and require all residences to have gardens and trees, apart from Old
Perth Rd precinct, develop that area, high rise, shops etc

. Address issues with commercial property ownership on OPR limiting growth &
prosperity

. Dealin with landowners letting commercial property deteriorate and blockin change

. Maintain village atmosphere - riot high density housing!

. Height limits on apartments and maintenance of green space
o More barbeques and toilet facilities
o Better consultation where you can hear people's ideas more fully, less constrained than

this format

. Really need more tenants alon Old Perth Road

What is your one best idea for improving planning and development in Ashfield? 16 p.
responses I

Theme

Environmentally sustainable
development 141

Preservation of trees and

green spaces (3)

Competitive ownership of Old
Perth Rd needed 121

Units to development to
maintain character 121

Other (3)

Specific Comment

. Ashfield rezoning to R35/40 area

. More thoughtful green space like Gary Blanch park which enhances surrounding property value

. Increasing the density within 800m of the train station will bring more people, diverse housing choice within walkable
proximity to the river/river

. Increase housing choice within a walkab!e area of the train station

. Having an open market, cafe strip and shops at the entrance of Ashfield making it look more appealing and giveitinor
a cultural vibe

. Bring back the ToD idea centred around the train station, but without necessarily developing Ashfield Reserve. More
density and make it safer 11ighting)

What is your one best idea for improving planning and development in Eden Hill? 15 po!
responses)

Specific Comment

. Parking. With allthis in fill there's no parking & everyone is parking on the streets. Something needs to be done about that

. Maintain tree canopy. Conditions on development of lot subdivision

. Reduce number of homes west housing in the area

. Security, CCTV on all streets, community outreach for the Youth PCYC at A1f Faulkner hall and community pic

. Ensuring residential streets have footpaths, underground power and trees

Town o1 Bassendean
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5.5 Community Survey

A community survey was available via the Town's Your Say page from Monday 241une until Friday 26 July.
This survey was completed by 113 participants (although note that riot every participant responded to
every questions).

Each of the graphs below is colour-coded as per the following key, with the counts on each portion of the
graph indicating the count of respondents who selected the relevant level of agreement or support.

The feedback that we have received so far, and community engagement for
previous projects, tells us that the following are the core values of Ashfield,
Bassendean and Eden Hill, that reflects its character and spirit. Please
indicate your level of agreement with each of the following statements:

An accessible town centre in Bassendean 101d Perth Road) and easy access to the Perth CBD make
Bassendean, Ashfield and Eden Hill attractive and convenient places to live

98% of respondents 199 individuals) either strongly agree or agree with the above statement.

A beautiful natural environment with an abundance of vegetation, trees, green open space and
connection to the Swan River are important elements of the Town of Bassendean

94% of respondents 1.01. individuals) either strongly agree or agree with the above statement.

Bassendean, Ashfield and Eden Hill are welcoming communities where people know each other and
have a "country town" feel

75% of respondents 18, . individualsj either strongly agree or agree with the above statement,

Town of Bassendean
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The local area has a rich history that is reflected in the community, the environment and the built form

68% of respondents 173 individuals) either strongly agree or agree with the above statement.

Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements.
Accommodating more people in Bassendean, Ashfield and Eden Hill should
be achieved by, ..

Locating higher density housing close to train stations

98% of respondents 168 individualsj either strongly agree or agree with the above statement.

Ensuring that open and green space is preserved while developing new housing

98% of respondents 1.01. individualsj either strongly agree or agree with the above statement.

Ensuring that connections to history and heritage are preserved while developing new housing

95% of respondents 197 individualsj either strongly agree or agree with the above statement.

Town of Bassendean
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Developing more mixed-use precincts (e. g. apartments on top of shops)

73% of respondents (76 individuals) either strongly agree or agree with the above statement.

Locating higher density housing close to the Bassendean Town Centre

63% of respondents 165 individualsj either strongly agree or agree with the above statement.

Other (please specify)

. Noise policy needed. More monitoring. More enforcement. All hours officer needed if people living closer t
other

. Preferably new housing should reflect the heritage of the area to some extent and

. It would be great if the high density housing could be in keeping with the character of the suburb. A lot of
blocks built to the edge with harsh lighting are appearing in my area

. A wider range of accommodation

. consider other local transport options to enable people to access the trains, and

. Locate higher density housing throughout the town notin set zonesiejust the town centre or train station

. I think in creating more housing we need to ensure we create 'meeting' spaces for the community as well

. No small lot ghettos such as OSbome Park and parts of Ashfield

. That large/ old trees, especially native ones are not killed for subdivisions or other property developments. Planning
should work around these valuable trees

. No more congestion

. Keep the old country style township what we have known and loved

. Ashfield precinct plan put in place

. Stop building apartments forthe sake of building apartments, especially when they are generic and not visu
appealing and seem to riot be environmentally conscious

. Ensuring pet friendly locations and artivities are available for owners of dogs

. Develop under used areas such as the old shopping complex in Eden Hill

. No more INFILL in Success Hill

. Don't wreck the town with blanket rezoning, accommodate higher density around the train stations like Ashfield and
Bassendean

. Preserve our streetscapes

. That good design, solar orientation

Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements. The
following principles ought to apply to the designing of new dwellings in
Bassendean, Ashfield and Eden Hill:

It is important that there are community spaces nearby to suit your needs now and into the future

98% of respondents (100 individuals) either strongly agree or agree with the above statement,
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Good dwe Ing esign s ou Incorporate energy e ICien I eas. The over a ayout an position o
windows and outdoor spaces, insulation, provision for waste management, and building materials are
all important to a home's overall sustainability

96% of respondents 199 individuals) either strongly agree or agree with the above statement.

Good dwelling design should incorporate energy efficient ideas. The overall layout and position of
windows and outdoor spaces, insulation, provision for waste management, and building materials are
all important to a home's overall sustainability

92% of respondents 194 individuals) either strongly agree or agree with the above statement.

Wherever possible existing trees and mature plants within a development site ought to be retained.
Where this is riot possible, new trees and plants ought to be planted with new developments if existing
trees and vegetation are to be removed

91% of respondents 195 individualsj either strongly agree or agree with the above statement.

The layout of a dwelling should suit your lifestyle, be easy to maintain and adaptable to your changing
needs over time

86% of respondents 189 individuals) either strongly agree or agree with the above statement.

Town o1 Bassendean
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How a dwellings sits within a neighbourhood is important for good design. A dwelling may blend in, or
have its own distinctive character, but should still relate well to the other buildings around it

86% of respondents 189 individualsj either strongly agree or agree with the above statement.

A dwelling is where You live, play and go about your life - so it should look good and age well. This
includes all the finer details that can often get overlooked

85% of respondents 187 individualsj either strongly agree or agree with the above statement.

Dwellings should fit naturally into the local landscape in terms of their size and scale, both in the
present and into the future

84% of respondents 187 individualsj either strongly agree or agree with the above statement.

For grouped dwellings and apartments, communal open space should be provided, easily accessible to
all inhabitants

80% of respondents (81 individuals) either strongly agree or agree with the above statement.

Dwellings should be secure and designed and sited in a way so neighbours can look out for each other

7, .% of respondents 172 individualsj either strongly agree or agree with the above statement.

All dwellings ought to have identifiable and accessible front entrances, particularly from the street

61% of respondents 162 individualsj either strongly agree or agree with the above statement,
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A dwelling should be designed In a way that allows for social interaction with people in your street or
apartment building

60% of respondents 161 individuals) either strongly agree or agree with the above statement.

Please provide any other comments or ideas about the future of housing
within the Town of Bassendean.

The counts in brackets indicate the number of comments that relate to a specific theme (first column) or
the number of the same specific comment (second column). Because respondents were able to make
multiple comments related to the same theme, these are counts of responses Inot of respondents).

The most common five themes are:

5.5.4

Better quality infill/subdivision (9)

Specific planning approach/policy needed (8)

Opposition to innl/density (8)

Better maintained streetscapes/green spaces (6)
Transit-oriented development (6)

Better quality innl/subdMsion
191

Specific Comment

Design that is actually considered, riotjust claiming to be, in terms of materiality,
environmental awareness, layout, solar access etc.
Diversity of street dwellings, frontage, etc. , should be entirely permissible where it
does not cause major shadowing of neighbours
Housing must be well maintained and fit for the purpose intended. Going into the
future land area might riot be reflective of past generations as the cost of maintaining
these areas has increased. As has happened in the area of Precinct 10f Eden Hill
where larger blocks still zoned at R17.5 have been somewhat neglected and because of
the increased costs of maintenance left unkempt or used to accommodate work
vehicles or a larger number of cars etc. Innl in this area should be as important as
high-rise development

o Important to ensure that high density housing is appropriateIy designed and there is
. Insist on good quality design with guidelines
. Stop approving the building of cheap nasty and tacky houses that have no design.

Beige cream brick and tile belongs in loondalup, not Bassendean
There is a newer tendency to build huge blocks which but up against the fence line.
This seems problematic for neighbours and I'm riot sure that should be permitted (plus
why are they painted such horrible dull colours?). That said, I don't want to impose my
views on others

Town of Bassendean
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. There needs to be more innovative design for subdivision instead of the typical battle-
axe design which wastes space

. We need to delete the split density codes as they are creating poor built form
outcomes. Design WA will resolve the issues of poor walk up apartments

Specific planning
approach/policy needed (8)

. We should not be salt and peppering density throughout an area, however, grouped
dwellings in a low density context still have their place in our neighbourhoods

. Charging enormous amounts for rates for vacant land, is wrong and greedy. Not
beneficial as vacant blocks will become a bone of contention and be very hard to sell
with some developers reluctant to take on it they can't build within a certain time
frame

. Introduce a density bonus for heritage homes so the house can be retained, and the
current development potential realised at the rear

. Mr Tony Dowling IDirector of Planning Strategy Town of Bassendean) developed a
scenario 2 which was the result of the last planning review. This seemed like a breath
of fresh airin a very stale existing planning policy throughout the Town for many years'
This should be the first priority and introduced for comment rather that starting all
over again

. Planning controls and the culture of administering those controls should be facilitative
rather than regulatory with regards to promoting higher density housing in and around
activity centres and station precincts

. PTA want to close Success Hill Railway Station. What's the point of inaridating INFIL
here if the station closes?

. The Town needs to establish a design review panel that will shape good built form
outcomes and continue to work with landowners in the town centre to improve
activation, retail diversity and create and maintain high quality public realm outcomes

. Town planner needs to take a look at neighbouring properties. 111ve next to a carport
the size of 3 houses; it echoes industrial noise at all hours for the last 8 Years' Wtf!

Opposition to innl/density 181

. Don't let Bassendean become an area of high density housing and disregard social and
community aspects

. I am not in favour of multiple unit developments trying to fit as many as possible on a
block to the detriment of street appeal

. No high density housing

. No high riser around Bassendean oval and

. Stop battle axe blocks

. The lack of high/medium density housing was a majorfactorin me deciding to
purchase a home in Bassendean and adds to the "small town" feel of the area. I
strongly oppose any development that will increase the housing density

. We don't want a suburb full of high rise buildings

. We have enough high-rise apartments now so I don't want to see anymorel

Better maintained

streetscapes/green spaces 161

. All council property should be maintained to a high standard to improve the overall
look of the neighbourhood

. Also, it would be nice to see alithe verge trees be the same so it's consistent

. Existing green spaces also need urgent attention as they have been left for many years'
These spaces will be the areas that will be much needed as the population increases

. I am concerned about the old toilet lanes which are still vacant in parts of Bassendean.
Is it possible for these lanes to be turned into community garden plots especially for
the residents of units? The lanes could be locked and only plot users given keys for
access, It seems that the maintenance of these verges is becoming more difficult
Could these verges be turned into parking spots keeping the roads free and making the
verges tidier? Thank you

. Providelnteresting street scapes e. g. treed and winding rather than straight,

. Underground power would allow for more planting and green cover in front yards and
streets

Transit-oriented development
161

Town of Bassendean
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. Don't be concerned with height and scale of apartments along Guildford road and near
public transport

. Don't increase density beyond Ikm from train station or town centre

. I think, Ashfield needs a higher density around the Train Station Iaround Ikm radius)

. Increase densities around train stations and further develop key hubs (shopping areas,
cafe strips etc. )

. Perhaps look at apartments in the newindustrial area to be close to the train and not
impact on existing green spaces
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Protect trees/nature 151

. We need to concentrate density around our town centre and along activity and
transport corridors

. Continue to build a 'green Basso'

. I'm worried about how we can achieve population targets in our town without
destroying the environment. Sub divisions throughout Basso clear all the trees/plants,
then the houses takes up ~70% of the block and the driveway the rest, ,.. leaving a small
square that might have astro-turf and maybe a token tree/shrub. ... it paints a bleak,
hot future for the next generation that lives here

. Please don't let people cut down trees just for their capital gain or for a building to take
over our environment!!

. Retention of mature trees is 50 important, if there is an option to simply replant, most
developers would take this option. For a significantlylarge tree, that is possible to build
around, it should be protected from future development

. When developing or redeveloping structures we should consider removing notlfiable,
invasive and inappropriate plants and vegetation and replace with native and other
appropriate plantings and the like

Retain existing character 151

Opposition to "ghettosVcheap
housing options (4)

. Bassendean is a pretty suburb, let's keep it that way

. I'm a fan of older design IQueen Anne period, etc. ). That said, this should not be
restrictive. Some buildings of this type should be retained, but they do not suit
everyone tand can be difficult to upgrade, esp. re: insulation and denser housing).

. Maintaining the country feelis important

. New housing should reflect the aesthetic of Bassendean.

. There should be a Bassendean colour palette that people can subscribe to/choose to
use knowing it's in keeping with the area.

. High Density housing can look Ghetto like and uninvitlng if it isn't designed thoughtful Iy

. Multiple, cheap housing options attract low income occupants and increases social
problems in an area

. No ghettos at all crime rate goes up with cheap ghettos. Bassendean is not about that
that is why we live there

o Please do not end up like Maylands, Subiaco or Claremont. Awful crowded "legolands"
with no visual appeal

Provide greater amenity (4)

. Adequate and aesthetically pleasing amenities IPublic spaces and shops) nearbyto
accommodate the additional people and encourage them to respect their
surroundings. I can see respect of the space being an issue in Ashfield but beautiful and
well-maintained surroundings might encourage people to take pride in their town and
respect the public spaces

. Get more people in these areas, provide new cafes, reduce cars and keep the leafy
suburbs

. Make walking enjoyable and interesting, have small spaces where people can meet or
relax

. Some community hubs, i. e. parklet5/communal seating, espedally around new
apartment/residential complexes, would be good, to encourage community
engagement/interaction

Focused high-density
development (3)

Issue with Engagement/Survey
131

. Don't do a blanket density up lift or you will lose the local character and won't achieve
increased population to drive new business andjobs

. Go up not out. Prioritise quality and compact over large and bland

. Strongly support well designed intensification in appropriate locations. Additional
residents/dwellings will revitalise and support the town centre, add diversity and
vibrancy

. After several planning strategy reviews held in the Town overthe past, .O years I find
that this is Yet another that will come of nothing as too much attention is always placed
around the Town centre and a smaller vocal group of residents from the other side of
the dividing rail track continue to call for a "village feel" in an area far too close to the
centre of Perth to accommodate such a concept. As a result, we have a dead Town
centre and a very neglected outer area of the Town

. Many of these questions are bias and riot related to the local planning strategy
potential amendments to zoriing. There are no economic development related
questions on activity centres or structure planning. Nor is there any questions about
liveable neighbourhoods and amenities like the provision of open space. Examples like
future trends analysis and research studies would add depth to visioning a future. The
questions are same-same questions. So no opportunity for a change in policy or
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Provide a Variety of Housing
Options 141

strategy. To dream a new future, you ought to present concepts of change and the
impact to community. A map would be helpful with pin points to identify places of
interest and need. There were also no environment or sustainability questions on
future planning. What is negotiable and non-negotiable to scope the housing
The survey was one-sided uestions

More creativity in housing types - allow for communal living on properties where there
are several different dwellings IPOtentialiy of varying sizes) that share common spaces
such as communal gardens
Need to make sure that high density housing needs to be available in 2- and 3-bedroom
configurations as well as studio style
Not all dwellings need to be able to cater for all people. Some housing can be
specifically targeted and designed for people at certain stages in their life
More shops and businesses
Support local businesses
Too many empty retail
Housing should definitely be secure, and of course it is nice to communicate with
neighbours, but privacy and noise protection are also really important. Some of the
high density housing have noisy tenants that party into the night. That's important for
them, and so housing should facilitate a way to do this while preserving neighbourhood
peace

Please don't over-look secure parkin in these developments
Local government should minimise constraints on private dwelling development. There
are more important things for government to do than to nit-pick on the details of
private dwellings
Please make it easy for the older smaller homes that cannot accommodate growing
families to extend and renovate

I would love the Town to include sustainability features mandated for new builds -
whether that is including rain tanks, solar panels or insulation
Set a higher standard than is required for sustainability features
More apartments on Old Perth Road would hopefully bring more shops/tenants
Old Perth road shops needs to be revamped. They look old and ran down doesn't
attract business to the area

Also I am concerned that more and more cars are parking on the roads in Bassendean
making driving around difficult. This seems ridiculous when they are parked next to a
wide verge

Ashfield train station park and 16A precinct needs a revamp. Underutilised community
hub opposite a busy park for sports especially on weekends
Battle axe blocks are widely accepted in other LGA's but not so much within Town of
Bassendean

Support business/retailj3j

Ina'eased noise/safety
measures 121

Minimise development
constraints 121

Prioritise sustainability
features (2)

Revitalise Old Perth Road 1.1

Other 131

Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements.
Improving access and transport within Bassendean, Ashfield and Eden Hill
and to other areas outside the Local Government Area should be achieved

y. ..

Improving walkability from surrounding suburbs to the Bassendean town centre

85% of respondents 185 individualsj either strongly agree or agree with the above statement.

Town of Bassendean
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Improving walkability and vehicle connectivity between the Bassendean town centre and the Swan
River

80% of respondents 180 individualsj either strongly agree or agree with the above statement.

Having more people living close to train stations

58% of respondents 158 indMdualsj either strongly agree or agree with the above statement.

Having more people living close to bus routes

52% of respondents 152 individualsj either strongly agree or agree with the above statement.

Other IPIease specify)

. Give us a circle route bus around Bassendean perimeter

. It would be great to be able to walk all the way along the river. It's a shame that a few houses block this possibility by
fencing to the water

. More bike paths

. Improve local transport types and routes 50 that ALL areas of our town are serviced

. Considering how housing developments in surrounding suburbs effect the use of roads and transport in Bassendean e. g.
Lord St and Railway Pde intersection

. Improving walkability as well as vehicle access between town centre and river seems contradictory! Footpaths seem
adequate, and existing roads. Emphasis should be on walking/pedestrian safety, not driving/vehicle access

. We need to improve current facilities - more pedestrian crossings 'safe traffic' streets with widened footpaths. More safe
spaces to cross Guildford Road

. Creates problems

. More people living along transit and activity corridors
o Safety is key, otherwise people are not encouraged to catch public transport. lighting in and around areas of public

transport are really important
. There is no bus route close to my part of Eden Hill; nothing on Morley Drive, a long walk to Walter Road and an even

longer walk to the Bassendean train station. So above are silly statements to me. How can you make people want to live
closer to the train stations in an area that was developed pre 1,953?

. Good lighting needs to be provided in these areas for safety

. Sweep and clean the footpath network. They are appalling and covered in weeds grass and sand

. Discourage motor vehicle accessibility between Swan River and Town Centre for able bodied people

. Walkability is pretty good at the moment
o I'm less keen on relying on car options. Improved foot traffic, bikes, and indeed
. How about creating multiple bus routes that incorporate other streets, riot just our usual bus routes
. More shared transport options

Town of Bassendean
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Bus routes are more transient than railand therefore you need to be very happy with the TPSto anchorit to a bus route
Improving walkability between Ashfield Town Centre and the Swan River

Disagree with vehicle connectivity improvements to Swan River-priority should be active transport connections

Please indicate your level of support for the following ideas for improving
transport and access in Bassendean, Ashfield and Eden Hill

Improve pedestrian and cyclist access to Success Hill train station

88% of respondents 182 individuals) either strongly support or support the above potential action.

5.5.6

Plan for extended platforms at Bassendean train station with a pedestrian and cycling path connecting
to Park Lane tabutting the Wilson Street car park)

84% of respondents 182 individualsj either strongly support or support the above potential action,

Convert the water pipe over the Swan River Ito the north of the Guildford Road bridgej to a pedestrian
and cycling crossing to Guilford

83% of respondents 181 individuals) either strongly support or support the above potential action.

Improve the pedestrian and cycling link along Second Avenue between Railway Parade and Walter
Road East

8, .% of respondents 177 individualsj either strongly support or support the above potential action.

Town o1 Bassendean
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Improved or enhanced local access, amenity, pedestrian and cycling connectivity should be provided to
and along Guildford Road

81. % of respondents 181. individualsj either strongly support or support the above potential action.

Advocate that the Public Transport Authority redesigns the Ashfield and Success Hill pedestrian bridges
to make them more accessible

79% of respondents 184 individuals) either strongly support or support the above potential action.

Investigate minor financial support for small businesses looking to improve their bicycle parking and
end-of-trip facilities

79% of respondents 170 individualsj either strongly support or support the above potential action.

Review the design of the Wilson Street subway in respect to applicable safety and public access
standards

69% of respondents (73 individualsj either strongly support or support the above potential action.

The provision of more electric vehicle charging stations throughout the Town

63% of respondents 155 individuals) either strongly support or support the above potential action,

Investigate reducing the speed limit in the town centre and on local roads to maximum of 40 kin/h

Town of Bassendean
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56% of respondents 147 individualsj either strongly support or support the above potential action,

Investigate redevelopment of the Bassendean park-and-ride site in Railway Parade lassuming that
parking demand will substantially diminish when the Morley-Ellenbrook line is in use)

52% of respondents 147 individualsj either strongly support or support the above potential action.

Investigate a possible road underpass between Wilson Street and Second Avenue

50% of respondents 146 individuals) either strongly support or support the above potential action.

Please provide any other comments or ideas about the future of access and
transport within the Town of Bassendean.

The counts in brackets indicate the number of comments that relate to a specific theme (first column) or
the number of the same specific comment (second column). Because respondents were able to make
multiple comments related to the same theme, these are counts of responses (not of respondents).

The most common six themes are:

. Traffic issue at specific location (8)

. Prioritise active transport options (6)

. Specific pedestrian issue (5)

. Increased safety around hubs/stations (4)

. Limit vehicle speed (4)

. More parking options (4)

5.5.7

Traffic issue at specific location
181

Town of Bassendean
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ecific Comment

. 40km speed limits are unacceptable. This is population management tool. Rat run now
thru Basso to avoid old Perth road!I

. better parking for the attendees at the Ashfield reserve you can't get a parking spot at
the shops. .. so, they suffer as all because one goes to the next set of shops to get
parking and goods
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. Bridson/Shackleton St redesign has made the Shackleton St dangerous for
cyclist/motorist interactions as the new islands prevent safe passing between Keriny St
and Guildford Rd

. Collier road/Guildford road train intersection is a nightmare

. Install a roundabout at the intersection of Lord Street and Success Road

. Remove the lights at the top end of Old Perth Rd and cul-de-sac the end

. the car park at Coles is not good and does not allow for easy access or movement
within the carpark

. Too many cars using suburban streets as thoroughfares to Guildford road. Need the no
right turn on old Perth road to be removed

Prioritise active transport
options 161

. Bridge to Guilford is a great idea and will get us riding morel

. Don't build anymore car parks! Less cars and more cycle infrastructure. If it's safe we
will ride

. Hardy Road is a dangerous route for cyclists due to the pinch points that bring motor
vehicles and bicycles together

. Improve access to bicycle path Ialong Guildford Rd) from the southern side of the road
, Improve Old Perth Road for cycling. Currently it is 50 narrow (mainly due to parked

carsj that motor vehicles can't safely pass bicycles
. The current streetscape is appalling and hot with limited tree canopy and riot riot

currently entice people to opt for walking or other forms of active transport versus
hoping in their car to travel short distances

Spedfic pedestrian issue (5)

Increased safety around
hubs/stations 141

. I support the reinstatement of a pedestrian bridge over Guildford Road to the station
where there can be a car drop-off and pick up

. Pedestrian access along Lord St and Walter Rd East needs to be considered better

. Please fix. The wheelchair and pram access to train station and Old Perth Rd. .. If the
elevatoris down the alternative is dangerous for parents with young children

. Underpass is extremely difficult to navigate for large prams and bicycles with child
trailers attached

. Incorporate a lift and pedestrian overpass to the station

Limit vehide speed (4)

. At the moment, the train station doesn't feel safe outside of peak hour time (both
Bassendean and Success Hill)

. Ithink a number of pointsin #9 are ill-informed. There are already good cycle links to
all stations and along Guildford Rd. Also support making secure ICCTV) bicycle parking
at all major centres mandatory

. Provide more access to secure and sheltered bicycle parking sites at popular
destinations like Town Centre, Bassendean Oval, Train Stations, etc

. We need more activation and place making to happen on the north side of the train
station. It's a current hub for crime and anti-social behaviour

More parking options (4)

. Design Your streets with raised pavements and landscaping to reduce speeds

. Phase out vertical speed controlsin favour of horizontal traffic calming measures

. Speed limit reduction to 40km in city centre. Current SDRm speed limit in
neighbourhood streets is appropriate. Train station car park to remain arts

. Would like to see West Road become a 40 zone with cyclist protection

. Any new residential development near the train station MUST allow 2 car bays for each
individual dwelling, despite being near station. Many households of 2 adults or more
have 2 cars, even though they used public transport for work days. Also 2 car bays can
allow for visitors, tradesmen, local services, family members, emergency services. If
there Isn't enough parking for new dwellings, then crowded parking problems occurin
driveways, curb-side and verges

. Carpark behind Old Perth road should stay considering the town wants more people
coining to the town they need somewhere to park and especially for special events like
markets

. Give locals free parking. Increase football parking bays opposite Steel Blue.

. Please convertthe wide grassed road verges in Bassendean to parking for cars thus
stopping them using the side of the road as a parking spot

Sink rail line (3)

Town of Bassendean
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. Consider sinking the rail line so that the benefit of better environmental, aesthetic, and
use of areas atop a sunken rail could be achieved

. Sink railway at Collier Road rail crossing

. The railway should be sunk like in Subiaco, with Old Perth Road being connected to
Broadway, and Wilson Street is connected to Second Avenue. If Main Roads won't
support Guildford Road being reduced to one lanein each direction, with relevant
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Spedfic policy issue 131

turning lanes, then the eastbound lanes between Tonkin Hwy and Bassendean Station
should be placed on the north side of the large trees, where the trees would belocated
within the median strip. With the bike path being relocated to the north side of the
railway for this section and align with the bike path that is east of Collier Road. Should
Collier Road be grade separated from the railway, Collier Road should be elevated, and
use a Round About at the intersection

Also very disappointed by the decision to delay the role out of the third bin due to
grand standing by some on council
Council really riot interfere into projects of state-owned utilities. Let them get on with
theirjob based upon their experts. Town councillors offer nothing. Furthermore, the
Town should be lobbying the State Govt. for a sustainable population. These extra
people will add to congestion, air pollution and the demands on the natural
environment both local and globalIy

Enforcement needed so cyclists wear helmets IMr Benz included! Cycling advocate my
arse!I

I don't necessarily believe Success Hill Station needs upgrading, the passenger
boarding's are extremely low which could warrant its closure in the future. Investment
should focus on Bassendean and Ashfield Station

I'm a bit concerned to note the plan seems to be to upgrade Success Hill station, since I
live nearby, and I like that this is a quiet area. That said, I don't want to deprive others
of access. So, provided it's done sensibly, sounds OK Ibut do keep the closed off roads
which prevent too much traffic off Lord St)
More public water fountains/refill access for water bottles at train stations
More walking but also some water fountains or water stations. Very few parks seem to
have this

Consider better uses for the entire community of Ashfield Reserve, and in dude better
access, parking and facilities for those who could make use of this area
Developing the northern side of the station (railway Parade) to include more mixed
density with better connectivity to old Perth Road
Give us a circle bus around Basso

Good street lighting and improved footpaths for walking
I think it will be best to concentrate new high density dwellings around Bassendean/
old Perth road to concentrate the population and create a thriving strip, rather than
spread the population too thin across the town- lack of population has always been an
issue for old Perth road businesses and more new apartments/mixed use would be
good for businesses Oust riot too high-rise or the character of the town will be lost)
If apartments need to be built elsewhere around the train stations is a good idea being
mindful that there will also need to be revitalised public spaces, shops and cafes to
accommodate the increase in population- these spaces will also need to be maintained
at a cost to the town

If the park and ride at Bassendean is redeveloped, it should be a park.
These project-based questions are riot strategic

Comment on Success Hill

station 121

More water stations (2)

Other (81

Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements.
Improving environmental sustainability within Bassendean, Ashfield and
Eden Hill should be achieved by. ..

Ensuring that the Swan River and its margins are healthy and protected from inappropriate
development, pollution, and stormwater run-off

98% of respondents (98 individualsj either strongly agree or agree with the above statement.

Town of Bassendean
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Preserving, protecting and enhancing the green network of open spaces and vegetated areas
throughout the Town of Bassendean

98% of respondents 195 individuals) either strongly agree or agree with the above statement.

Encouraging the retention of existing trees

94% of respondents 192 individuals) either strongly agree or agree with the above statement.

Encouraging development that retains or maximises open space

92% of respondents (90 individuals) either strongly agree or agree with the above statement.

Encouraging development that is environmentally sustainable

9, .% of respondents 189 individualsj either strongly agree or agree with the above statement.

Designing and siting development in a way that can minimise risk and potentially adverse impacts
arising from sea-level rise, flooding, storm surge events and bush-fire damage

85% of respondents 182 individuals) either strongly agree or agree with the above statement.

Town of Bassendean
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Other IPIease specify I

. Damaging sprays of glyphosate and xylofop by councilin wetlands needs to stop. The damage to our health and wildlife is
criminal. Stop the spraying. Keep warning signs up for much longer. You are killing residents, animals, pets and wildlife

o More verge trees would be great. Second Ave could accommodate loads

. More plantings along the railway line to provide a green belt corridor connecting bush areas & provide a moderating
effect on local temperatures

. Remove invasive and inappropriate vegetation species (e. g. some tree types - Rubinia, and some cactus species that are
declared speciesI and replace with native and more appropriate

. Work with water Corp to develop drainage channel mini parks I habitats

. Councilshould consider netting and or traps forthe outlets of their stormwater drains and reconsider the use of side
entry pits as they offer no barrier to gross pollutants from entering the drainage network

. Verges AND corridors that can be utilized for natives to encourage birds
o planting endemic species to the area

o Please have all power lines in Bassendean put underground. This will help tree canopy, reduce pruning costs and make a
greener and ecological Iy better environment

. The status of the land which runs along the river from Success Hill reserve is unclear. Is this crown land? An old botanical
garden? Private land held with a hope to develop? It would be good for this to be better gazetted and signposted, as the
apparently 01Y paths that run through here are fantastic but a bit odd, inconsistent, and often lined with odd pieces of
industrial waste, broken pumps, forgotten water pipes, etc

. Proper planning, riotjust statements of warm fuzzyintent

. Need to protect flood plain and floodway from fill and intensification of development

Please provide any other comments or ideas about the future of
environmental sustainability within the Town of Bassendean.

The counts in brackets indicate the number of comments that relate to a specific theme itirst column) or
the number of the same specific comment Isecond column). Because respondents were able to make
multiple comments related to the same theme, these are counts of responses (riot of respondents).

5.5,9

The most common fourthemes are:

.

.

Specific policy suggestion (7)

Enhance drainage channels/wetlands (4)

Keep spaces natural (4)
Protect/plant trees (3)

.

.

Specific policy suggestion (7)

Specific Comment

Any future high density development or other residential development need
adequate parking for 2 vehicles each as this will save street parking congestion, and
verge oaring congestion and will help with visibility for road usersif curb-sides aren't all
blocked up with peoples cars who can't park in their own residence
Ban the washing of vehicles anywhere other than on a lawn or grassed area
Employ a qualified arborist with magnificent social skills to work with and coordinate
community volunteers to implement well consulted holistic environmental plans for
our future. Do NOT employ Syrinx or Co Terra again
Homeless policy needed
Minimise use of triplexes beyond Ikm of train and town centres
Noise policy needed

Town of Bassendean
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Enhance drainage
channels/wetlands 141

. Some funds to help develop this Ian Indigenous community centre or something) and
again, signage and if appropriate, rough boundary marking, would be good

. Draw attention to the surface expression of groundwater through open drains and
streamlining through the suburbs to the river. Promote the geography of the drainage
patterns through promoting the history of the development of the area

. Ideal Iy, I'd like to see the Iwaste)lands noted above talons river leading away from
Success Hill reserve) turned into a large reserve, with some of the rubble and industrial
waste removed, and paths at least basically signposted. Presumably much of this land
is flood prone, or has water runoff pipes beneath it, so presumably little is suitable to
build on anyway. Also, it seems (?I some is an Aboriginal reserve

. It is important to improve the health of the swan river and drainsin the Ashfield flats -
perhaps in consultation with DWER and Water Corp

. The Water Corp drains should be converted to living streams

Keep spaces natural 141

Protect/plant trees 131

. I understand sometimes fencing is needed but fencing at Ashfield flats should be
minimalist in design to preserve the natural feel of the area Ithe tight black wire on the
new fences is veryjarring, Standard ring lock fencing like the old fencing has a much
nicer, almost rural feel, and does the samejob)

. Keep Ashfield Flats as natural and "undeveloped" as possible

. The Greenery of Bassendean is its best asset. It would be disappointing to see greenery
diminish as a result of high density projects.

. Wetlands need to be left as is

Concern over rate costs (2)

. Old growth trees riot ghettos

. Planting more trees along the streets; particularly 1st - 7th Ave area.

. We have a beautiful location but the Broadway section which merges in Bayswater is
full and boring. .. I wish we could plant more native gardens in front of warehouses to
make the street more inviting I

Greywater recycling/use 121

Limit chemical use (2)

. Be careful how the cost of rates is affecting local families. It is becoming too expensive
and causing financial stress. Also doubling rates on vacantland is a bad idea, greedy
and riot beneficial to the land owners, the neighbours or the community. Vacant blocks
will become difficult to sell and will become a problem. So long as a vacant blockls
reasonably maintained, charging one charge of rates on one title is enough

. Quiet majority need respect. Rates need to be fair regardless of address!

More waste/recycling bins (2)

Prioritise land along river (2)

. Irrigation of some green spaces in summer would also make the town look nicer
Ithough I understand water restrictions" perhaps the town could look at using recycled
water on some of the green spaces?)

. New buildings to have greywater recycling ability

Trees shouldn't trump
development/safety (2)

. Ban the use of lawn fertiliser that is high in nitrogen & potassium

. Steam weeding! Not chemical spray, especially near the river, but run off enters drains
too

. Having general waste and recycling bins in the town centre

. More bins for dog PCOp at Ashfield flats would also help with keeping the area cleaner

. Please protect the green space along the river that runs alongside Lord St. Some
benches there might be nice, and for someone to provide assistance to whoever it is
that seems to be sleeping there

. Provide better access for the entire community to enjoy the river and its environs

Other (10)

. Plant trees where they are appropriate but don't let them restrict development

. Residents should still be able to remove trees on private property if they are dangerous
or in the way of house extensions as they need to be able to live in comfort and safety

. Circle bus needed

. Crime is rising in Bassendean. Community watch and rangers should be promoted

. Govern for all, and don't make decisions based upon the vocal 0.1% of the population

. I love that we are a council that is striving to improve our sustainability- keep it up!

. I would hope sufficient plans would be in place to avoid impact to residents in a 100-
year flood event

. Local buildings need protection
, Making Old Perth Road a "circular economy" as a unique feature to draw people to

Bassendean and help it be known as a centre for sustainability
. Support for individuals who become more Iself) sustainable so the town is more

sustainable overall

. This survey is too long

Town of Bassendean
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5.5. ,. 0 Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements.
Improving the local economy, local activity centres and local businesses
should be achieved by. ..

Encouraging a diversity of land uses in the three town centres IBassendean, Ashfield and Eden Him

84% of respondents 179 individualsj either strongly agree or agree with the above statement.

. Underground power is needed throughout the town - so that large trees can be planted
without risk of storm damage to power supply

Providing greater opportunities and/or locations across the Town for live-work arrangements 1/1ving
quarters and business premises on the same sitej

7, .% of respondents 166 individualsj either strongly agree or agree with the above statement,

Having more people living in or near the Bassendean town centre

68% of respondents (64 individuals) either strongly agree or agree with the above statement.

Having more people living in or around the Town's three train stations and existing usinesses

68% of respondents 164 individuals) either strongly agree or agree with the above statement.

Preservation of the existing Ashfield industrial area as a key employment centre

53% of respondents 150 individualsj either strongly agree or agree with the above statement,

Town of Bassendean
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Other IPIease specify)

. Signage policy needed. I live opposite a new house with a huge business sign, riot happy Jan. Policy needed for signs to be
in English only, no neon signs, no home businesses along river precinct

. The Ashfield industrial area might be a really good place for some higher density housing with parks. The Tonkin estate
will probably pull businesses away from that area and it could be prime riverside land. A bunch of nice apartments with
shops and cafes below could really revitaiise it

. We should locate higher density living where it fits into the community appropriateIy, and if that is away from Town sites
then we need to improve transport access, walking and cycling paths, etc. , to and from those sites

. I think we should be looking at Sydney's Newtown as inspiration
o Need to make sure home business doesn't detract from the existing activity nodes
. Setting achievable rent prices and providing satisfactory bare minimum facilities IClean bathrooms and kitchens and a

basic level of routine maintenance for examplej that attract exciting new shops, businesses and cafes into the area
Nurturing good tenants and enabling a safe, mixed age and welcoming community. attracting shops and people that are
different rather than the stock standard shops that are in every other suburb

. Fixing up success hill reserve (parkj

. Very much depends on the type of work that is to be allowed in the Town. Can't have a spray painter next door! In the
Town centre shops at ground level living on floor above would work. What kind of incentive would there be to encourage
people to live in a dead Town centre?

. Increase beautification of Ashfield Industrial area

. Get rid of the Ashfield industrial area. It is a tired rundown eyesore

. Certainly, it would be sad to see suburban spread and gentrification forcing out the light industrial activities in Ashfield
and elsewhere

. Above answers are subject to preserving existing heritage buildings

. Not sure where the industrial area of Ashfield is?

Please share any other comments or ideas about the future of local
business and the local economy within the Town of Bassendean.

The counts in brackets indicate the number of comments that relate to a specific theme mrst column) or
the number of the same specific comment (second column). Because respondents were able to make
multiple comments related to the same theme, these are counts of responses Inot of respondents).

5.5,11

The most common four themes are:

.

.

Attract/upgrade businesses (5)

Prioritise Old Perth Road development (5)

Increased safety/privacy (3)

Transit-oriented development (3)

.

.

Attract/upgrade businesses (5)

Town of Bassendean
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Specific Comment

Everything should be done to help and encourage small businesses to keep going in
Bassendean. With unique shops Bassendean becomes a desired place to shop
Give businesses incentives to set up and thrive in allappropriate parts of our Town
It would be great for a grocer to re-establish near the Bassendean station
The businesses need to be upgraded to suit a changing community. The local pub is
disappointing
Without a big attraction like e. g. Woolworrhs in the Town centre it will remain dead.
People are not prepared to pay high prices for little value in the Town centre. The

CreatingCommunities



Prioritise Old Perth Road

development 151

existing buildings need attention and a couple of planter boxes will not attract business
or people

. Increased residential density is needed to sustain the small business on Old Perth Road

. Not sure if this is possible, but how can the council support the maintenance of the
building facades on Old Perth Rd? his a shame to see the buildings falling into
disrepair. It is bad enough that businesses don't survive, but letting shops rot,
especially as they are the history of Bassendean

. Old Perth Rd will only be more vibrant if the landlords are helping too. Pop up
galleries. .. etc. ., it needs to become a destination

. Old Perth road is already the centre of Bassendean and would appreciate an influx of
people to support struggling businesses. Ashfield currently has very few shops and
services available near the train station if there were to be an influx of residents. If

planning high density housing to increase population at Ashfield the town should be
careful to also work to attract businesses, cafes etc to set up there. MY concern is that
this would detract from old Perth road and it would be wiser to locate the majority of
new dwellings and associated services/businesses on Old Perth Road

. Prepare a structure plan for the top end of Old Perth Rd that facilitates good building
designs

Increased safety/privacy (3)

Transit-oriented development
131

. Allow sufficient space for privacy between buildings. As high density of living spaces
can cause mental stress if people have no privacy or green space

. Let businesses have roller doors along Old Perth road to deter break. iris. No more
alcohol stores needed

. Noise levels can also be an issue to be addressed

Revitalise Ashfield industrial

area 121

. Ashfield tram station and shops is an untapped opportunity that is being held back by
low density residential zorilng that restricts development, not encourages it

. Being adjacent to Ashfield station brings great opportunities to deliver tangible assets
to the local industry, business and resident communities that may not necessarily fit
the bill of traditional industry, which is finding newer, more attractive industrial areas
to relocate to

. The northern section of Bassendean has low residential density despite close proximity
to the train station/transport corridors. Density should be encouraged but sub-division
should be innovative with a variety of design options

. Ashfield industrial area is in dire need of investment. Industry is evolving and new uses
compatible with traditional industry should be encouraged to revitalise the area

. Remove old Ashfield industrial area as Tonkin Hwyindustrialis available

. Although I agree with increased developments and housing. Please plan appropriate Iy
so that residents are not crammed into tiny units with no space to more or parking for
their car or visitors' cars

. As my previous comments, increased housing/population could have significant
benefits for local businesses but should be carefully managed to ensure population is
appropriate Iy spread across the town so the services and amenities available nearby
match the population increase

. Council should not reject business activities i. e. concrete batching plant, fuel station
based on emotion. Decisions should be based upon sound evidence and again not on
the views of the ultra-green

. Free parking for residents

. Habitat Byron bay - people have their store front or pop up store and live upstairs. Cool
concept and then there is a communal tech hub area

. Having a sustainability focus as a "theme" forthe Town Centre

. More frequent buses to town centre ICUrrently only I per hour in daytime)

. More support and investment for the local town team- this is the way of the future and
good way to achieve the best outcomes

. Purchase the old fire station. Protect the heritage values of the heritage shopping
precinct within the TPS

. Remove the need for pedestrians to have to walk across Guildford Rd to access the
station

. Short term accommodation needs to be regulated, We need to make sure that we
don't oversupply commercial space in future activity corridors

. The Town of Bassendean should work with the Railway Heritage Museum to set up a
tourist train that departs from Bassendean Station. And to also set up a Hotelwithin

Other 1151
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walking distance of the train station that could potentially include hotel rooms that are
in old railway carriages

There seems to be a lot of encouraging business with rate payers footing the bill
without a dividend to the rate payers EG fireworks on Australia day. Town of
Bassendean does riot provide profit and loss statements from activities funded by the
town of Bassendean

This is a great community. Sometimes I worry that Eden Hill doesn't see as much
ratepayer money. I walk across Waiter and feel less safe and the parks are dryer and
can be a bit depressing. The roads are also in poor repair compared to where we are
where roads have been resurfaced more often

We need more people to support the local businesses. Simple as that

5.5. ,. 2 Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements.
Improving community services and facilities within Bassendean, Ashfield
and Eden Hill should be achieved by. ..

Better integrating community services and facilities with commercial places, especially in the
Bassendean Town Centre

80% of respondents 174 individualsj either strongly agree or agree with the above statement.

Having more people living in close proximity to community services and facilities

69% of respondents 164 individualsj either strongly agree or agree with the above statement

Ensuring that parks and community facilities remain functional and fit-for-purpose in order to maximise
opportunities for recreational and cultural use and activities

96% of respondents 190 individuals) either strongly agree or agree with the above statement.

Other IPIease specify)

. Ensure that community services and supports are available for ALL residents and ALL parts of our Town regardless of our
residential position.

. Better road access onto Guildford Road

Town of Bassendean
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Instead of focussing on increasing the quantity of people living here, first focus on the quality of homes. a focus on high
quality design and quality of life (for all) rather than quick, uriconsidered, generic, money hungry developments
Provide separate fenced dog exercise areas for small and large dogs so that owners can safely exercise their pets while
meeting other local people in these areas
NO selling-off or developing our 'green spaces' for other purposes Ii. e. soccer ovalsj
Bassendean needs have its own Recreation Centre similar to Bayswater Waves or the Rise in Maylands. Locals should be
able to do swimming lessons, attend the gym and play indoor sports such as basketball, volleyball and squash etc. within
the Bassendean community

Purchase land now for pocket parks where areas are proposed for intensive redevelopment.
The absence of a museum and a community arts facility undervalues the cultural life of the community - sense of place I
community square would be a good thing for the centre of town. TOB offices, Old PO, library, Senior Cm and Catholic
Schoolform a good anchor for a civic square - has this been considered?
More child friendly parks please
White Australian culture also needs consideration. Christian culture Is important. So please include in planning

Please share any other comments or ideas about the future of community
services and facilities within the Town of Bassendean.

The counts in brackets indicate the number of comments that relate to a specific theme (first column) or
the number of the same specific comment (second column). Because respondents were able to make
multiple comments related to the same theme, these are counts of responses triot of respondents).

5.5. ,. 3

The most common four themes are:

New community hubs/facilities (9)

General positive comments (2)

Increased safety (2)

Play equipment in parks (2)

Specific Comment

Any Rec Centre or Community Facilities should be multi-purpose. E. g. a basketball court
can be used for a concert venue

Bassendean Oval should be upgraded, and include new function rooms such as the
Senior Citizen Centre (amongst other thingsj so they are co-located, to ensure the
financial sustainability of such facilities
Community services and facilities need to be central to allin the Town riotjust one
section of the community. The proposed child health service in Surrey Street will riot
be central to all; the existing centre in James Street is
Facilities supporting Ashfield park are very limited with so much opportunity especially
for those visiting the area and bringing income in via small businesses
I went to a dance class at the rec centre in Ashfield and it is in a really poor condition.
Looks abandoned!I

If we have significantly more rate payers, it would be great to one day get a pool and
leisure centre

New facilities to accommodate community services
Repeat of above: The absence of a museum and a community arts facility undervalues
the cultural life of the community - sense of place/community square would be a good
thing for the centre of town. TOB offices, Old PO, library, Senior Citz and Cathdic School
form a good anchor for a civic square - has this been considered?

Town needs to consider creating community hubs, concentrated new facilities grouped
together as one destination rather than maintaining multiple costly assets across the
local government areas

Bassendean has wonderful community services and hopefully that continues
The native plant/diggers/buy tokens was a really awesome initiative (thank You). Also,
the opportunity to apply for a verge tree Iwhich I plan to do, looking forward to it!). I
love the idea of Bassendean being a leader in sustainable, "slow living" for the

New community
hubs/faci"ties (9)

General positive comments 121

Town of Bassendean
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Increased safety 121

Play equipment in parks 121

community 18enuinely, not superficially). a place for all to feel welcome. Rather than a
trend-follower. I like that the town has a diversity in its people. I would like healthy
development of the town for the right reasons
Better street lighting would improve walk ability. Walking home down Wilson Street
from the pub at 7pm at night currently does not feel safe and is very dark. It should be
well-lit. Not sure if this is the case everywhere. Simply increasing the wattage of the
existing globes would solve the Issue
More police needed on NAIDOC days, verbal abuse, hoons, damage to property every
year

More parks with play equipment in Ashfield
Playground facility including a water play area for kids in the park area behind council -
this would attract more families to this space and encourage people to use the
businesses also on Old Perth Road. Plus, Bassendean is so hot in summer so a water
playground (such as the one at Hyde Park) would be well used by families
Cyriliackson's expansive and underutilised campus could be redeveloped and include a
new high schoolfor local students

Don't compromise the heritage value of the Pensioner Guard site withinappropriate
restorations or incompatible uses of the site
I would question the amount of service delivery the town of Bassendean currently
provides and if the local government is the best placed to provide this. The current
community development model is quite archaic and should move into a place-based
approach. Town of Bassendean definitely falls behind In this regard
Leave the oval like it is no ghettos
More water fountains. I'm not sure what community services meansin this case or
what is offered. Is there support for ageing and disabled people etc?
Provided fenced dog exercise areas with small and large dogs separated. This has
successfully been done in many other suburbs and is wonderful for riot only the safety
of pets, but as a means of meeting other members of the community
Running/cycling track along waterfront
Take community services and facilities to the need, don't drag the need to the facility,
or we will all have to live on Old Perth Road, and that is bizarre!
The child health centre not needed. I was informed that no service available for my 4th
baby; "I should know what I am doing by now! !" Rude! Baby mothers group a clique for
next few years!?!

Other 191

Please share any other comments or ideas about the future of the Town of
Bassendean.

The counts in brackets indicate the number of comments that relate to a specific theme (first column) or
the number of the same specific comment (second column). Because respondents were able to make
multiple comments related to the same theme, these are counts of responses triot of respondents).

5.5. ,. 4

The most common five themes are:

.

.

Suggestion about specific location (18)

Suggestion on planning/policy (11)

Protect trees/natural areas (8)

Focus on active/public Transport (6)

General positive comments (6)

.

.

.

Suggestion about specific
location 1181

Town of Bassendean
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Specific Comment

A modern high school for Bassendean - Performing Arts Enterprise and Technologies
focus

Actively pursue Football West to locate at Ashfield Reserve, so they can strategically be
next to a train station as part of their new headquarters, whilst bringing a State
organisation to the area

CreatingCommunities



. And stop spraying glyphosate on wildlife

. Develop the Wilson Street car park site into a high-quality demonstration project

. Eden Hill has big space where the tavern used to be

. Get rid of those paper bark trees down the centre of Old Perth Road and plant nice
deciduous Plane Trees or similar broad canopied tree. Paper bark trees are scruffy
untidy and belongin swamps

. Investigate drop-off and pick-up car bays, for the increased usage of Uber and other
on-demand travel and future driverless cars

. Liven up OPR by making access easier over the train line for pedestrians and bikes! !
That tunnel scares the bejesus out of me and it's hard to dismount with a babyin a seat
at the back

. More enforcement needed for noise, dogs off leads

. More shade trees & shade structures along Old Perth Road (e. g. arbors)

. No more electric car charging stations when there are no electric cars to use them and
until the cost of these carsis affordable

. One of the open spaces either side of Chapman St drain should be planted with Noriolk
Island pines to accommodate a future outdoor cinema in the style of the Somerville
Auditorium and loondalup Pines

. Perhaps look at including a River Pool down by the Swan River, such as at Point
Reserve, 50 people can safely go swimming in the river

. Remove Hyland St where it crosses Bindaring Park

. Restore Cyr111ackson Senior School to a full high school

. The towns ugly and dated administration centre should be demolished and N with
Dept. of Communities to redevelop a new mixed-use civic community hub building to
better activate the middle part of Old Perth Road.

. We need a better road and pedestrian linkage from the town centre across the railway
line.

. While the environment protection is good certain spends are careless example the
electric charging station While 99% rate payers do riot have an electric Car

Suggestion on planning/policy
1111

. Allow for infill throughout the whole Town so as to riot have too much high rise which
will bring problems of crime and anti-social behaviour

. Bassendean council does an amazing job maintaining parks and streetscapes, keepit
up. I would love to see the end of bulk rubbish collections and consider other
alternatives

. Don't be over prescriptive with the design guidelines, just having people in the area will
be great for business and the community

. Finally upgrade the planning policy and increase the R codes in the last remaining part
of the Town that is always left neglected; Eden Hill. The whole Town needs to be in line
with the rest of the State. We are not a village in the middle of nowhere

. Get policy nowto enforce quiet on weekends. Get policy on open fire pollution. Get
policy now to enforce signagein English. And policy for deterring large groups of
loitering people like homeless, bikies, etc.

. High rise apartments not desirable

. Keep it a town, don't go for city status
, Planning policy is stagnant and needs to move forward. After the last planning review

Mr Dowling developed an excellent scenario 2 for Eden Hilland this needs to be
presented

. Should amalgamate with Bayswater. small councils are riot the best use of rate payers'
money

. The council funnels too much through 02 share the love to all!

. Very keen to address the nature-scape element of this plan - for example - it's worth
considering what environmental improvements to an area like Bindarlng Park might
mean for amenity and access to nature for health and wellbeing

Protest trees/natural areas (8)

Town of Bassendean

Coininunity and Stakeholder Engagement Report

. I would like to see Bassendean viewed upon as a green, creative and innovative suburb.

. Let's maintain and care for our wetlands and nurture our wildlife

. More attention to the last remaining bushland in Eden Hill

. More planting!

. Open spaces, trees alongthe streets and

. Perhaps a clause that 'significant trees' cannot be removed from private residences. A
significant tree could be defined as a tree with a certain trunk diameter etc. to ensure
we maintain green cover
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Focus on active/public
Transport 161

. Stop the defoliation of residential blocks because of the filthy INFIL policy I

. Work on increasing an awareness of nature - protecting it and enjoying the
peacefulness it brings, i. e. living in harmony - and everything else will follow. ..

. Walking 'green' bridges to connect Ashfield IBassendean to Redcliffe

. Encourage greater use of public transport and walking rather than reliance on cars

. Have more pedestrian islands at intersections, on routes people use to walk to train
stations

. It would be nice to have some improvements made to current pedestrian access
around town especially ones that lead to the river but are Tight on the roads edge to
make them safer and more presentable. Some of these roads have become a racerrack
and having people and pets right next to the road can be quite hairy. It definitely feels
safer when there is a gap between the road and pathways

. Rather than having costly and out of the way pedestrian bridges over Guildford Road
tsuch as to get to Success Hill Station) have pedestrian crossings which are more direct
for pedestrians, and cheaper to maintain

. Require awnings on all buildings over verge footpaths within the town centre
commercial areas, to improve walkability and provide weather protection, unless there
is a suitable tree providing that protection

General positive comments 161

. Bassendean is a great place, I love living here and am so thankful for all that is
provided. I love going to the shops & Old Perth Rd

. Bassendean is great place to live

. 110ve Bassendean, and have lived here for over 7 years, with no intentions of ever
leaving. Let's showcase our beautiful suburb and erase the earlier negative opinions of
the suburb

. I love it here. I love how green it is and that

. I really like the direction old Perth road is headed. The markets are becoming more like
a farmers' market which is great- would be awesome to have enough people in the
town to do a weekly farmers market. I also like the public spaces and street art around
the town and the new fairy lights on old Perth road. The outdoor cinema is great too.
So many fantastic community events and beautiful spaces popping up around the town

. Otherwise it's a great place to live

Positive comment About Town

Coundl/staff 161

. I really like the push for community involvement. We need to acknowledge and
encourage the talent that is living in Basso

. I'm encouraged that Town of Bassendean is making better efforts to engage the
community and I think this will combat nimbyism which seems to occurin Bassendean
and has seen the town stagnate with no progress

. Thanks Town of Bassendean

, The council cares about hearing from us and about the environment
. Very impressed by the current Council and leadership from the CEO- I'm looking

forward to seeing how the town centre grows in the coming years
. Very pleased our council is proactive and community minded

Prioritise Old Perth Road

development

. Encourage development of Old Perth Road in conjunction with the private land owners

. I think higher density housing on Old Perth Rd could turn our town centre into an even
more thriving and vibrant space and provide good support for existing businesses Ito0
many have been closing lately)

. I would like to see Old Perth Road become a place where people want to spend their
days shopping and eating

. Landlords of retail facilities along Old Perth Road, should be held accountable in
maintaining not only the facade of their buildings, but also the day-to-day maintenance
of the interior as well. Currently, most shops along Old Perth Road, look uninviting,
outdated and unsafe

. Old Perth Rd is a really important artery to Bassendean and it would be great to see
more business attracted to this area and amenities maintained

. Upgrading the local business district

Maintain history/character 151

Town of Bassendean

Community and Stakeholdei' Engagement Report

. Bassendean is unique. Let's celebrate our history, restore and maintain buildings and
other historical sites that set us apart

. Grant protection to heritage sites listed in the MHl

. Many residents leaving for the quiet communities in the hills. Please protect our quiet
way of life

. New buildings should be sympathetic to the surroundings
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Focus on safety (4)

. This survey did not ask about heritage, but I think it important that surviving evidence
of earlier eras be recognised by the TOB 50 that the heritage we still have will shape the
memories people will have in the future too

General support for
revitalising/redevelopment (4)

. And a safer place for residents, more security patrols on the streets. I do not feel
secure and safe walking around my suburb like I would want it to be

. Greater lighting to streets as it currently feels unsafe to walk at night from the train and
this may help

. Lighting in the town area and near train stations is really important to ensure it feels
safe. I think initiatives to make Bassendean feel safer would encourage residents to get
out and about more

. The town need to pride itself in being a friendly and safe place to live, free of antisocial
behaviour and people from other areas enjoy visiting and would like to live

Better maintain streetscapes
131

. As a resident of Eden Hill I feel this area receives less than adequate attention. To be
honest, this part of the Town looks pretty dishevelled

. I hope to see Bassendean as a vibrant place with more cafes, restaurants, services

. it is well overdue for a makeover though

. Please rezone Ashfield to allow the development and improvement of the old decaying
houses in this area

Engage with community (3)

. Would benefitfrom street scaping activities and increased tree/ shrub planting on
verges as well as some traffic-slowing construction in places

. Prepare streetscape protection plans for the streets with small town lots

. Verges should cleaned more frequently by the council. No graffiti, and graffiti should be
remove monthly

Focus development around
hubs/transit13)

. Any works should be rioted to residents I weekin advance and if works should change
residents affected should get notified straight away with details and reason

. Help us on the outer limits of Bassendean be more involved. We are often forgotten up
the top of Broadway!

. It's also important to consider community as part of a place making exercise and we
shouldn't miss an opportunity to build on the amenity of our shared spaces and places

. Don't be scared of density, just place it next to the train stations and town centre and
leave the suburbs to leafy green homes

. Higher Density around Train stations, attracting businesses, cafes (especially in
Ashfield)

. With the right management it might also be possible to get a thriving town centre in
Ashfield by adding higher density housing, but I thinkit's better to concentrate the
housing to get a real buzzing hub on old Perth road. Or carefully manage the influx of
people to Ashfield to make Ashfield town centrejust as beautiful and vibrant as old
Perth rd. I don't want to see my little Ashfield town centre turn into a dysfunction al
high density housing hub and train station with 00 beautifully maintained open spaces
or adequate facilities and businesses etc. to service the influx of people

Provide community
activity/facilities 131

Support for businesses/retail
(3)

. Encourage/support artists and creative spaces

. Nice places to visit, walk, ride, picnic, eating out and shop. Community events are
always a winner with families. Some for younger groups, mixed groups and older
groups

. We need a new Recreation I Community Hub where people can exercise and attended
events without having to leave the Bassendean Area

Create fenced dog areas 121

. Encouraging new, young businesses to the area through decent rent prices and looking
after good tenants

. Guerrilla tactics are needed to help the businesses that are trying on the street

. It would be nice to see more coffee shops along the river, I think this would attract
more people from outside of our suburb

Create family-friendly fadlities

Town of Bassendean
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. Off-lead dog spaces are lacking

. With more people being encouraged to reside in the area which means smaller block
size or apartments it would be nice to see an area set aside for an fenced of dog area.
This would also provide opportunities for people to meet especially those who don't
have children. It would also mean we could stay in our area and not have to travel to
use such facilities. We currently travel to Jack Marks in Mount Lawley, which is an ideal
size and a great place to socialize due to the coffee hutch on site. It would be nice to be
able to visit such a facility in our own area

. Also, more family activities and infrastructure would incite more families to choose
Bassendean as their place of residence
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Increase housing options 121

Bassendean should be developed into a place that people will remember as where they
had the most brilliant childhood; a playground led recovery! At the weekend, kids from
Nedlands should be begging their parents to take them to Bassendean. We need a
flying fox at Success Hill IPIus other adventure playground kitj. Miniature donkey rides
at Picketing Park. A water park for hot days triot all of us have poolsj. Ice cream
vendors. Places for kids to wild. Dangerous places. And a few safe, quiet places:
community gardens, parks where the fairies probably live. Landscape it and they will
come

Change zoriing so that residents have more options
Please try to focus more on giving residents and businesses and visitors choice and free
will - allow people to choose their own residence, work and recreation where they
want to - and fadlitate those choices, with transport, and mobility and safety in ALL
parts of the Town. Don't drag us all into town centres just because we think it's a good
ideal!!

I think housing above shops on Old Perth Road Is a great idea for developing the centreSupport mixed-use
development 121

Other 181

more

With shop owners being able to live above their businesses

Bassendean is a nice place to live but has nothing special as a reason for people to visit
the town. Nice trees ... go to any park ... no unique shopping ... food? Go to Vic Park,
Northbridge. .. football only if you are a fan
I oppose any low socio-economic dense housing and any additional HomesWest
housing
Just plan it well so everyone can live in peace with privacy but also having a community
feel

Lots of good support and facilities for aged care as we are all going to be there one day
Not everyone wants to ride a bike
Stopjust talking about implementing living streams and get on with it
Take ideas from Brisbane the river city. I. They use the river as its advantage point-
encouraging its use!
The quiet majority do riot want marginal lifestyles broadcasted in our main streets
either. Please provide services that include normal middle-class families

5.6 Interactive Modelling Activities
Collaborative Place Design, led by Dr Arithony Duckworth-Smith, developed three 30 interactive models
to seek feedback at the town centre scale and street scale.

After completing a model either as an individual tat the Ideas Hub; or Mobile Hub sessions) or in a group
(at the Ideas Hub; Mobile Sessions; or Design Workshops), participants were asked to complete a
feedback postcard or sheet to briefly describe their creation, the values that informed their decision and

how the activities changes their ability to understand or comment on planning concepts.

Participants were informed that, to avoid biases due to project team interpretation of photographs, their
written feedback was crucial to this report and photographs of models would be used for visual
presentation purposes only tie. photographs are not used to imply that participants would like these their
designs implemented in the Town of Bassendean).

The three models are as follows:

BassenDream Your Street: At the Ideas Hub and Design Workshops, participants used a model of a typical
Town of Bassendean suburban street to explore how increasing density could better reflect community
values.

Town of Bassendean
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Figure I. BassenDream Your Street

BassenDream Your Town: At the Ideas Hub, participants used a model of the Bassendean town centre
region to identify strategic planning opportunities.
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BassenDream Your Centre: At the Design Workshops, participants completed this activity as movers
(transport planners), shakers (built form developers) or place-makers (public realm planners) for the
Bassendean, Ashfield and Eden Hill town centres.
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Figure 3. BassenDream Your Centre reden Hill version)

BassenDream Your Street (Hub and Design Workshop Activity)5.6. ,.

Ideas Hub I Mobile Hub Activity

Feedback from BassenDream Your Street conducted at the Ideas Hub and Mobile Hub is presented below,
categorised by theme and specific comment. The counts in brackets indicate the number of comments
that relate to a specific theme Ithst column) or the number of the same specific comment (second
column). Because respondents were able to make multiple comments related to the same theme, these
are counts of responses (riot of respondents).

The most common five themes of creations/suggestions are:

. Tree and open space maximisation (10)

. Sustainability initiatives (5)

. Moderate density increases (5)

. Communal/shared space (4)

. Build higher to minimise building footprint and maximise open space (4)

The most common six themes of values that informed participants are:

. Sustainability 18enera!) (9)

. Tree retention and planting (8)

. Open and green space (8)
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. Connectivity/accessibility (4)

Balance of heritage and density (3)
Utilisation of space (3)

.

.

In a short sentence or two, how would you describe what you created or the suggestions you
made?

Theme

Tree and open space
maximisation 11.01

Specific Comment

. Using as little space as possible to reach the required density level

. Homes with plenty of outdoor space

. Public park created from small block - sufficient rooms for trees, play equipment, adults
sitting area, boules etc.

. Keep green spaces
o Tree canopy protected/maintained
. Keeping trees
. Ample outdoor space
. Lots of trees

. More trees

. More public/social/private outdoor space

. Solar power on homes

. Including sustainability ideas

. Solar passive

. Solar panels

. More sustainability features

. Two three-bedroom houses on one lot of land

. Battle-axe blocks as small width/frontage but long in length

. Narrow lot

. Happy with increased urban infill (R40), particularly corner blocks, near parks and
schools and transport

. Smaller dwellings to be allowed to be added to existing blocks/dwellings rather than
demolishing existing houses and clearing trees

. Lots of communal space

. Connected community spaces

. More shared space

. Higher density shared living with more communal areas and shared facilities Ibut small
private balconies and areas)

. The greater the land holding the taller the building

. Increase density-build up

. Taller dwellings surrounded by trees and bushland

. Duplex developments interspersed a few high-rise developments but Interspersed with
green spaces

. Courtyard housing suited to climate

. Courtyard housing with private and shared areas

. Single levelled - allow flow-through ventilation
o West and south-west winds considered

. Grow your own food

. Gardens

. Too many restrictions regarding new development

. Community

. Bike parking

. Communal party house

. Different sized dwellings for different residents

. Putting people near transport, recreation and retail

. Parking under the building footprint

. Multiple dwellings

. Overshadowing considered
o Green title lots rather than battle-axe

Sustainabilityinitiatives 151

Moderate density intreases 151

mmunal/shared space

Build higher to minimis.
building footprint and
maximise open space 141

Courtyard housing 121

Vent"ation/wind-passive
design 121

Gardens 121

Other (10)

Town of Bassendean
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What values were most important in informing how you completed the activity?

Specific Comment

. Sustainability (8)

. Sustainability for climate (courtyard housing)

. Trees (2)

. Retain existing trees

. Tree coverage
Tree retention and planting 181 . Plant more trees

. Retaining mature trees

. Trees and clean air

o Keeping established trees
. Green open communal spaces (2)
. Space to breathe

. Pocket parks (~2000sqm) with multi-residential around so there are eyes on t

. Green areas

. Open space

. Keep green as possible

. Lots of green space

. Connectivity

. Accessibility

. Connection

. Safety paths next to roads

. Heritage houses to have incentives to maintain current development potentia
build unit/s at rear without demolishing front house)

. The balance of higher density without losing the character of the town

. Meeting State Government requirements whilst maintaining character

. Space saving

. Increasing utilisation

. Use the driveway for playl

. Mix of old and new

. To have choices

. Community/diverse living = density

. Lots of communal space

. Shared space

. Community
o Privacy and community

o Underground parking
. Two car bays for family homes
. Repladng homes near the end of their productive life
. Safety
. Liveability i e riot too overwhelming from additional people and cars

How did engaging with the physical models help You provide feedback or better understand
the project?

Theme

Theme

Sustainability toeneraljj9j

en an green space 181

Connedivity/accessibility 141

Balance of heritage and
density (3)

Utilisation of space 131

Housing choice 131

Communal/shared space 121

Sense of community 121

Car parking ideas (2)

Other 131

Informative/useful
representation 1.41

Specific Comment

. Helped visualise the space required

. Helped see how close together the houses are

. Great to experiment with built form possibilities

. Needing to go up and think differently, e. g. green roof etc.

. Better way of expressing my views

. Gave us a physical idea of what changes might look like

. Easier to visualise space and how little area there is

. It's harder than it looks but funl

. Very helpful to visualise ideas

. Helped to think about how additional dwellings could fit

. Gave me a visual and to see others' ideas

Town of Bassendean
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General positive comment (4)

Improvement suggestion 121

. Very good to be able to see the physical layout

. Made me realise where I put public shared space shouldn't be corner but embedded in
the street

. Helped focus attention

Design Workshop Activity

Feedback from BassenDream Your Street conducted at the Design Workshops is presented below,
categorised by the workshop at which the activity was conducted. This categorisation is because the
activity was specific to the workshop location.

Descriptions of creations/suggestions

Some key trends evident in creations/suggestions relevant to Bassendean are:

. Passive solar design

. Dwelling sizes tailored to household sizes

. Minimise building footprint

Some key trends evident in creations/suggestions relevant to Ashfield are:

. Multiple dwellings with large communal spaces

. Maximisation of open space

. The above two points require incentives for lot amalgamation

Some key trends evident in creations/suggestions relevant to Eden Hill are:

. Concentrate housing on small footprints to maximise open space

. Flexible/modular dwelling design and layout

. Performance-based development approval

Volues that informed participant decisibns

Some key trends evident in values relevant to Bassendean are:

. Trees

. Environmental sustainability

. Efficient land use

Some key trends evident in values relevant to Ashfield are:

. Environmental sustainability
o Quality design and materials
. Efficient land use

Some key trends evident in values relevant to Eden Hill are:

. Trees

. Awesome

. Good to discuss

. Helpful

. A bit helpful

. Yes, but availability of blocks was too limiting to achieve desired outcome

. OK - certain assumptions underpinned existing layout

Town of Bassendean
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.

.

Access to light and privacy

Open space maximisation

How would You describe what You created or the suggestions you made?

Workshop Location Comments

. 4 double-storey standalone units

. A functional strata lot with multiple units

. A well-developed Town Planning Scheme
o Affordable design respectful of natural environment
. Allowing for innovative design i. e. lot widths may riot meet design guidelines but the

housing designs allow for better environmental outcomes, retained trees etc.
. Conservative and low impact
. Do a show home or homes and let the people see
. Environmentally friendly while still increasing density
. Eyes on the parks for community spirit and safety
. Flexible dwellings which can be used for changing families
. Focus on good high density in town centre and reduce in fill in general in the suburb
. Focus on increasing intensity in town centre whilst maintaining existing streetscape

away from centre

. Get rid of old house and combine blocks to create higher density spaces

. Hopefully a positive and realistic view for the future

. I quite liked the design - utilising double-storey buildings to minimise the buildings
footprint

. Incentive for good development and disincentives poor development

. Increase density

. Maisonette housing

. Majority of accommodation has street frontage

. Medium density with short driveways 10r no drivewaysif close to town centre)
o Minimal car focus/space
. Partly driven by a general dislike of infill
. Passive solar

' People-friendly
. Private outdoor space
. Put these multiple dwelling places in the right places/spaces
. Removed existing home
. Respect neighbours' privacy and right to sunlight
. Retained all trees

. Shared visitor parking

. Solaroriented

. Suitable for blocks over 750m2 - 3 dwellings instead of one

. Sustainability

. The property was divided in a way to accommodate singles or couples with no kids at
the front and a family at the rear where there is more ample space for kids to play

. Town planning suggestions available through real-estate agents

. Townhouses on corner lots - separate driveways

. Tree retention

. Worthwhile considering

. A small community on a quarter acre block

. Apartments with a mix of dwelling sizes that cater for tree canopy

. Better access to river Iwalking/ridingI in Ashfield, more accessibility for the area - open
roads up

. Better public facilities i. e. dog park for residents to enjoy

. Community spirit/involvement

. Encourage combining adjoining properties into a bigger block by increasing zoriing code

. Government (State/local) to incentivise owners to subdivide/develop lots

. Modest sized housing with lots of open space and trees

. Multi-dwelling blocks with community/shared space and green space

Bargendean workshop

Ashfield workshop

Town of Bassendean
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. Multi-storey house development

. Property sizes to reflect the size of family (intended to live)

. Tried to maximise space utilisation

. Wish list

o A lift into the building
. Alignment of dwellings and their zones
. Avoiding apartments in residential areas further away from transport
. Concentrating housing on one side to prevent overlooking other properties
. Encouraging the incorporation of communal areas for use of all residents on the block
. Flexible planning rules. Relaxing height restrictions. Performance-based development

approval
Height towards street (retains street frontage and surveillance)
Higher density with green space

I thought what we created was liveable and had little impact on families or neighbours
within the block

Increasing efficiency of existing dwellings - splitting large houses into two homes
Individual access to dwellings
Individual properties that owners could personal ise
Liveable and happy
Maximising sustainable design elements
Maximising trees
Redevelopment of two corner blocks with housing concentrated at the front with
open/green spaces at the rear

Six townhouses of various sizes on a corner lot and amalgamated with neighbour
Socially integrated medium density
Up-coding appropriate streets Iurban corridors, corner lots etc. ) with Local Planning
Policy setting out urban development principles
Utilising a street corner to optimise good density

Eden Hill workshop

What values were most important in informing how you completed the activity?

Workshop Location Comments

. Trees (3)

. Solar orientation/access 121

. Tree retention (2)

. A private courtyard for each

. A space big enough for children to play

. A space to share. Entertaining

. Affordability

. Allow other to have their say

. Allowing varied possibilities to accommodate the many types of demographics in our
community

. Better use of communal space
o Block amalgamation
. Build higher when possible
. Communal facilities

. Community areas and green spaces are important

. Concern about volume and speed of traffic

. Demonstration of reverse pyramid multilevel living design and verge parking

. Flexibility for different family types

. Front outdoor living space

. Front-facing lots Ino battle-axes) to maximise useful land with public open space and
trees. Battleaxes often waste land with long driveways which can't be used for
anything other than driving

. Future amenity e. g. solar power electric cars

. Green shared spaces for breathing space between buildings

. Increase height to retain open space

. Increasing density whilst maintaining community
o Individual needs of the home

Bassendean workshop
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It is important especially with family home. Wanting to stay there, being asset-rich,
cash-poor you would bring financial gain plus security
Keep as many trees as possible
Maintaining liveability of Town
Maintains attractive streetscape
Make sure that people don't need to drive everywhere but being able to walk to the
train station and shops
Minimal impact on existing neighbourhood

More European vision - apartments, shared spaces, underground parking, greenery,
parks etc.
North-facing/passive solar
Open land with deep soil
Presentation of open space and creating 2000m2 pocket parks in areas to be
intensified, where there Is little or no open space

. Privacy

. Provide larger houses for families

. Putting higher density where it is most appropriate

. Reduce long driveways for accessing "rear" housing

. Reduce street parking

. Residents' privacy and right to light

. Retained trees including street trees

. Retaining green space

. Retention of character buildings and streetscape protection

. Security

. Selected corner block

. Shared dwellings and/or shared lots

. Short driveways

. Small footprint of house

. Sustainability

. Sustainability

. Traffic calming with trees

. Trees to screen bulk of buildings

. Try to understand inter related and sometimes competing objectives

. Underground parking helps to ensure that we are riotintroducing more tarmac

. Underground power

. universal design

. Use sun and space to create privacy and outdoor living Ibalconies etc. I

. We combined several lots to introduce inid-level density housing

. Achieving residential density and diversity in housing choices

. Activation of dead space

. Environmentally friendly and sustainable

. Go up and not out

. Good consistent planning in short and long term

. Good design

. Keeping as much greenery as possible on the blocks

. Neighbourhood connection

. Not bland, minimise concrete

. Privacy of residents
o Quality buildings with character and flair
. Retaining an ambience of lush green space
. Retaining heritage and old charm of Bassendean
. Retention of existing trees and deep soil zones
. Retention of trees

. Shared spaces

. Significant increase in density without reduction in greenery or open space

. Sustainabilitv

. Sustainable design

. Sustainable development

. Always put people first, cars last

. Build up rather than out

Ashfield workshop

Eden Hill workshop
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Creating communal areas in the garden to encourage social interaction
Go higher if necessary
Housing diversity
How buildings interact with each other Izones)
I like the idea of communal spaces in new developments
Keeping an open mind towards new design concepts and how higher density housing
can look

. Keeping/creating green space

. Large yards

. Light/northern aspects

. Lots of greenery and the opportunity to grow edible plants

. Maintain existing trees/greenscape - important

. Make more open space

. Noise and privacy can be looked at closer

. Orienting towards the sun

. Passive cooling/heating for all

. Preserving open space within the block

. Promoting interactions and improving community spirit

. Providing sufficient access for all dwellings

. Reduce traffic

. Retaining as many trees as possible

. Retaining existing trees and allowing for adequate garden/green spaces for each
household

Retaining existing trees and designing around these to co-locate private open space
Retaining street frontage and surveillance
Sharing areas (rather than replicating individual private space that only gets used
occasionally)
Trying to keep as many established trees (but not to limit home layoutj
Use sunlight to advantage

Project Team Observations of BassenDream Your Street (workshop activity)

Workshop Location Comments

. Building up can accommodate more people

. Remove weeds and pests. Some trees are pests. The Town of Bassendean needs an
eradication process (especially for Rubinia, agave, and cactij and to address these
during development

. Before intensifying an area, ensure there is sufficient open space

. Height and privacy are always an issue

. No too concerned about parking

. Northern aspect is important

. Looking at the European model

. Focus on renewable materials/energy

. Connection to neighbours

. Future proofing - expansion of possibilities for growing families

. Go double-storey to allow green space

. Parks running depth of whole block

. Granny flat/studio for uni students
o Larger dwelling at rear of lot
. Small dwelling behind heritage house to maintain heritage
. Solar

. Housing that can accommodate multiple demographics

. Maisonettes - find them attractive

. Rooftop parking

. Shared shed

. Most of the new housing at the front of the block - to maintain connection to
neighbours

. Rooftop garden

. Outdoor living areas facing the street

Bassendean workshop
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. Battleaxes lose connection with neighbours, 50 have two two-storey houses at front

. Communal housing options and individual housing options

. Retaining all trees
o Dwellings overlooking open space
. Shared shed. Building the majority of dwellings above
. Three dwellings on one lot, with a sense of being individual dwellings
. Disguising tall buildings with tall trees around
. Underground car park
. Passive solar orientation

. Lot amalgamation to create pocket park

. Maisonettes

. Garage at back to allow more space for dwelling at front

. Approximately 50 apartments on 2000m2 block with a lot of open and shared spaces

. Retaining existing trees

. Communal areas

. Increased density and a lot more communal development

. Building up, up, up

. Dwelling sizes to support diverse family sizes

. Underground or undercroft parking

. Relaxation of rules/codes around/behind heritage properties

. Granny flat

. Solar passive design

. Courtyards separated for privacy

. Everyone has their own private space

. Shared driveway

. Mixed-use - commercial/community uses on ground floor

. Second storey located away from neighbouring property

. Maintaining large trees

. Driveways accessible off long edge of corner lot (shorter driveways)

. Reverse pyramid to maximise space - maximises ground floor uses. All balconies are
private. This reverse pyramid design could allow up to 20 dwellings with men's shed
and swimming pool on the ground floor

. Older couple downstairs, younger family upstairs

. Solar panels

. Heaps of trees south of solar panels

. Higher density = more community

. Green communal space prioritised

. Building up can maximise open space

. Ensure walkability to train station (reduced need for parking)

. Don't like the idea of calling driveways or parking "open space"

. Subsidies for owners wanting to demolish or renovate old/dilapidated buildings

. Maintaining trees a priority

. Paved space is riot open space

. Verges quarantined

. Ensure privacy

. Triplexes can be really good, if open space is provided for and dwelling sizes aren't
maximised

. Australians need to get comfortable with sharing space
o Shared spaces can be a waste of strata fees
. People are obsessed with not having shared walls - they can be fine when built well
. There are misconceptions about apartment living
. Having standalone buildings is a waste - why can't people share walls?
. Three orfour apartments that looklike one house, with heaps of open space
. Incentives to amalgamate lots. E. g. a land parcel of double the size gets a higher R-code
. Incentivised redevelopment for property owners
. Retain existing trees and plant extras
. Keep existing trees lassuming they are desirableI
. Subsidies for removing property stock with no significance
. Parking on streets automatically slows the speed of cars
o Permit street parking

Ashfield workshop

Town of Bassendean
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Maximise communal space
Minimal paved areas

Stacked apartments of decreasing size - largest downstairs, balcony on Your lower
neighbour's roof

. Solar panels

. Minimise footprint by going multi-storey

. Minimise footprint, maximise communal/green space

. Removal of original house - replace with three/four apartments

. Maximise garden size

. Maximise deep soil planting zones

. Boulevard river access. Make the river access known

. Retention of existing dwelling additional dwelling behind with shared wall

. Three storeys to minimise footprint

. Allow street parking

. Tugof-war between parking and driveway - driveway taking up so much space

. Smaller apartment, shared verges, retained trees

. Retain existing house, add two more doublestorey dwellings

. Solar panels
o Some elements of building elevated. Outdoorliving area elevated too
. Changes single property into two
. Covered parking is riot necessary
. Balconies for doubles torey dwellings
. Dwelling sizes to suit small families and singles
. Smaller dwellings for smaller households
. 75m2 dwellings for single persons
. Spread out design - with smaller dwellings, less driveway wasted
. No shared space meople don't use them)
. Grouped dwellings with shared wall
. Split large single dwelling in two
. Incentives to amalgamate
. Cantilevered second storey for undercroft parking
. Verges can be shared spaces to relax, play
. Minimise driveway length to reduce paving and maximise open space
. Encourage neighbours to share spaces and amenities
. Too much parking - shared car solutions?
. Solar panels (2)

. 5-5torey building, moved to the back of the lot - with communal open space at the
front open to all community

. Access from longer frontage on corner lots Ishorter driveways)

. All street trees retained

. Allow 3 storeys

. Amalgamation for extra room to play with

. Avoiding overlooking and overshadowing of neighbours

. Central communal space - like an open courtyard

. Communal pool for 4 dwellings

. Corner block to allow more frontages and allow 6-8 dwellings on about 1500m2

. Demolishing fences to share back gardens

. Different sized homes to suit different sized households
o Different sized homes to suit different sized households

. Don't like the need for covered car bays

. Existing 2-storey house to be split into 2 dwellings

. How do you incentivise amalgamation?

. Hubs of housing development should be around sporting fields and parks thealth-
focused), not places where things are sold Ie. g. jubilee Reserve would be perfect)
Low garages at front, with solar panel roofs
Maximising green space between dwellings
Mesh patio-like structure on roof-top with deciduous vines to shade roof in summer
Multiple dwelling developments attract Air Bn8's to concern)
North-facing balconies
Potential for 6 narrow 17m widej, 40m long lots after amalgamating 2 existin lots

Eden Hill workshop
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. Retain at least 50% open space - if this is complied with then allow 5

. Retaining trees

. Solar passive design

. Solar passive design - access to northern sun by having tiered levels up to 3-5toreys

. Underground parking

. Water-wise native gardens

. Would like raised communal verge gardens with edible foods

. Younger families/residents on upper storeys - don't need ground floor access

BassenDream Your Town (Ideas Hub I Mobile Hub activity only)

Feedback from BassenDream Your Town conducted at the Ideas Hub and Mobile Hub is presented below,
categorised by theme and specific comment. The counts in brackets indicate the number of comments

that relate to a specific theme (first column) or the number of the same specific comment (second
column). Because respondents were able to make multiple comments related to the same theme, these
are counts of responses (not of respondents).

The most common four themes of creations/suggestions are:

o Apartments and mixed-uses near the Bassendean train station and on Old Perth Rd (12)

. Walking routes and cycling routes around the town centre and to the river (9)

. Retention/addition of green spaces and trees (5)

. Retention of heritage and character (4)

. Connectivity (general) (3)

The most common six themes of values that informed participants are:

. Environmental sustainability (11)

. Accessibility/connectivity (9)

. Activity/vibrancy (6)

. Safety (5)

. Preserve/enhance open and green space (5)

. Heritage and character (5)

5.6.2

In a short sentence or two, how would you describe what you created or the suggestions you
made?

Theme

Apartments and mixed-uses
near the Bassendean train

station and on Old Perth Rd

(12)

Specific Comment

. Allow sufficient high-rise near transport to enable smaller building footprint that then
provides greater green spaces around high-rise

. Build around hubs and train stations

. High density IR60+) within 500-600m from Hub/train station

. Medium density (R40+I within 1000-1200m radius from Hub/train station

. Apartments on Old Perth Rd and Guilford Rd to help influence business on Old Perth Rd

. We wanted to have more apartments to help increase people coining to main street
and Bassendean

. Increased people and businesses with Old Perth Rd as a central hub and hive of activity
o High density and mixed-use around the train station

. Getting more residents within walking distance of the town centre to support the
businesses without creating traffic

. More density on the edge of the town centre

. More use of OPR all the way down to the shopping centre

Town o1 Bassendean
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. Density within walking distance from the train

. More direct nori-car access

. Most wakable and connected Town in WA

. Better lighting for pedestrians from train stations

. A bicycle/pedestrian path looping from the town centre to the river

. More walkable

. Paths near river

. Connected river, ront cleway on pylons to bypass private riverfront properties

. Love our green spaces. Cannot lose the open feel

. More green spaces

. More parks north of the railway

. Preserving old trees

. Preserve trees, green spaces, improve tree canopy

. Preserving historic homes

. No demolishing old houses

. Let's keep our identity

. Retain existing heritage character, particularly in Old Perth Rd, and focus higher de
in areas already "degraded"
Trying to connect the important elements
Increased connectivity
Traffic flow along Guilford Rd should be carefully considered given the bottleneck a
Guilford bridge

. Bringing more people and entertainment areas

. More high street commercial and residential o tions

. Sustainable design and planning for community health and climate change

. Solar panels on all new buildings and added to old buildings

. Strategic density increases
o Increase development
o Better use of the river

. A Town in the north

. Allowing increased housing density required by State Government needs careful
considered planning and built form guidelines
Improve run-down areas
Time permitting there are many more ideas that could be discussed
Disc golf course to activate and enliven parks and reduce undesirable elements
More mixed-use but not much more apartment-style living

What values were most important in informing how you completed the activity?

WalkinB routes and cycling
routes around the town centre

and to the river 191

Retention/addition of green
spaces and trees (5)

Retention of heritage and
character 141

ConnedIvityjgener. 11 131

Vibrant and adjve centre 121

Sustainabilityinitiatives12)

Density/development
teeneralj 121
Better use of underutilised

areas 121

Other 151

Theme

Environmental sustainability
11/1

Accessibility/connectivity 191

Specific Comment

. Sustainability (6)

. Sustainability (more walkable and cycle-able)

. Sustainable buildings

. Green roofs and walls

. Nature

. Keeping our environment and improving on what we hav
o convenience (2)
. Connection (2)
. Access

. Walkability

. Equity - parks with flat pathways for chairs/elderly etc.

. Accessibility for locals

. Bring more cycles and visitors to Bassendean

. Active, healthy living

. Health/activity

. Activity

. Lifestyle

. Enlivening

Activity/vibrancyj6j

Town of Bassendean
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. Vibrancy of town centre

. Safety (3)

. Safety. Lighting is especially important as the streets are too dark

. More people out and about to increase safety

. Green spaces (2)

. Tall trees

. Preserving green spaces

. Use of green space

. Need to perceive the overall vision that retains and expands on shaded streets,
increases activity in Town centre and improves amenities whilst saving the vital Iy
important character

o Preservation of history
. Preserving heritage
o Retention of heritage buildings
o Preserve the values of the Town

. Long term vision

. More creative approach to planning

. Meeting the future density requirements

. Community (2)

. Sense of community

. Density with sensitivity

. Aesthetic/beauty

. Enhancing streetscape

. Drawing in neighbouring suburbs to use facilities

. Interaction between the north and south of the train line

. Local commerce

. Family
' creativity
. Modern

. Dog friendly

How did engaging with the physical models help you provide feedback or better understand
the project?

Safety (5)

Preserve/enhance open and
green space 151

Heritage and character 151

Strategic planning 131

Sense of community (31

Amenity-driven planning 131

Connedion between suburbs

121

Other 151

Theme Specific Comment

. Very informative

. Demonstrate own thinking and aspiration

. Makes you think

. Model was helpful to focus

. Very tangible to develop

. Easier to Illustrate plans

. Enabled me to picture the whole suburb at once
o Much better feel for the area

. See so much potential

. Gave you an idea of current layout and potential for future projects

. Better able to visualise

. It assisted seeing everything together - how it all fits together

. Town of Bassendean staff member was great at helping me get my bearings

. Was good to show you what we already have and how it can be improved

. Made it more real, considering allthe different elements of community

. It helped to show the clustering of business and mixed-use development in the town
centre

. Able to see there isn't much space

. Saw issues of congestion and how to alleviate parking by locals walking or being able to
use bus

. It helps other residents visualise

o It let me show the things that need improving and what should be preserved
. Helps focus on what elements are easier to change and those that are more difficult
. It was fun! (3)

Informative/useful
representation (21)

General positive comment 161

Town o1 Bassendean
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Improvement suggestion (1)

Other idea 121

BassenDream Your Centre (Design Workshop activity only)5.6.3

Feedback from BassenDream Your Street conducted at the Design Workshops is presented below,
categorised by the workshop at which the activity was conducted. This categorisation is because the
activity was specific to the workshop location.

Descriptions of creations, ^^"suggestions

Some key trends evident in creations/suggestions relevant to Bassendean are:

o Density focused around Old Perth Rd and the train station

. A height limit of approximately 5-7 storeys may be appropriate in the town centre but requires
further engagement

. Apartments above shopfronts on Old Perth Rd

Some key trends evident in creations/suggestions relevant to Ashfield are:

. Improve active transport and public transport connectivity

. Turn car parking space into green space but consider multi-storey parking

. Allow higher density dwellings near Ashfield station but ensure quality design

Some key trends evident in creations/suggestions relevant to Eden Hill are:

. Combination of commercial, community and residential uses

. Transition density away from the town centre

o Keep the centre small in primarily suburban Eden Hill

Values thotihformedparticipant decisions

Some key trends evident in values relevant to Bassendean are:

. Increasing density

. Environmental sustainability

. Connectivity and accessibility

Some key trends evident in values relevant to Ashfield are:

. Connectivity and accessibility

. Environmental sustainability

. Effective/efficient use of space

Some key trends evident in values relevant to Eden Hill are:

. Connectivity and accessibility

. Greening and shade

. Plan for a diverse population

. Good exercise

. Great ideal

. Great initiative

. Would be better to have height on the blocks dedicating high density

. Shopping centre also a hotspot

. Probably riot much as I have extensive experiencein maps and creative materials

Town of Bassendean
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How would you describe what You created or the suggestions you made?

Workshop Location Comments

. A considered introduction of a more intensive housing density whilst retaining open
space and character

o A good balance of retaining the old while bringing in more residential areas will
invigorate the area and provide existing businesses with more customers

. A hub of further congestion i. e. a problem

. A more dense liveable community around the town centre and railway stations

. Allow 5-7 storey development but ensure set-back for upper stories

. Allowless parking if developers set up car-sharing arrangements

. Density 5-6 storeys jinore at Wilson ER sitej

. Develop and connect north side of the station, Railway Pde

. Development is brilliant but we need to address the transport through the town and
withinit

. Future vision of density around train stations and town centres

. Good design

. Green roofs and wall gardens

. Green space interspersed with medium density

. Higher density calls for the need to consider accessibility and parking as well as green
spaces

. I feel I've tried to create convenience for the town centre by not neglecting to provide
convenient parking to the western end of town. The idea that we will all be walking
more will no doubt happen but to deny the fact that most will still be utilising their
vehicle into the future needs to be addressed and catered for. We are trying to change
out habits but the convenience of a vehicle is ingrained for the near future

. Improve walkability to train station, and have more people living in close proximity to
public transport

. Improve walking accessibility between north and south of railway

. increase density in radius of Ikm from town centre and train to R60

. Keep development in town

. Maximum height restrictions

. Mixed high density shared space

. More community areas and shops

. Pedestrian bridges over Gullford Rd to important public and recreational spaces

. Progressive and innovative vision of the town centre

. Providing better pedestrian and cycle amenity and links to the train station

. Retain all existing open space

. Re-think car parking

. Roundabout connecting Old Perth Rd and Gullford Rd

. Some State Government input to create two overpasses, one from Basso station to
Park Ln and one from Success Hill station to the oval

. Sustainable

. TOBIState Government-driven Wilson St carpark development

. Too much focus on cars! Movement should riot dominate place, they should work
together

. Trying to get the businesses on Old Perth Rd IClose to station) to work together and
develop our town centre

. Using existing commercial areas - build above i. e. use new strata laws

. What worries me is that although people engaged in the process it will be difficult to
get a completed plan that wants to suit everyone

. A more attractive area - removing ugly car parking

. A vibrant town centre with local residents supporting local businesses

. Access to river via Cotstoun Rd - remove properties in the way
o Activation of spaces
. Active transport connection
. Alter Guilford Rd so the large trees become the centre median of the east-bound an

west-bound traffic so Main Roads doesn't try to cut them down when widening the
road

Bassendean workshop

Ashfield workshop
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Bring more people to town
Bus routes connecting to Ashfield station
Connected, vibrant, community use town centre and surrounding neighbourhoods
Creating a new centre that doesn't currently exist
Ease of getting out and aboutin the suburb
Examples of good design - it's hard to imagine what you've never seen
Facilities, services, employment integrated with higher density open green space and
community spaces

. Give all residents options for development (R40+I

. Good - consistent with high-density living elsewhere in the word leg. Europe)

. Greater density

. Greenery

. Healthy/sustainable transport available

. High density, multi-storey dwellings on top of existing shops and community facilities

. High mixed-use development of Colstoun Rd, Haje St and Maidos St

. Higher density dwellings

. Host more events in Ashfield Reserve

. Improve/increase residential zoriing to a level that skips the middle stage of 2-dwelling
properties

. Maximise use of space in Colstoun Rd near Gullford Rd

. Mixed-use properly development

. More common-sense usage for allto benefit -collectively

. More facilities

. Multi-storey carpark ICan be leased for Transperth parkingI

. Open, active green space

. Public-private partnerships for key spaces

. Retail

. River access

o A community-friendly space
. A new approach to mixed commercial and residential forthelda St shopping area
. Active street frontages
o Clever local planning guidelines
. Community hub
. Consolidating higher density development along transport corridors and with

commercial activity/shopping areas
Creating a local community hub/town centre with shops as well as green spaces where
people can socialise or engage in recreational activities
Efficient for living jin terms of space and energyj
Good combination of commercial, retail and residential space
Higher density housing near commercial
I live in Bassendean near the river so was a little out of my area
Lots of places to socialise

Minimum requirements around developments including buffer zones and less street-
front parking
Multi-use development/mixed precincts
No driving into parking off main street
Open areas for greenery and communal spaces and visual aspects when
travelling/walking

Our town centre was a good model, keeping it central and easy to access nearby
schools and aged care
Provide a central palnt from which higher density housing can be expanded in the
future

Range of activities (open spaces, cafe, kids' play, shops)
Sensitive land use interfaces Igreen buffers)
Start decreasing density as you move away from city centres
Transitioning density away from centre
Up-coding centres and required ACPs to be reviewed by DRP
Vehicular access from side streets

Eden Hill workshop

Town of Bassendean
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What values were most important in informing how you completed the activity?

Workshop Location Comments

o A minor positive vision
. Accessibility to public transport
. As a long-term resident and business owner the prtndples governing my views are to

see that sensible development and facilities are included in my community
. Bring events to Bassendean
. Cycle/pedestrian access over rail and Guilford Rd
. Density is riot bad
. Diversity is key
. EXchange ideas about future planning of Town of Bassendean
. Expression of design that would complement Bassendean
. Focus on linking Success Hill station, the oval and the shopping centre
. Focus on people riot cars
. Future development of town centre
. Improve town
. Increase density
. Increase population
. Increased height and density towards the centre
. Increasing density and commercial activity in the town centre
. Increasing density and commercial activity in transport hubs
. Increasing density whilst maintaining community
. Increasing density with commercial spaces in the area close to the centre while

providing suitable infrastructure, greenery and amenities for community building
. Increasing town squares, public amenity in the town centre. Potentially near the oval

and shopping centre
. Low impact on existing residential areas
. Minimise building footprint
. Mixed-use development
. Modification of use of all of Basso Town's amenities and resources
. More people around transport hubs
. Multi-residential with a genuine housing mix - riotjust 2x2s and Ixls
. Need for connectivity of walking, buses and shopping patterns (incl. roads)
. Open to new ideas
. Preserve green space
. Preserve trees

. Retention of the character heritage ribbon shopping strip

. Shared living spaces

. Shared, vibrant open spaces

. Structure plan for the top end of Old Perlh Rd

. Sustainability

. Sustainability must be a top priority

. To conform to State Government plan to increase density in areas with existing
infrastructure

. To minimise the feeling of overdevelopment in existing urban streets

. To preserve heritage precincts

. To preserve trees

. Traffic flow. both foot and car

. Traffic flows and too much congestion through the suburban streets is to be avoided

. Tree retention

. Trees

. Village centre focused

. Walkability around Ikm to town centre/train

. Walkability/active transport

. Retention of green space

. Achieving residential density and diversity in housing choices

. Sustainable development

Bassend. an workshop

Ashfield workshop
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. Retail and density In town centre - activation of town centre

. Sustainable demification

. Keep it green and environmentally friendly

. Creating an urban corridor

. As per the "past and present" attributes

. More effective use of land space

. Removal of car parks a centre to be replaced by plaza/green space

. Green space

. Connection to the river and open space

. Community space

. Activation of public space

. Improve train station and create an easy underpass access

. Less commercial - move commercial to Tonkin Park area for prime development for
housing around train station

. Connection from town centre to train station and river

. Sustainable transport

. Develop Ashfield vicinity

. Improve walkability, bike use to city and river

. Retention of 100% open green space

. Accessibility Icycle, walking, public transport, driving)

. Accessibility by active transit modes

. Accessibility for all ages had to be a priority

. Aesthetic

. Allowing traffic to flow

. Always put people first, cars last

. Communal

. Consideration given to all sectors of the community including seniors

. Consolidating activity
o Creating a hub/community centre
. Creating a vibent "village" centre with mixed uses including POP-UP activities
. Creating active informal spaces, POP-UP bars, food trucks with little or no red tape
. Developing community open spaces
. Greening the entire suburb. Maintaining the greening
. Greenscape - keep established trees
. Improving accessibility for people riot using vehicles - bike paths and shared footpaths
. Lots of shade trees

. Making a community that people want to be engaged, connected, walking and cycling
through and wanting to spend time in and around, and at local shared spaced footjust
driving through, or driving in for a stop and drive straight back home)

. Movement/transport through suburbs is an important consideration

. Need to ensure any development is sensitive to surrounding land uses and activities

. Options for different forms of transport

. Options/space for different uses (markets etc. I

. Planning for people as part of commercial development

. Retaining and improving green (tree) cover

. Safe

. The area needed to have a lot of green space - not necessarily large areas but lots of
plants, with ample shade, Plenty of bins need to provide without
Walkability
Well-integrated

Eden Hill workshop

Project Team Observations of BassenDream Your Centre tworkshop activity)

Workshop Locatlon

Bassendean workshop
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. Access to open space is important for any future development

. Access underneath Guilford Rd needs to improve

. Access underneath Guilford Rd needs to improve

. Another road alongside Steel Blue Oval
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Anything under Ikm from Bassendean train station should be high density a
walkable

Bikes get stolen I
Can A-class reserves be used for development? Can we change much about
reserves?

. Cars clogging up "rat runs"

. Concerns around traffic increases alongside density

. Cycling a solution?

. Desire to increase density surrounding train stations

. High focus on main strip and Bassendean station

. Living roof and green space on buildings

. More cycle paths

. Multi-use precincts around stations with green spaces

. Need trains to be more frequent. Trains may not be at capacity

. New road from Guilford Rd to Wilson St

. Not everything can be mixed use

. One participant feels 5 storeys is too high for Bassendean

. Parking is a huge issue

. People avoid the Old Perlh Rd and Gullford Rd intersection

. Privately owned buildings pose potential issue

. Skate park is great

. Some people don't ever have issues parking

. There are swampy areas of Bassendean

. "This is community engagement"

. "This is the day I've been waiting for"

. Trees need to be included as much as possible

. Visual connection to green space

. Would be great to have a pool

. A10t of extra dwellings required by State Government. Can the State Government just
do things no matter what?

. Activity along the river like Claisebrook Cove

. Adding greenery around high density apartments

. Ashfield doesn't have a lot of amenities or facilities

. Bassendean has a vacuum of planning strategy

. Bike path along Guilford Rd is good but riot hugely accessible

. Bus is too infrequent

. Businesses and residential mixed-use along Guilford Rd

. Can we "lock down" areas 18reen space etc I?

. Can we do 20 storeys over the train line?

. Centre area around shops is high priority

. Centre of Ashfield is currently a carpark

. Community areas are under utilised

. Community centre with up to 12 storeys

. Create a creative hub

. Green space is important

. Greenery around carparks

. High walkability. Mixed pedestrian and cycle routes

. IGA shops should be plaza and public square

. Industrial area should be developed for use with train station and transport

. Is the industrial area Basso or Bayswater? ITown of Bassendean)

. Links to the Swan River (importantj

. Mixed use along Guilford Rd. Too far down wouldn't be good for mixed use

. Mixed use over IGA shops

. Multi-storey carpark

. Need more happening on ovals. pedestrian links through ovals, with walking/running
area around open space
Need more parking around station
Nowhere to get a good coffee/cafe experience
Parking on other side of Guilford Rd
Pedestrian and c cle connestion is super important

Ashfield workshop
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. Plaza between high-rise

. Relocation of station is riot happening

. Residential uses on top of shops

. Retail uses - shops up against road

. The river is the major attraction - less than Ikm from Ashfield station

. Underpass beneath station

. Underpass from Colstoun Rd to train line, then path all the way to the river

. Wall gardens and greenery

. Whole centre designed badly

. Would a bike path make the road less pedestrian-friendly?

. A community square would be a pleasant outcome

. Aged care beside school

. Aged care with communal space for intergeneration al connection

. Bicycle paths all the way along Walter Rd

. Commercial and residential uses on Walter Rd across from existing shops

. Connection across Walter Rd

. Density to be close together and well-connected

. Drainage areas could be developed into green connections - living streams

. Eden Hill has been forgotten

. Green activated space between high density POP-UP bars

. In the city - Rio Tinto style trees. Green space and then high-rise

. Make a public square part of a street crossing for Waiter Rd

. Making Waiter Rd a single lane would be good

. Mixed use could be good along Walter Rd

. No high-rise so near to the school

. Not opposed to development next to school. No service station though

. Not sure zoriing would allow much development currently

. Open areas and green space are important

. Parking to go underground

. Parking will be an issue

. Pedestrian access across the Town of Bassendean is not good

. Playing with models is of no interest to me

. R-17.5 should be Increased to R20. Infill using higher R-codes

. Safety is a huge priority around the school area
o The area is riot Eden Hill to me. There to work on Eden Hill - model is riot

representative. I do riot see my part of Eden Hill
This area is riot an "activity centre" - please define an activity centre
This is Bassendean north and Eden Hill, notjust Eden Hill
Transperth buses won't come to Walter Rd
Underpass/overpass on intersection
Walter Rd is a busy road. We need some way to get from one side to anat

Eden Hill workshop

5.7 Anecdotal Feedback

During discussions with community members at the Ideas Hub and Mobile Hub sessions, project team
members recorded anecdotal feedback. This is provided below.

Please note that this may also include feedback that was recorded by community members on anecdotal
feedback sheets.

The counts in brackets indicate the number of comments that relate to a specific theme itirst column) or
the number of the same specific comment (second column), Because respondents were able to make
multiple comments related to the same theme, these are counts of responses (riot of respondents).

The most common five themes of ideas are:
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. Environmental management (143)

. Parks (82)

. Transit/centre-oriented development (50)

. Community activities/events/programs (45)

. Improved pedestrian/cycling accessibility (42)

The most common five themes of issues/concerns are:

. Concern about loss of trees and green space (54)

. Concern about perceived overdevelopment (39)

. Concern about traffic (25)

o Concern about loss of character (22)

. Lack of safety/security (16)

The most common five themes of other comments are:

o Positive current aspects of the Town of Bassendean (76)

. Support for planning or development initiatives (13)

. Support for community initiatives/events/programs (10)

. Queries from community members (5)

. Comments about the Town of Bassendean in the past (4)

Ideas

Theme Specl, IC Comment

. All footpaths should be permeable (6)

. Boardwalk-style riverbank paths to limit impact (6)

. More edibles on verges and other open spaces, plant species endemic to this area and
more community gardens (6)

. Nesting boxes in mature trees and hollows. Create a bird hide at Ashfield Flats or other
bird areas. Placement of "insect hotels" to encourage proliferation of various insects
(6)

. Policies that preserve trees on private property (6)

. Prioritise underground power so trees can Brow to their full height and width. The
severe pruning of our street trees by both the Town and Western Power is not only
costly but fails to allows trees to thrive (6)

. Riverbank restoration and tree planting an urgent priority. Speeding boats need to be
addressed by river speed cameras and patrols (6)

. Retain trees (5)

. Plant more trees 141

. Retain open space (2)

. A guide for verge planting ISImple guide orworkshop on water wise gardening good
natives to use etc. )

. A ratio of open space needs to be preserved

. Animal habitats need to stay

. As block divisions cause the loss of garden spaces the verges should be used to plant
trees/native plants and verge gardens

. Bic reserve needs to be more functional

. Bird baths - shallow for small birds in summer

. Building around established trees on development sites

. Community gardens

. Community gardens - use appropriate space in parks etc.

. Community gardens or communal verges

. Consider PowerPoints for electric cars in new developments

Environmental management
1,431
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. Consider understoreys for smaller birds and animals

. Design guidelines that are based on aspect, insulation of housing, passive heating and
the importance of solar panels jincluding sharing energy produced by solar panelsj

. Drainage spaces should become green space

. Edible streetscapelandscaping e. g. fruit trees

. Encourage interconnected, community renewable energy projects, interconnected,
biodiverse

. Encourage residents to plant and retain trees on their blocks

. Encourage revegetation of verges with appropriate local native plants to encourage
wildlife and replace depletion of trees and plants caused by infill development
throughout Basso

. Ensure development is environmentally-friendly

. Ensure trees are well managed

. Green around the oval

. Green corridor down Hamilton St

. Green corridor First Ave

. Green corridor through to Point Reserve, with median strip planting

. Green space

. Greenery around area

. Have yearly neighbourhood garden competitions to help the community to become
more proactive and proud of theirgardens

. Iwould belnterested in seeing a lot more greening of the Bassendean area as well as
the other areas

. If you do plant, ensure they are suitable for native birds

. Keep any green spaces - along the footballoval, planting more trees along people's
verges and in the town centre

. Keep as much greenery as possible

. Keep the wildlife

. Keep up revegetating the park lands and road islands around the suburb

. Leave the natural environment as it is. Landscaped gardens are artificial

. Lord St planting5

. Loved the aspect of tall trees but not too close to dwellings

. Maintain large trees during development

. Mandatory solar panels on every new home

. More big trees

. More green space

. More parks - off-lead parks for dogs

. More parks & things to draw young families to the area

. More recycling

. More sealing near the river

. more trees and green space

. More verges turned into native garden beds rather than lawns

. Need a weekly pickup of green waste bins

. Need better sustainability standards than the green-star rating e. g. double-glazing

. New strategy to enforce green space

. Palmerston Street Park water drainage is necessary

. Parks are great - would be good to see these areas become more accessible

. People need open space more than ever

. Place more screening trees along Guilford Rd near football oval

. Plant more trees on verges and parks

. plant trees on all verges rather than random
o Plant trees that are already somewhat mature, instead of seedlings
. Prefers rules that protect existing trees over planting new trees (time taken to growl
. Preserve tree cover when developing residential lots
. Preserve trees and leafy green spaces
. Provide underground power to enable more tree planting
. Put in conservation plan for mature trees
. Putting water plantsin the drains is a great idea
. Quickly demonstrate that community concerns re: natural environment are acted upon
. Reclaim land along the river from private land to build new boardwalks
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. Removing housing to allow new public open space

. Replace the rosesin the garden bed outside the library

. Retain private open space

. Retain trees and open space during development

. Renegetate with appropriate local plans and trees, all of the vacant blocks containing
drains in the Town of Bassendean and managed by Water Corp. Convert these into
parks and provide access through them where appropriate

. Rules to retain a certain number of medium-large trees

. Run a campaign to limit number of cats. I have found that higher density developments
= more cats = less birds and frogs etc.

. Simply providing some recycle binsjust off the pathway for people to use for plastics
etc that are riot recycled in our current recycle bins - number I, 2 and 5,6 recyclables'. I
see this happening in other countries in the world and we can have it too with some
work with people who collect these, we can make a "recycle hub" there are more
people interested in this than I could have imagined, I speak almost daily to those who
are changing their ways to recycle more,

. Solar should be a necessity

. Solar-passive and environmentally-friendly designs

. Street facing blocks with communal open space, excellent outcome.

. Supportive of providing for deep soil planting zones on private property

. Supportive of retaining backyards

. Town-owned solarpowered electric vehicle charging stations

. Trees need to be retained

. Two green waste pick-ups and two regular verge pick-ups per year 10r a skip)

. type of trees is important

. Underground power lines to allow more trees

. Verges would be great with more plants etc.

. Waste-reclamation centre: extra income forthe Town Oust need a warehouse) e. g.
Canberra Green Shed

. We need to furiously continue tree planting

. We should aim for tree-lined streets. It helps with the heat, critters, oxygen and lessens
the need for air-conditioners

. Would like better recycling

. Would like choice of street trees

. Would like to have a green waste bin

. Would like to see recycling happen locally

. Would love some of the verge trees to be edibles Ie. g. macadamias, olives)

Parks (82)

. Because of the boggy nature of the existing verge around the oval, a seasonal living
stream could be created between a new walking path and new angled parking with
softer landscaping added to enhance the area (6)

. Catchers on mowers to prevent spread of weeds (6)

. Create a memorial/botanical-style piazza garden behind and around the oval heritage
gates. Build a nature play area in the back of the mound near the heritage gates. In the
memorial garden pizza area incorporate some seating that has inlaid chess boards to
activate the space plus barbecue and covered picnic area. Incorporate memorial
bricks/pavers that residents can sponsor (6)

. Interactive water play sculpture or fountain like the one in For rest Chase to encourage
social interaction (6)

. Remove entire fence around Bassendean Oval that is a barrier to public utilisation of
the space (6)

. Swings/ropejump into the river at Point Reserve. Pontoonin river (6)

. Any plans for open space near Mary Crescent?

. Corner of the oval where West Road meets Old Perth Road lends itself to a common

area, maybe with a few smallfootprint townhouses. Adds itself to the boulevard of Old
Perth Road to the river.

. Cricket nets at Steel Blue Oval Ibetween main gate and access gate). I realise there are
cricket nets at Ashfield and Jubilee, but they are too far to walk to and are riot ideal
places for young children. Cricket and especially Big Bash cricket is exploding. Kids need
somewhere to playin central Bassendean. Open space is no good as you need too
many platers. We need two nets and pitches for good practices and games Ithey used
to be there)
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. Develop public open space next to RSL Iwhy is it fenced?)

. Different play equipment at different parks

. do up sandy beach and add a playground

. Dog park, similar to Bayswater

. Ensure parks are clean and safe for kids, more functional and shaded

. Food trucks to parks

. Green spaces are important as housing density increases. They help maintain a cooler
environment. They provide outdoor spaces for recreation. We havejust returned from
Europe where the parks large and small are very busy. People picnic, walk, read books,
cycle and even swim in the parks. They are an extension of people's living spaces. They
are riot all beautifully manicured but well-used all the same

. Gym equipment

. Hotspot parks

. I would love to see the grassed area near the main Steel Blue oval gate become a mini
sports hub, centrally located. it could have a half basketball court, tee-ball/baseball
net, cricket net and either a bocci court or tennis wall. Families are becoming more
active - let's provide more facilities!

. Improve parks - more functional and with more activities

. Keep all parks big and small for future generations - with block sizes getting smaller
these will be in great demand

. Kids parks

. Kids playgrounds like in Yoklne

. Love the trees and parks - please preserve

. Make Bassendean the best playground destination in Perth (playgrounds everywhere,
animals on weekends for kids)

. make parks functional

. Make the parks better - upgrades

. More areas for dogs

. More fenced dog parks

. More parks north of the railline

. More seating along the river, at Point Reserve

. Move the fence around Steel Blue Oval so it is actually obvious public open space

. Need more climbing areas

. No point having parks that aren't useable

. Park on the corner of Palmerston and Hamilton is really well patronised and very safe,
very shaded (useable all year). Could do with some more facilities and fencing.

. Parks and playgrounds

. Piazza or plaza on the other side the grassy knoll, with terraced play area, age-friendly
facilities. Encourage people to use the heritage rose garden

. Planting more trees on small parks to provide shade for playgrounds and recreation

. Play sculpture on Old Perth Road

. Playgrounds for kids

. Playgrounds for kids of all ages -including fences for Younger kids Ie. g. Busselton
foreshore park)

. Pocket parks with good lighting

. Point reserve is a great spot

. Promote parks in the local area via "mum blogs"

. Provide seating in sunny areas of Palmerston Park

. Provision of picnic tables

. R40 apartments need to be near parks

. Since Bassendean Oval has had gates open there are so many people using it for
personal recreation now. It's greatl

. Water parks

. Would like to see a dog park with a fence

. Would like to see sporting facilities improved - shade for spectators, better kept
grounds

. Zipline is great

Transit/centre-oriented
development (50)
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. Allow density on Old Perth Road but riot in areas further out

. Allow R40 within 800m of train stations
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. Build accommodation near the train stations as requested by State Government years
ago. It assists with public transport and does riot destroytheinner Bassendean with
too many units. In fill is better there

. Close to station I shopping centre

. Connect Hawaiian shopping centre and the main part of Old Perth Rd

. Consider high-inid-rise development on the North side of the train line

. Continuing the redevelopment of Old Perth Road with further apartments is also
important. One thing I did like about the original plan ditched by the community was
the idea that apartments on the north side of the road should be kept to a maximum of
three stories to reduce the amount of shading of the road, while allowing buildings on
the south side to be slightly taller to five stories

. Could put high density on top of the Bassendean carpark adjoining the train station

. Density around Old Perth Road if needed

. Density should be closer to the train line

. Density should increase, and closer to the train station

. Develop around public transport riotin residential areas

. Develop carpark on west side of Bassendean train station as housing/mixed-use

. Development around Bassendean train station would be the ideal location for density

. Do density around stations and amenities

. Don't mind some five storey apartments in town centres

. Encourage higher density on Old Perth Rd

. Every station should have density, especially for Younger people

. Extends businesses off Old Perth Rd down the side streets a little

. Focus density around train stations

. For Bassendean a focus on the areas 400m from train stations is important

. Happy to see development of no more than three storeys high on Old Perth Rd from
Whitfield St to the Guildford Rd/railway end

. High density along train line is great, but save trees and green space around the oval
and shops

. High density around train lines

. High density close to shops and public transport

. High rise, high density development around train stations

. Higher density in the town centre would allow businesses to survive

. Like apartments in Old Perth Rd but no more than 5 or 6 storeys

. Make the Town a more urbanised locality into the future, centred around train
stations, uTban corridors and local commercial centres

. Minimum R40 - R60 within 800m of railway stations

. Model should show 400m and 800m catchments around train stations. Should also
show Ashfield Station

. More development down Old Perth Road

. More development of Eden Hill precinct

. More modern and developed near train station, with an older feelfurther away

. Need greater density along Old Perth Rd

. Put high density north of Ashfield train station as the new Tonkin industrial park in
Bayswater caters for adequate commercial space

, Relocate Council offices and put high density apartments there
. Residential and commercial around public transport
. Should have high density around Bassendean Station
. Success Hill station closer to shops than Bassendean Station
. Success Hill station is a better focus for development than Bassendean station
. Supporting increased density around train stations
. Supportive of increased residential development on Old Perth Road
. Supportive of increasing density close to train stations
. Terrace housing could happen in the Bassendean train station carpark
. The focus on Bassendean central

. We accept that increasing housing density is necessary, but why not use areas already
used for buildings e. g. many run-down shops along Old Perth Rd. Better to put
apartmentsin these areas, then encourage I-2 storey units on larger housing blocks as
they become available

. Wilson St carpark - high-rise opportunity
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. Would like to see more in fill near public transport routes

, Arts grant to support outdoorlocal art 161
. Create a dedicated Artist Hub and showing space. This Town has the highest proportion

of artists per capita in Perth so the creation of such a space is long overdue (6)
. Interactive sculptures and art walls by local artists (6)
. Look at Freo Youth services and other Councils to get ideas for youth in Bassendean (6)
. More diverse and all-season events on reserves and ovals (6)
. Activation - bringing businesses and events out to the streets
. Activities/programs need to be promoted in the newsletter
. Community -participatory arts

. Council to develop a plan for making Old Perth Rd into a more vibrant area - e. g. pop-
ups and street art/theatre

. How could the church bell be used to build community? Learning about the church and
history

. Intergeneration al engagement e. g. kindy kids reading stories to senior citizens

. Keep investing in the arts and having the street markets

. Lenient with restrictions for POP-UP venues and events

. Make sure thereis a lot for the community to do

. Markets good but need more

. More local events such as the multicultural food festival of time past

. Needs more regular activities at the senior citizens' centre e. g. like Harold Hawthorne
Day Centre in Cantsle. Regular activities will bring more regular patronage. Needs to be
convenient to drop in at any time

. Sculpturel walk down Old Perth Road and Surrey Street, incl. along the oval. An amble
connecting the town centre and river

. Want to spend a dayin Bassendean

. Would like the Old Perth Rd market to extend completely to the intersection with
Guilford Rd

Community
activities/events/programs
1451

. Create a heritage and green walk trail from the Bassendean train station to Point
Reserve, Meandering walk through existing trees on southern bank of Bassendean
Oval. Incorporate exercise equipment (6)

, Improve streetscapes by planting avenues of trees that will provide shaded walking and
bicycle paths. This in turn will reduce our reliance on cars - particularly in summer (6)

. All-weather path from Whitfield St to the playground on Palmerston Park

. Always plan for people (not for cars)

. Bassendean train station needs an overpass as the lift is riot adequate. We need to
underpass fixed to come out at BIC

. Bottom floors of apartments should be designed for seniors and people with disabilities

. Bring the walkability town centre feel

. Cars do not create vibrancy but walking and cycling does. Therefore, the 400m
catchments around train stations should make walking attractive, safe and convenient.
The more people around on foot, the safer walking becomes

. Covered stage and pedestrian-only area for the first block of Old Perth Road at the
Guildford Road end. A car-free pedestrian-only space

. Easy access under train line

. Facilitate for old people to stay home by making them easily accessible by gopher car
(safe routes for gopher cars to cafes and shopsj

. Footbridge from Bassendean train station over Guildford Road - take out the traffic
lights

. Hedges on Old Perth Road need to be lower, so cars are visible

. In front of this building (the old post office), can you either remove the "give way to
cars" sign or make a pedestrian crossing. The current situation leads to a Mexican
standoff between pedestrians giving way and drivers doing the same

. It's great to have streets that can be played on

. Lots on east side of North Rd extending to Swan River edge precludes public access to
the river and its margins

. More walkways along the river

. People living locally and working In the industrial areas along Collier Rd and in Ashfield
should have safe routes to work

Improved pedestrian/cyding
accessibility (42)
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. People riding bicycles spend more money locally than peoplejumping in their cars -
they can just as easily shop in Midland or Morley. Therefore, safe and connected routes
should be available for people riding bicycles to connect them to schools, shops and
train stations

. Preserve access when developing residential lots

. Public accessibility to the Swan River foreshore and along the foreshore

. Put bike paths and walking trails together

. Signage in neighbourhoods indicating direction and distance to walking and cycling
destinations 1stgns don\ need to be fancy)

, Squeeze cars out

. The Town needs recognisable pedestrian and cycling circuits - ideal Iy beginning and
ending at cafes

. There are many little-used roads in Bassendean that can be made pedestrian and
bicycle-friendly by diverting and slowing car traffic. Cheaply done with a few planter
boxes, instead of the monumental costsincurred when Main Roads creates "Safe
Active Streets"

. Walkway over Bassendean Station

. We need better bicycle parking at the main shopping centre

. West end of Old Perth Rd: better link to railway station; new pedestrian overpass to
extend over Guilford Rd

. Would like a pedestrian underpass at 2nd or 3rd Ave

. Would like Lord Street to be more commuter-friendly, better walkability

. Would like small maps like the Your Move map available in local businesses to support
walking and cycling

. Believe a maximum of five-storey height should be maintained within the Town.
Incorporate basement car parking, bike racks, charging stations and electric vehicle
that can be booked and shared by residents of high-rise. All high-rise should have
communal areasincluding deep root tree zones and garden areas, plus rooftop
gardens, solar and adheres to sustainable principles (6)

. Agree with subdividing blocks, but retain old houses and character

. Allow some subdivision. E. g. to 500m2, but not to 250m2

. Any future "tower" blocks should have large "penthouses" or larger apartment units at
the top - one bed units at or near ground

. Bassendean residents must make a decision: "How high can buildings go in order to
have room for some trees?" Everybody loves trees but hates high-rise, but we will have
to compromise if we want Bassendean to remain green and leafy. It will simply riot be
possible to have sufficient density if we don't go up in the vicinity of transport
contes/corridors

. Battle-axe and triplex developments have their place

. Better to go up than go out

. Better to have battle-axe blocks

. Big blocks are there to be used

. Build up the area and get people to come

. Density is needed

. Every conservation strongly favours grouped dwellings

. Generally pro-development

. Goup

. Guilford Rd oval apartments. Keep the historic elements of the oval e. g. grandstands

. I believe in infill

. In favour of R40 zoriing in most of Eden Hill.

. In favour of urban infill. Necessary to prevent urban sprawl.

. In fill rather than sprawl

. In fill required to stop unacceptable urban sprawl across Perth metro

. Inner city-style high-rise developments are appropriate

. Instead of building sidewaysin the central area, we should build upwards, 3-5 storeys

. Like the r40 apartments

. mixture of demographics in high density areas

. More density breeds life

. Need more medium-rise, allowit to spread more than 800 metres from train station

. No issue with apartments around oval, wasted space anyway.

. Prefer smaller apartments with on-site parking rather than battle-axes

Building forms with increased
density Ie. g. in fillj 1401
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. Residential uses behind pub

. Supportive of 4 dwellings on corner lots

. There is a place for units and apartments that are easy to maintain, but don't do high-

. Two storeys in most areas

. Urban in fill is really important

. Whole town should have an R-Code of at least R25 or higher

. Zoriingin Ashfield to change from R20 to R40

rise

. Upgrade heritage buildings (6)

. Came back to Bassendean - love the town

. Create incentives to retain heritage buildings

. Don't lose the country feeling

. Increase density without losing the look and feel of the area

. It's important that we develop the Town without losing Its unique identity - keep the
Town's appeal that will be a benefit to the community in years to come

. Keep convenience

. Keep it the way it is

. Like 1970s style semi-detached townhouses with space for yards

. Like it as it is

. Liked it the way it was

. Money can't buy what is our sense of belonging in the Town of Bassendean. We are
now at the cross-roads of losing it. When I worked up at City of Warineroo, they
UDOndalup Development Corporation) not LandCorp spent serious money on creating a
community at loondalup - we have it here already. If you lose it then the Town has
devalued a strong community. Value what we have: it's worth millions

. Preserve character and heritage properties

. Preserving all heritage buildings i. e. old post office and fire station, and also character
homes are important

. Protect heritage feel

. Protectthe frontage

. Residential uses above shops - retains character

. Retain character

. Retain heritage buildings and Bassendeanidentity

. Retain the local character and feel of the area

. Save the old stuff. This Is what makes me visit Bassendean and Guilford - and the

quirkiness
. Stay with character of area

Retain local character (27)

Development of specific sites
1281

. Areas where high density could work without destroying the fabric of existing Town's
amenity are as follows: North of Bassendean train station on the adjoining carpark
mixed use/high-rise residential above the carpark could be built; North of Ashfield
station which is currently industrial should be permitted to have mixed use
development on Railway Pde, especially given the expansion of industrial area next
door in Bayswater at the Tonkin Park Industrial Area; North of Bassendean train station
next to BWS site should be mixed use with high-density residential above;
redevelopment of the dilapidated Swan Districts Football Club rooms should be
visionary and innovative with potential for mixed use and high density residential
facing onto that section of Guilford Rd. Perhaps five-storey residential with a two-
storey SDFC adjoining the residential development. The club's food and beverage
outlets should be on ground level to serve game day patrons; Wilson St carparkis
vital Iyimportant to revitalisation of our Old Perth Rd area, The visual component facing
Gullford Rd needs to convey there is more to discover. To that end a stylish mixed use
development incorporating visually attractive art space through to antique/vintage
stores and outdoor markets with accommodation above that is in tune with

surrounding heritage buildings (6)
. Redevelop Eden Hill petrol station and shopping centre site, with the proviso that

current plans incorporate a more cohesive, sustainable design. Really would like to see
a show piece development that exemplifies the best in design, built form and
preservation of magnificent trees on that site

. Can't wait for the development at the old Eden Hill shops

. Comfortable with terrace housing around the oval but no blocks of flats

. Consider development around the perimeter of the Bassendean Oval
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. Develop apartments around the oval - ridiculous that nothing is happening

. Development near Cyril Jackson needed

. Do something with the corner of MDrley Drive and Ivanhoe

. High density should be along wider roads. Or more off-street parking

. If you're going to have higher density development, haveit overlooking the river for
good property values

. In favour of development but only in certain locations

. In favour of redevelopment of the old Eden Hill shops. Would be good for Kiara and
Lockridge

. Like the little bit of development next to Mary Crescent Reserve and the new nature
playground

. More high density OK only where the Bassendean Hotel and cannark are located

. Re-development of Bassendean Oval is vital. This includes the provision of the planned
townhouses around the perimeter of the oval. This will allow Bassendean Ovalto
properly become public open space Idescribingthe present ovalwith its high wire
fence as 'public' is quite hypocritical)

. The area at the end of Hamilton St that used to be a tip should be developed as
housing (but understandsit may be in the flood-way)

. The area behind the old Fire Station could be used to construct an observation tower,
to allow people to see views of the city and the airport

. Want density around oval but restrict the height

. The section of Old Perth Rd that curves around the Bassendean Oval was originally a
main road connection to Guilford. It is therefore now a road that is very wide for what
has becomejust two lanes of traffic. The lanes should be narrowed to enable angled
parking with softer landscaping added to enhance the area (6)

. All one-way roads around town centre

. Allow more turns off Guilford Rd

. Allow right-hand turns into Old Perth Road off Guildford Road outside peak times

. Basically become one way street along Whittleld

. Better management of traffic on Lord Street

. Block off Hardy Rd at French St so people have to follow the bus route

. Development of underpass (tunnel) or bypass at Guilford that still encourages business
there

. Keep the nice wide streets

. Lights to help get out of Success Hill

. Narrowing Walter Rd East to turn it into more of a boulevard ithis also requires
underground power in Eden Hill and Bassendeanj

. Need a traffic light at the corner of Colstoun Rd and Gullford Rd and/or Pearson St and
Gullford Rd

. Remove the traffic lights at the end of Old Perth Road. Add the pedestrian footbridge.

. Right turn only to Old Perth Road

. Sink the Collier Rd level crossing to enable better flow of traffic

. Supportive of roads under railways, e. g. at Collier Road, Iasin Kelmscott and Midland)

. Turn back lanes into streets like they do in Leederville and Inglewood

. Two-way system maybe?

. West end of Old Perth Rd: close off Old Perth Rd at Guildford Rd (remove traffic lights)

. Would like MDrley Dr or Walter Rd vehicle bridge into City of Swan

. Would like to see Ashfield Precinct Plan go ahead - including re-alignment of Gullford
Rd onto Railway Pde side. Requires sinking of the rail line and therefore Indian Pacific
off Midlands line to Fremantle (only requires replacing 300m of railj

Traffic management 1261

Parking 1171

. Better parking at Hawaiian shopping centre - make the centre two storeys with parking
underneath

. Cut out verge on Whiffield Street Park - make 45-degree parking

. Encourage underground/undercroft parking

. ensure there is sufficient parking on subdivided lot

. Four hours parking jinstead of two) in the town centre

. More parking at Ashfield Reserve

. More parking at Bassendean Station

. Need off-road parking with increasing density
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. Need to have extra parking at Ashfield or Bassendean station, especially when
Bayswater station is temporarily closed

. Off-street parking

. Provide enough parking for one car and a boat/caravan per house. Parking on the road
to be by permit.

. Put parking at old shopping centre

. Take some verge for indent parking

. The businesses along Old Perth Rd require customer convenience; provision of parking
Is the first step

. Underground parking for apartment blocks

. Verges are big enough for angled parking so it should be introduced

. West end of Old Perth Rd: more parking and "kiss and ride"

Upgrades to Old Perch Rd 1161

. Corner of Whimeld Street and Old Perth Road - car bays to clear congestion

. Different types of shops along Old Perth Road and in Ashfield

. Do something with shops close to Bassendean Station on Old Perth Road

. Knock down and rebuild all shops in Old Perth Road - especially at the train station end

. Landlords on Old Perth Rd need to be gone

. Like to see consistency in Bassendean Wellow Brick Road"

. Losing businesses on Old Perth Road

. Modernise Old Perth Road

. more life on Old Perth Road

. More to do on Old Perth Road before oval

. Old Perth Road area needs work - so farit is livening up

. Old Perth Road needs a face lift

. Old Perth Road needs to be revitalised, more people and more happening

. Wantto see Old Perth Roadimprove

. Would like to see more life at the west end of Old Perth Road

. Would like to see Old Perth Road upgraded

Improved publictransport (15)

. Sink the rail line from Basywater to Success Hill. The infrastructure required for
upgrading stations on the heritage line including lengthening of platforms, replacement
of Lord St bridge, removal of level crossings warrant investigation of sinking. This will
also provide reclaimed land for additional high density housing and green spaces for
future population growth. Will enhance north-south connection (6)

. Access to transport is important

. Ashfield station too close to Bassendean Station

. Light rail from Bassendean train station, up Ivanhoe Street to Altone Road

. Make the train stop regularly at Ashfield

. People want to see the railway start at Collier Road

. Plan for the new train line to Ellenbrook - higher R-codes for close to that

. School bus to public school, this avoids the traffic nearby schools (like ANZAC terrace
primary schoolj. Safety for kids'

. Shuttle along Old Perth Road

. Wants public transport and a departure from a car-dependent society

Ideas about communications

and community engagement
process 1.41

. Bassendean being a name that people know across Perth - a unique suburb of notoriety

. Development should ideal Iy be community led

. Education before legislation

. I suggest that the Council should investigate introducing a 'plain English' requirement
for allits documents. This particularly applies to Town Planning documents which are
particularly obtuse

. Involve local Whadjuk Noongar people in all planning

. Knowledgeable people should be opinion leaders for the community

. More open channels of communication needed

. Publish info re: issues before Council/admin before decisions made - allsides of debate
- and seek community response to genuinely hear what is said so decisions visibly
reflect the process

. Re-establish Tree Advisory Committee

. Set up a system of gaining genuine skilled input from high-calibre experts in specific
fields

. The general population needs to be informed
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. Use images and photos to help people understand the context of living in/amongst
different dwelling types, including before and after shots of development impacts.
Detail is reassuring. Birds eye views don't give accurate idea of what people will
experience on the ground

. Wants an ordinary person to be able to understand that currentinml patterns will
already meet the target density

. Would like to see the feedback that came out of the "Safe Active Streets" process re:
Whimeld St

Specific commercial uses 11.31

. A bakery that opens at 5am

. Another ice-cream shop

. Cafes and restaurants

. Could do with a few more shops - choice of supermarkets, clothes shops

. Family restaurants for all ages

. Good bars and restaurants

. Mobile coffee shops in all major reserves

. more food and drink to create an atmosphere

. Needs things of interest to bring people in, gift shops and cafes

. Shift existing medical centre at corner of Old Perth Rd and Parker St back up the hill
behind and re-use the building for a cafe etc. - create more vibrancy

. Upgrade to shop facilities

. Would like a better plan for Eden Hill shops and to ensure it goes ahead ASAP

. Would like another shopping centre

Community fadlities/hub 1.21

. Ashfield needs its own hub

. Bicycles for Humanity would like to use old fire station

. Community hubs needed - as happening in new suburbs.

. Could the Hub I brick building be a co-working space?

. Council open 24 hours a day Irangers)

. New Council building in the Wilson St carpark

. Permanent council building?

. Provide premises in former fire station for former volunteer fire brigade

. Social hubs

. Victoria Park 'the hub'

. Would like more community centres such as using the fire station on the corner of
Parker St

. Would like to see Ashfield Soccer Club facilities enhanced

Dwelling diversity 11/1

. Assisted I independent living for retirees

. Ensure properties are well blended

. Housing should include public housing to ensure a mix of demographics

. More variety in dwellings

. Need a balance of development typologies

. Need smaller homes for couples and smaller families

. Opportunities for more social housing?

. Outer areas to have mixed lot size

. Should be opportunity for all types of households

. The most important idea is for Pyrton to be developed into a village-style
accommodation hub for families and some ovens5-ers

. There needs to be buildings built that will suit the ageing population who either no
longer wish, or able to stay in their larger homes

Services/infrastructure (10)

. Get power underground

. Idea of bins being weighed is good

. Make sure all infrastructure is up to date

. Need underground power in Bassendean to allow trees to grow and make construction
more feasible

. Replace and clean up dead and broken greenery

. Services need to be updated

. Two bin pick-up

. Underground power especially north of rail line so that the lighting becomes better.
Need better lighting all round

. Underground power throughout the suburb

. Underground power to allow for additional tree planting
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Retain space 1101

. Ensure setback are retained in established areas so new developments do not reduce
the spacious feel

. Ensure that space is left for long-term planning. Provision for future Is ay 50 Years)
opportunities and not preventing these by closing off

. Ensure there are decent-sized yards

. I didn't want the houses to be too close together

. Like the open grassed approach to Bassendean when driving from Perth to Midland.
The area around the memorial is the only open area between Perth and Midland and
gives character to the Town. This needs to be retained

. Shared driveway for neighbouring lots to reduce loss of green space

. Want big block with back Yard

. Would like backyards retained on private property

. Would like to downsize but still have enough outdoor space to grow veggies in the
background - and 3 chickens

. Would like to see planning rules that retain open space

Limited development (8)

. 2 houses/battle-axe blocks are ok

. Allow some innl, but not on every lot

. Battle-axe blocks are OK

. Leave Bassendean Oval as it is

. Less high rise

. Low density housing

. Make it more village-like

. Stop massive subdivision

New rules/strategy needed (8)

. Building guidelines that talk to design and functionality

. Cut red tape on planning and development

. More consistent planning rules for development in Bassendean - rules were applied
differently to neighbours

. Need guidelines for new development style and character

. Provisions to encourage good aesthetics e. g. design review panel

. Really liked the previous LPS - particularly scenario 2 and jubilee Reserve

. Structure plan for West Rd

. The size of lot alone shouldn't govern whether subdivision can occur. Have to consider
the width, location and layout of existing house on the lot etc

Safety and security 181

. Better street lighting - especially at main intersections like the T-junction at West Rd
and Bridson Ito0 dark at night)

. Get druggies off the streets

. Improve safety from drug dealers in the park

. More security - more cops

. Neighbourhood Watch initiative

. Safety and quietness are important

. Security patrols on streets

. Would like laneway behind lot closed Ibehind Pearson Street - running through to
Colstoun Road) It is currently allowing people to jump into backyards. Most owners
would like to buy off the section behind the property.

Community connedIvity18j

Mixed-use development 161

. Ensure sense of community

. Ensure that people remain connected to community, know Your neighbour

. Incorporate the river to the social hub etc.

. Make the area more attractive to families and kids

. Need community that continues to belnclusive to all ages and abilities

. Projects that include both sides of the rail line

. Support for street facing development over battle axe

. Strong sense of community

Desire for growth toeneralj (5)

Town o1 Bassendean

Coinm"11ity and Stakeholder Engagement Report

. Increasing development of multi-purpose buildings that comprise accommodation,
amenities for residents, and shops/restaurants under that

. liked mixed use development of corner of Ivanhoe Street etc. and IGA

. Mixed-use development allows critical mass to support commercial land uses

. Mixture of development types

. Provide for mixed commercial use

. Supportive of shop-top living, but needs to be adaptable

. Bring more people into the town centre
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Improve lighting 151

Ensure quality development
141

. More foot traffic on Old Perth Road needed

. More life

. More young people coining in will make it better

. Needs to continue to grow and develop

. Better lighting around the town

. Better lighting for security

. Better street lighting

. Get decent street lights in every street

. More street lights

. Encourage creative design in houses/business premises

. Make sure not putting up poor quality housing

. Need good development and design standards

. Would like options for the right type of development alongjhe Swan River

. Encourage more variety of businesses near the train station

. Need a wider variety of shops/commercial uses needed

. Shopping centre is great and needs more shops in it

. Create urban village feel

. Modernise from the gold rush era

. Modernising

. Ensure better integration of Aboriginal culture

. Inco rate history within modern structures

. More public art (like the dogs painted on the library)

. More public art to make the main street attractive

. Fewer community events Iwaste of time and moneyj although the movies in the park
are good

. Fire station - would like to volunteer there

. Get rid of Hawaiian

. CD-Iiving and co- housing and cooperative housing projects and developments

. Encourage people who work from home to use a casual I collaborative office space

. Cheaper rent

. House prices going up

. More support of local businesses

. In an ideal world I would like to see no fences around houses anywhere

. Integration

. it is what it is with density

. Knock down area and start again

. Library of things e. g. appliances that people don't need to purchase ITransition Town
Guilford would be interested I
Need appropriate trees forthe area Inot 80m highj
Need subsidies for maintaining/pruning large trees
Rezoning should include the street, rather than using this as a boundary Ii. e. People
across the road having development potential)
Rules to prevent Air BnB's
Want to see action

Would likejetties and restaurants on the riverbank. Some areas of the river are not
useable. Don't think a lot of public open space along the riverbank is being used by the
public. Would be better if there was development to activate the riverbank
Would like somewhere to moor a boat

Commercial development
leenerai) (3)

Modernise/urbanise 131

Connection to history and
culture 121

Public art (2)

Other 1201

Issues/concerns

Theme

Concern about loss of trees

and green space (54)

Town of Bassendean

Cuminuni!y alld SIaLeliolder Engagement Report

Specific Comment

. Alarmed at rapid loss of trees on both private and public land. It goes further with
ovenealous pruning and lopping by contractors that exacerbates loss of tree canopy (61

. Concerned about loss of Ashfield Reserve (6)

. Do not put housing on any reserves, parks or green spaces. These spaces are precious
and vital to the health of future residents as the population grows (6)

. Too many trees are removed without thought to alternatives lie. Men's Shed site)

. Also, maintaining of existing green features is a concern

CreatingCommunities



. Clash between ideology of protecting public trees and space but allowing development
to demolish an entire lot

. Concerned that large trees will be removed and loss of green space

. Council to create native green spaces

. Council to take responsibility for retaining green

. Don't allow neighbours to knock down trees

. Don't develop public open space

. Don't ever redevelop parks

. Duplex unit developments crammed in with little space (13A Chapman Street)

. Green space being lost

. I am worried that existing green spaces are taken over by housing development

. I would like to see the people who develop older quarter and half-acre blocks in
Bassendean to be more considerate of the environment. These blocks originally had
one house, well-established gardens with large trees. The policy of clearing all
vegetation from the site may be more convenient for the builder and more profitable
for the developer to cram as many units as possible into the space, but thee gardens
are a big loss to the ecosystem. With some foresight and planning, at least some of
these could be saved

. If taking back lawns there needs to be more open areas

. Keep greenery and retain trees on Old Perth Road

. Keep the Morton Bay figs

. Kiara bushland saving it

. Leave tennis courts alone

. Loss of trees and native vegetation that leads to loss of diversity, increased
temperatures, disconnection with nature

. Maintain tree canopy and wildlife

. No buildings/housing on the oval or any other reserves, parks or green spaces

. No parks on Perth for density increase

. Planning and design should notlead to net loss of vegetation nor community
disconnection. Redevelopment of existing blocks should never result in loss of trees

. Reduced tree canopy

. Retain flora and fauna

. Street trees dying when new buildings are built

. Too many trees disappearing from blocks that are being developed into ugly units.
Please preserve our trees in this town before it is too late

. Where are kids supposed to play?

. Worried that existing green spaces like the football oval are swallowed up by
apartment blocks, forsaking existing tree cover

. Hope nothing ever happens to Mary Crescent Reserve. Has interesting Indigenous
history

. It is a pity that some of the trees at Point Reserve are dying

Concern about perceived
overdevelopment (39)

. 20 units on two lots leg. recent Wilson St development) is too much

. 8 dwellings on one lot is too much

. Apartments don't suit the area

. Apartments would not be ideal: these tend to cater to downsizers and Young single
people, not families

. Completely disagree with blocks of flats

. Concerned about impacts of buildings maximising a lot

. Concerned about maximising footprint on lots

. Concerned about over development, but understands that someis needed

. Concerned about whether infrastructure can cope with increased density

. Design needs to be sensitive to surrounding residents' access to sunlight. People need
to be able to see the sun and moon rise. Apartment blocks more than 3-4 storeys high
block other people's access to sunlight

. Dividing blocks too small - 4 dwellings on a lot is too many

. Don't infill like Midland

. Don't like 4 houses on one lot

. Don't like high-rise

. Don't want to see apartments on residential streets

. Don't want to see every single lot developed. Can this be a planning provision?

Town of Bassendean
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. Don't want too much subdivision

. Eight dwellings on one site is a concern

. Ensure it does riot become overcrowded

. Extent of government housing within Ashfield

. Feels that the building above 8 Napkins is an eyesore, done too quickly with cheap
building materials

. Has looked at moving into Bassendean but concerned about the high level of
development

. Hatejammingin as many people in a street as possible

. Increase infrastructure to allow for Infill

, Less of the big buildings
. MY concerns are too many blacks of units - particularly since they are notin keeping

with the surrounding homes
. No high-rise above four storeys
. Not happy about the density level - 8 units on a lot is too much.
. not supportive of high density in suburban/outer areas of the suburb
. Not too much density - very opposed to 6-10 apartments on a lot
. Overshadowing from neighbouring buildings and trees
. Poor excessive, high-density planning, especially around Bassendean oval
. R40 apartments stand outlike a sore thumb
. Stop putting numerous units on blocks. This destroys what is unique about Bassendean
. Too much high-rise will kill the area
. Too much in fill development - I think a balanced mix maintains the spirit of the suburb
. Urban infilland high density dwellings planned close to the station. Current design

being built are horrible

. We have been and looked at the development at Claremont oval and are pretty
horrified by what's been done there (too dense and too high)

. Where are the infrastructure and services to cater for an increasing population?

. Don't widen Gullford Rd. it is already a barrier that divides the Town. Plus, the ficus
trees are an iconic part of the Town, as well as counteracting urban heat island effect
(6)

. Already enough traffic on Ivanhoe St. Resident doesn't want to see traffic increase as a
result of 246-248 Morley DV East

. Amount of traffic and speed on Hardy Rd

. Busy intersections

. Can roads keep up with density increases?

. Congested road

. Congestion and bottlenecks before the bridge on Guildford Road

. Crossing Guilford Rd and roads along the cycle path is a challenge

. Dislike the traffic intersection at the ramp at entry to the shopping centre. Dangerous
and can't see approaching cars or road as you turn left to leave the shopping centre

. Don't stick trees down the middle of a road

. Enquiring aboutthe safe street on Whitfield Street. About traffic control, tree planting
etc.

. Guildford Road bridge is bad, should be two lanes

. Islands are a good ideas but some in the way of traffic - especially at the intersection

. Many units builtin residential streets, means many more cars parked on both sides of
the road so is one way for residents to drive. Very difficult

. Rumours about bridge at end of Westend Road

. Success Hill has only one way in/out. An access issue but also safety risk e. g. if there
was a fire

. Traffic

. Trees in the middle of Shackleton Street limit accessibility of trucks, caravans etc.

. Unlicensed motorbikes

. Volume of Lord Street is a concern

Concern about traffic 1251

Concern about loss of

character 1221

Town of Bassendean

Contrnun;tv and Stakeholder EngagenTent Report

. Heritage buildings and character areas must be preserved in any new Town Planning
Policy, Town of Bassendean over the tears has been slow to move towards any sort of
protection policy and the destruction of heritage buildings has had a disastrous
consequence for the area (6)

. Concerned that development doesn't min with the area
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. Don't want to lose the character

. Don't want to lose the small town feel

. I'm not in favour of any more subdivision of old blocks and destruction of old
hours/trees and character

. Important to retain single dwellings

. Keep the character of Bassendean

. Keep the suburban feel

. Loss of heritage cottages

. Lost the village/community feel

. Needs to fit in with the area

. Nice quiet streets wrecked

. Old Perth Road and Whitfield Road building doesn't fit with character

. Retain heritage buildings

. The sense of community is strong at the moment - putting 8 units on a quarter acre
block will destroy the neighbour resident relationship

. Want to preserve character of town

. We start to lose interaction with neighbours who shift in then move outin rental
properties that have several units on residential blocks of 1,000m2 or more

Lack of safety/security (16)

. Concerned about crime rate, type of people around

. Crime is a concerning issues. It appears to be increasing in the area and is making
residents resentful and frightened. The Community Safety and Crime Prevention
Committee hasn't even met yet, even though it was started in May 201.9 triow Aug
201.9)

. Crime is a problem

. Feeling unsafe - break iris and crime on streets

. Feels less safe to walk around at night

. First, second and third avenue are crime hotspots

. High crime rate in Town of Bassendean

. Increase in crime with density

. Lots of crime

. More lighting on the streets for safety.

. Need well-lit streets to walk around safely

. Needs better lighting and security

. North Road feeling unsafe at night triot enough lightning)

. Security at Ashfield train station

. Security concerns, need rangers around if the density is to be increased

. Theft in the area

Concerns about parking 1131

. Concerned about parking

. Concerned about the loss of the hotel carpark

. Discourage on-street parking in residential streets. Use verges instead

. Don't like street parking on Surrey Road - dangerously close to the intersection. Cars on
both sides turn it Into a single lane. A car frequently parks on the T-junction - remove
the marked bay

. Foot traffic is what we aim for, but council cannot relegate the west end of Old Perth
Rd to the "pedestrian" end of town, we require provision for convenient parking in Old
Perth Rd

. For many years an "island style herringbone pattern" parking area existed down the
centre of Old Perth Rd in front of the Bassendean Hotel between Parker St and Wilson

St. The number of bays was sufficient to serve the businesses up to Wilson St. There
parking bays were well used by customers and worked well. The layout also served to
soften the streetscape. The businesses benefited until they were removed

. Parking around cafes on Old Perth Road is terrible. Angled protrusions make parking
very difficult

. Parking is a huge issue

. Parking is an issue. Restrictions on time. Can't stop and shop for long enough

. Parking on roads is a major issue

. What is lacking in Old Perth Rd is convenient and sufficient parking and no-one
listening or making efforts towards helping to rectify this crucial fundamental issue,
which continues to impact on the success of the businesses in Old Perth Rd

Town of Bassendean
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Opposed to development of
Bassendean Oval (12)

. When large developments Ie. g. 8 dwellings perlotj are developed they do riot have
sufficient parking or shade

. Where will the parking behind the Bassendean Hotel go?

. Must preserve the Bassendean Oval mound intact because of its origin as an Aboriginal
sacred site at Success Hill (6)

. Don't want development around the oval

. Don't build on Bassendean oval

. Leave the oval alone. Claremont is a shambles. The open space around the oval is good
for kids on game days

. Not supportive of developing the oval

. Not sure development around Bassendean Oval was a good idea

. There should riot be any redevelopment of the football oval precinct, as traffic flow is
busy enough asitisin the vicinity of the shopping area

Concern about local business

via billty tnnj

. Alcohol sales at the markets should be limited to the Bassendean Hotel and other small

bars next to the pet food shop - support these businesses
. Don\ put in too much commercial or retail
. Local business closures on Old Perth Rd and in town

. Not only is the market riot stating at the intersection of Guilford Rd and Old Perth Rd,
which minimises the number of people that visit the far end of the street, but there are
food trucks in front of my food business

. Old Perth Road is sad now

. People don't use the Bassendean station end of Old Perth Road. Doesn't lookinvitlng

. Shops don't last long in the town centre

. There seems to be a run of falling retail businesses along Old Perth Rd. One opens and
a few months later it closes. Something needs to be done to create a more vibrant
town centre. More community engagement with the Town and the landlords in
question would work, and more support to current retailers

. Too quiet - restricted by small variety of retail

. Used to be four grocers, four butchers, three garages. Now we have less with more
people. We used to have everything you need locally

Concern about community
engagement process 1.01

. Plans that residents have been involved with have taken too long to come to fruition,
causing loss of interest in consultation processes. There is no follow-through in a
reasonable time frame (6)

. Been through lots of community engagement - hope something happens from this

. Concerned that BassenDream Your Streetis based on the underlying assumption that
significantinfill will happen

. Doesn't feel like the Council or LandCorp listened to the community on the oval project

. Insulted by character limits in surveys for previous projects

Concerns about capacity of
public transport (9)

. Bassendean Train Station, reduced capacity once Metronet is completed

. Bassendean Station area disappointing

. Frequency of available public transport

. Not enough public transport

. Public transportinto Bassendean needs to be better

. Public transport to school should be encouraged, 50 that kids can learn how to
commute on their own. This will also save energy (petrol) and encourage green earth

. station has lost its shine

. station to be included in constant stopping pattern

. Station will get busier with higher density

Concerns about quality of
development (9)

. Don't like the multiple dwelling developments on Lord Street. No space, ugly brown
brick

. Infill needs to be done right

. New shopping centre has bad entrance

. Old shopping centre looks terrible

. Setbacks are a disgrace Ivery small)

. Small living spaces and no open space may cause health, including mental health,
problems

. Triplextype inhilts too narrow

. Want to avoid tons of battle-axe blocks

. Worried about quality of housing

Town of Bassendean
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Concern about disconnected

suburbs (8)

. Ashfield still feels outside the centre

. Ashfield still has a connotation as a low socio-economic area - should be more

upmarket butthis connotation is holding it back
. Disconnected

. Everything is happening on the south of the line, north of the line is not as attractive to
purchasers - not receiving as much planning and development focus

. Just adding amenities to less connected areas of suburbs is not enough

. Not enough attention on the north side of the train line

. Two sides of Bassendean are not well connected

. Eden Hill has old area and new area and a divide between the two

Concern about restrittive

planning rules (8)

. Concerned about strange Eden Hill planning rule where block can only be divided
lengthways rather than battle-axe. When combined with rules about number of rooms
facing north. Iblock faces north) this is particularly limiting. Would riot suit the suburb.
This has limited a lot of development on the street.

. Council needs to be reasonable with where it requires building permits triot needed for
minor works)

. Inability to develop due to established trees

. Precinct I Eden Hill (opposite jubilee Reserve) is R17.5. An archaic R-Code for this area

. Strange zoriing where lots in some parts of Eden Hill can only be duplex, not battle-axe
subdivision. Must divide lots lengthways and face street. Change this.

. The requirements for the R30 code in R20/30 areas (e. g. 101anthe Stj are limiting and
preventing a 6-5tar energy rating. Doesn't allow east and west access to winter sun

. Would be against people telling me what I can do on my own land with regard to trees

. Area in Eden Hillwith no allowance for battle-axe blocks. End up with two narrow
blocks

Lack of maintenance 171

. Beautify the back of Swan Districts Football Club rooms where they face Gullford Rd

. Insufficient maintenance of front house when rear of lots are developed

. Local government doesn't look after street trees

. Mary Crescent Park under used. Too big if we need room for in fill. Nori-cared for for
years

. The Guildford-Bassendean bridge andits environs: get rid of the green high table with
its graffiti, more water purifiers, re-do carpark, cut up fallen tree

. Trees in jubilee reserve have dieback?

. Trees too close to houses cause problems with too much leaf litter in gutters, drains
and gardens

Concerns about pedestrian
and cycling access 161

Concern about particular types
of housing/accommodation (5)

. Accessibility concerns around stations and along roads Ifor gophers)

. Before Your Move maps were printed, the only pedestrian and cycling map was in the
library and couldn't be borrowed

. No disability access at Bassendean station when the lifts break down Iwhich happens
often)

. Some of the distances/directions on the footpath stickers are incorrect

. Success Hill station riot accessible for disabled people

. The biggest impediment to cycling in the area is a lack of hard copy maps

Concerns about local

government 151

. If you could guarantee people will be residents IPermanent) and not renters who are
riot committed to getting to know the neighbours and being with the community
activities, then its breaking up what they have

. Less state housing in Ashfield

. Look what happened In Lockridge. Became a slum

. Not happy with Air BnB's

. Still enclaves of community housing in Eden Hill - near Jubilee Reserve. Makes it hard to
use the local park reels unsafe)

Concern about

undeadevelopment 151

Town o1Bassendean

Cornrnunity and StakeliolOer Engagement Report

. Are the Town really listening?

. Council taken over by Greenles

. Council throwing money at the wrong thing

. Our Council lacks strong, wise experienced leadership

. Town of Bassendean is too political/bureaucratic

. Block getting sub-divided for units in areas outside the central areas of Old Perth Rd
and Bassendean station. We need to develop and increase density there before the
other areas

. Can't understand why there isnt more development in Eden Hill
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Issues with community
facilities 151

Don't want tree/open space retention to limit development opportunity too much
Empty lots around the Bassendean station area look terrible - landowners/developers
who own land should be fined for leaving it barren. Same applies to buildings that have
been left unmaintained

Under utilised areas

Booking a room at the library - Town only takes payment by cash or cheque. Why?
Don't build on community facilities
High schools in area
Never buy a place without a high school
Turn the old infant welfare centre into a community space e. g. community arts space
that opens onto public open space

. Ratepayer money being wasted

. Rates are expensive - why don't we get the amenities

. Should be compensation on value of house before new development goes through

. The developer should have to pay for any changes that impact neighbouring lots

. Bank eroded by boats

. Parks are underutilised

. Types of trees

. We go to Bayswater for parks

. Land-banking on Old Perth Road is a constraint

. Rentalsituation limiting the future potential of the Town Centre

. Vacant land bankin

. Development is currently ad-hoc. There needs to be more policy

. Feels like inconsistent planning rules are due to who you know in the Town of
Bassendean

Noise

Noise of increased population
If You have increased density, don't make them "flats"
The units on Lord St opposite Pyrton are ugly
Urnited commercial facilities within Ashfield

Only moved out of Bassendean Ito South Guildfordj because there was no co-working
space

. No petrol stations at schools or green spaces please

. No petrol stations next to schools!

. Lots of old people don't want to see change

. There is fear among the general population about high levels of change

. Ageing population

. Better clientele in local schools

. Chips on bins is a terrible idea

. Concerned that certain low-income families negatively impact the area

. Don't like properties on the river that have exclusive riverfront access

. Don't sink the rail line

. Fear and manipulation during LandCorp project

. Flood level of the river

. Lots of ageing people

. No variety or art/culture
o Rangers need to enforce local laws re: dogs and dog PODS by fining those who don't

comply
Sandy Beach fence
Stigma from pub
Strange lot layout in some parts of Eden Hill where frontages are wider than rear of lots
Streetscape should change sometimes
We are a bit frustrated that access to the open areas in football oval is restricted by the
two entrances

Who thought a black roof was a good idea in an Australian summer?

Concern about costs to

residents/ratepayers14j

Issues with public open space
(4)

Land banking as a barrier to
development (3)

Concern about current lack of

planning rules/strategy 121

Concern about noise 121

Concern about quality of
development (2)

Lack of business premises 121

Opposed to petrol stations
near schools 121

Concern about lack of appetite
for change 121

Other (16)

Other anecdotal comments

Theme

Town o1 Bassendean

Cc, 11,111uiii!y and Slakeholdei' Engagement Report

Specific Comment
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. 5-minute walk to Success Hill Station

. Area is inclusive and relaxed

. Bassendean is like a big village

. Bassendean is located in the middle of everything

. Bassendean is open and green

. Becoming more of a central suburb

. Close to city but feels more like a country town

. Close to the river

. Come here twice a week to do shopping

. Easy to navigate the area

. Enjoying the space

. Everyrhing is close by

. Getting train to Bob Hawke high school next year

. Glad that a lot of trees have been retained and that new planting has taken place

. Good to see more cafes and restaurants

. Great that there is a footy oval

. Green space is the best thing

. has a surprisingIy good sense of community

. Here for three years' Love Bassendean

. I love the Town how it is

. Kayaklng

. Larger homes and families and green space

. Like a big country town, not a concretejungle

. Like being close to river and nature

. Like green space and open areas

. Like shopping locally

. Like that it is central and accessible to Midland and Perth

. Like that new families are coming through

. Like the central location

. Like the community feel

. Like the community-minded ness

. Like the country town feel

. Like the established trees

. Like the history of the area

. Like the old houses

. Like the social aspect of Bassendean e. g. workshops at the library

. Like the suburban nature

. Like the trees

. Lots of walking tracks everywhere

. Love all the native plants

. Love Bassendean how it is

. Love Bassendean Shopping Centre

. Love being able to walk everywhere

. Love it how it is

. Love living here

. Love living in Bassendean

. Love living near train station

. Love that everywhere is walkable

. Love the cafes

. Love the community - people helping each other out

. Love the community feel

. Love the green spaces and the river

. Love the parks

. Love the peace and quiet

. Love the river

. Moved here for accessibility

. Moved here for convenience to shops

. Moved into the area for good access to transport

. Open space is great In Basso

. Parks everywhere

Positive current aspects of the
Town of Bassendean 1761
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. Peta Mabbs' work is exciting

. Pleasant area

. Public transport good

. Quiet in Bassendean

. Really good community feel to Bassendean

. Shopping

. Sports and amenities and shops

. The area is close to Perth and close to the Swan Valley

. The area is good for seniors

. The location is a massive plus

. Think the councilis doing a brilliantjob on the whole - like the mayors vision

. Train line close

. Train line good

. Walking along north road

. Well-designed shopping area with really good range of shops

. Convenient area with the river and the city

Support for planning or
development initiatives 1.31

. Cycling routes around Maylands are very clear

. Generally supportive of LITP actions

. Glad Ashfield station is riot moving

. Great to see where some fantastic renovations have taken place

. Happy with new buildings triot too much though)

. Like the apartments on OPR

. Like the modernisation of Old Perth Road

. Like the vision for Old Perth Road

. Like what has happened with main street in Bassendean

. Love the Old Perth Road development

. Not opposed to development

. The Sandy Beach playground design looks great

. Two main apartment buildings on Old Perth Road seem quite good

Support for community
initiatives/events/programs
1101

. Community feeling at Bassendean

. Glad there are lots of opportunities to getinvolved

. Impressed with the ANZAC Day service at the war memorial

. Library is fantastic

. Love the "on the move" initiative

. Love the events

. Love the markets

. Love the murals in the town centre

. Supportive of the Your Move initiative

. The council is to be coinmended forts initiative in seeking community engagement
and innovative approaches to help boost prosperity forthe businesses in Old Perth Rd

Queries from community
members (5)

. Are we getting anything back from FOGO composting?

. Do we still have "best street" competitions in Bassendean?

. How do you ensure/encourage that the demographic a property is built for is the
demographic that moves in Ihow do you support demographic diversity through
planning rules)?

. Resident owns an old house on a large block and is wanting to know what will happen
into the future so as to assist with deciding what to do with existing house i. e. if
densities are likely to increase, hold tight for the time being and if not, consider
renovating and extending existing house

. Wanting to know what is happening with the vacant lots at 246-248 MDrley DV East,
Eden Hill?

Comments about the Town of

Bassendean in the past (4)

Other (7)

Town of Bassendean
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. Area used to be quite good

. Remember racing billy-carts in Success Hill and playing in the river

. Was an affordable area

. Whole family has been here since 1954

. Dwelling growth is already ahead of schedule

. Invested in land to hopefully sell

. Need to learn from mistakes in earlier generations

. Organic growth is good

. Private schoolopening in Maylands
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5.8 Miscellaneous Feedback

Feedback that was provided to the project team by email, or in another format that was not a formal
feedback form; survey/poll response; or activity sheet is presented below.

The content of this feedback has been summarised and themed below,

. Some of the apartments on OPR respect the local character - some don't

. Spatial planning is the main influence on quality of life

Comments that may identify particular individuals have been removed.

Theme

Transit-oriented development
ItsI

Summaries of Feedback Content

. Desire for alignment with MetroNet objectives (4)

. Desire to include the catchment around Success Hill station as a key transit-oriented
development 141

. Concern that the BassenDream models do riot identify walkable catchments from train
stations 131

. Desire for more transitoriented development thigher density around transport nodesI
(3)

. Concern that Ashfield is not treated as an activity centre

. Redevelopment of the stations (especially Bassendean and Ashfieldj are core to the
evolution of the Town over the next 30 to 50 years

. A flying fox and other adventure play gear (a water slide to the river?I at Success Hill?

. A maze at Claughton Reserve?

. A fairy garden at Palmerston Square?

. A fitness hill climb I firework viewing area atop the contaminated site hill In the
industrial estate?

. A water play space (does not have to be a pool - check out the water playground at
Geraldton foreshorej at the BIC Reserve7

. A couple of bird viewing shelters and a timber walkway at Bindaring Park?

. Community gardens on the disused tennis courts behind Cyril Jackson school - better
still, a really good trampoline park?

. Close access to parks and reserves IBassendean is blessed with a good number of parks
and reserves and as the population increases, access to these open areas will become
even more important as the traditional backyard disappears

. In lieu of the new Tonkin Industrial Park development, consider fezoning the Ashfleld
industrial area to be (riverside) residential. It is argued little respect is given to and
little use is made of the river in Bassendean whereas one often finds water and open
space central to tranquil settings - something many people struggle to find in our busy
lives

. Intricate landscaping Iretain existing trees) and little COSY places to have coffee, read a
book and lunch in the carpark beside the pub?

. A fishing jetty or a floating cafe jinake it look like a boatj near Pickering Park?

. Mulch walk trails are loved by the locals. It gives a natural feel to Bindaring wetlands
and is better for the wildlife and birds. Where have they gone? Please maintain

. A pontoon in River in summer would be fun

. Easy access to the river Ithis is part of our natural environment that requires ongoing
protection)

. Issues with the Pickering Park boat ramp (lack of funding)

. There is good potential to develop activities/businesses that utilise Bassendean's
unique setting to bring people into the Town such as kayak and bicycle hire to explore a
Town/river trail, i. e. to develop urban-nature experiences that can be accessed from
the rail network. This in turn could improve vibrancy in the main boulevards and
support an enlarged alfresco precinct Iwhich is currently struggling1.1t is argued

Parks 181

Connection to the river 181

Town of Bassendean
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Community/cultural
events/initiatives 181

Bassendean could easily rival Guildford'siames St, Maylands' 8th Avenue and the Swan
Valley by combining good rail access with river front activity

. Desire for a museum

. Desire for an art gallery

. Bring back tree-trunk art (bi-annually?)

. River swim race

. Nurturing of community events. These may not be large affairs or events run by the
Council. They bring people together. The Councils role may primarily be making
information known to the community

. Access to quality services. As the population ages, access to local doctors and other
providers becomes increasingly important. Creating an environment that shows the
Town as "the place to enjoy" will of itself attract professional service providers into the

Expedite/align strategies and
policies (7)

. Celebrating the history of the area - giving people a sense of place

. Good Anzac ceremony

area

Pedestrian/cycling accessibility
151

. Concern about delay in modification of Local Planning Strategy - desire for this to
progress rapidly (2)

. Request for alignment with State Planning Policies like Spp 42 Activity Centres (2)

. Request to consider 20191nfrastructure Australia Audit

. Concern about age of Town Business Plan

. Request to clarify the plot ratio in the shopping centre precinct south of Old Perth Rd

. Desire for a pedestrian/bike path that crosses the Swan River at Success Hill Reserve

. Desire for well-lit and wide pathways Idual use pedestrians & bikes)

. Desire for historical tracks, trees and wildlife ecologylinks (example: how birds might
move through the area)

. Overcome access barriers like the Swan River, at-grade rail crossing and the train

. It may be worth considering developing pedestrian boulevards from Bassendean
Station to Point Reserve (via Old Perth Rdj and from Ashfield Station to Ashfield Flats
tvia Cotstoun Rd & Rover Ct) to link the arterial transport (rail) with the river. It is
envisaged such boulevards would leverage off the commercial-retail areas around the
stations and compliment them with riverside cafes like the Woodbridge Tearoom in
Woodbridge

reserve

Traffic management (4)

. Guildford Road speed; our only access in and out of suburb. Speed needs to go back to
70kms. It is a main access road

. Road verges; they are for pedestrian protection. Not the place for veggie gardens,
pickets and spikes. Way too dangerous if a pedestrian is trying to avoid an oncoming
car. They are there as a safety buffer

. Old Perth Rd south and east of the Oval: This was four lanes of Guildford Rd up until
1970 when Guildford Rd was realigned parallel to the railway line. Convert this to two
lanes Iwith central median strip with treesI and utilise the oval side lane/s as angled or
right angle parking. Relocate the ovalfence up the embankment and include a path
between the existing mature trees as part of a pedestrian link to the river at Point
Reserve. Reconfigure the new roadwork$ as a teejunction at the end of Surrey St
freeing up a large section of land for a future community use as say a centre for family
day care, child care, infant health, etc.

. No way to cross train line

Protection of trees and green
spaces (4)

Innovative, quality/design-led
building guidelines 141

. Hands off our green spaces. Historical land gift of the tennis club, bowling club and
oval. Locals are adamant they be left as is. Bassendean is known for our trees and parks

. Good transport corridors, so commuters are not dissuaded from going to another part
of the Town due to trafficjams or the like

. Shaded streets (greater use of trees, but in a way that minimises the risk of property
damage. This would involve the sinking of the power lines

. Rookeries in Bassendean for pink and grey galahs and the black parrots need urgent
protection

Town of Bassendean
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. Need for modular/flexible sustainable housing design

. While quality is subjective and may be harder to measure, I argue ms a crucial
component we should try and incorporate into our vision AND include in the
expectations of those who approve developments. I also suggest that streetscapingis
part of quality, i. e. trees, verge treatments, street art, fencing and parking - all of which
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are rare in the Avenues Iwhich I understand was identified in the surveys as what not
to aspire to?)

. Talking quality, I don't believe our current building approval and town planning process
promotes or measures quality? To illustrate the point, the R codes are akin to
"evaluating" clothing against criteria such as does it preserve modesty, does it keep
one warm I cool and does it protect one against the elements or hazards - resulting in
a "fashion" of cost effective and compliant boilersuits - hence the spread of ugly but
compliant developments in the Avenues

. The TOB may consider adopting some ideas/concepts from the Hamilton Hill "Inspired
In fill" project and the Fremantle Nightingale project

Community services and
support (4)

Higher density development
131

. Need for services for ageing community members given ageing population tincluding
Men's Shed initiatives)

. Desire for service nodes like the locations of shopping, banks, post offices, playgrounds,
infant health care and EV charging locations IParticularly when near destinationsj

. Homeless policy; council refused to assist for weeks. Churches did nothing. Shopping
centre refused to assist. One sergeant from Midland police drove around Basso and
found person and gave real assistance. Homeless numbers will increase if they know
we do nothing

. Desire for housing density resolution

. Request for up-zoriing of 26 - 34 Maidos St, Ashfield

. Pushing the building envelope up rather than out - to create space for open green
space. This concept is further enhanced if incentives are provided for developers to
consolidate blocks to create a single development with an improved overall ambience.
Incentives may be increased building density for larger blocks, e. g. increasing the
maximum height to four stories from two

. Ensure proper maintenance of heritage buildings

. I Surrey St (Pensioner Guard cottage sitej: These days heritage is reduced to street
appeal. I accept that the Infant Health Centre will occupy the new rear building. This is
a heritage site of high state and local significance. just considering the historical
accuracy and interpretation potential of the front of this site - the following needs to
be addressed and corrected on the current plans. This is taiustify expenditure of the
Lotterywest funding allocation and address State Heritage requirements. In 1844 strict
front fencing requirements were stipulated. These could be defined post and rail or
split picket fencing. I can provide the period regulations. The Pensioner Guard cottage
had split picket fencing based on the photographic evidence. It would be acceptable to
use sawn picket fencing in front of the 1,893 residence. This seems to be a sop for ease
of maintenance by council staff and to keep the cottage visible. Fine for a ginger bread
house for snow white and the seven dwarfs but wrong for historical Interpretation and
school education programs. Historical Society members would welcome the
opportunity to contribute to a seasonal community vegetable garden utilising heritage
seed varieties. The replacement of the front door and window (as multi paned) is
welcomed but this should also include the window on the west face. State Heritage
require the extension of the original gable ends when the shingle roof is replaced. This
is riot included in the SIA plan. The 1893 residence verandah: The SIA roof plan is
correct but the verandah design is wrong. Front gardens: These were productive food
gardens with a move to the inclusion of flowering fruit trees in the 1890s. A recent
lecture to the BHS on Western Australian colonial gardens by John Viska, president of
the Australian Garden History Society, was filmed and is available as a reference tool.
The proposed garden design presented on the Towns Have Your Say site is very poor
and incorrect. The dominant planting is a vine native to Japan and Korea that has no
edible fruit, on one metre high trellis's, along with dwarf fruit trees

. Oval Memorial Gates: Behind these is a large unused flat area that was previously part
of a creek bed running from the former BIC swamp via the nowtwo blocks of units
between Old Perth Rd and Devon Rd and into the Bindaring wetland. Now filled this
area is very boggy in winter and becomes an expression of groundwater that spills over
the kerb onto Old Perth Rd. This area could be comfortably sculpted into an attractive
landscaped compensating/swale with a timber boardwalk to the oval embankment. I
live on clay and have a landscaped swale in my backyard that takes my roof water and
attracts ducks in winter. Think Queens Gardens in East Perth. Funding for the new
building to come from the later sale of the Wind in the Willows site.

Heritage places 131

Management of nuisance
impacts (3)

Town of Bassendean
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. Noise complaint process; needs improvement and after hours phone number
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Concerns about engagement
process (2)

Schools (2)

. Signage rules; we need to protect our quiet way of life. No neon signs. All signs in
English. Business signs on homes banned outright

. Bins on North Rd needed for dog poo

Public transport 121

. Concern that flat models to not reflect topography of the Town of Bassendean

. Concern about BassenDream Design Workshops -feels that models limit feedback that
can be provided

Alcohol impacts 121

. Cyril Jackson School needs to be returned to a normal high school. We have the
population to warrant this. Neighbouring high schools are rough and overcrowded

. Nurturing and encouraging "good" schools. There is no doubt that one thing that
makes an area stand out is a good public or private school. Bassendean has been very
fortunate in that regard and that is something that should be celebrated

Impacts of herbicide/pesticide
121

. Extra community circle bus around Bassendean as a whole would be great for kids
doing sport and old people to reduce pollution

. Desire for a bus service linking Bassendean with jubilee Reserve and Mary Crescent
Reserve with Bassendean and Success Hill Stations

Other (6)

. Bus stop outside pub is not desirable for our children to use. Please move it

. Drugs and alcoholservices; alcoholism is rampantin Bassendean, need more real
services and community info sessions, families are suffering badly

. Glyphosate spraying causes cancer

. Xylofop(?) kills marinelife; stop spraying in the swamp, frogs, guppies and turtles have
fricking disappeared 11

. Tidy up backyards of businesses that back onto Wilson St carpark

. Provide sun blinds for coffee shops and deli on St Vincent side of the street

. Unhappy about name change of cricket club

. There is a potential self-reinforcing cycle in the character of a community and the
people it attracts-which can either spiral upwards like a rising tide and lift all boats or
vice the versa. It is argued many of the "developments" in the Avenues is retrogressive
in replacing green backyards with brick, tile and concrete - which in turn is likely to
deter the demographics looking for a more wholesome environment

. Parking issues throughout town

. Crime throughout town

Town of Bassendean
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6.2 Flyers

Flyer I
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Flyer 2
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6.3 Newspaper Ad
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WASTEAVOIDANCEAND RESOURCERECOVERYACT 2007
LOCAL GOVERNMENTACT 7995

TOWN OF BASSENDEAN

WASTE LOCAL LAW 2019
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Waste Local Law 2079

Under the powers conferred on it by the Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Act 2007, the
Local Government Act 1995 and under all other enabling powers, the Council of the Town of
Bassendean resolved on date to make the following local law.

Part , - Preliminary

Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Act 2007
Local Government Act 7995

1.1

Town of Bassendean

S h o rt title

1.2

This is the Town of Bassendean Waste Local Law 2079.

Commencement

This local law commences 14 days after the day on which it is published in the
Government Gazette

1.3 Application

This local law applies throughout the district

Repeal
This local law repeals part 4, division 2 of the Town of Bassendean Health Local Law
2007, as published in the Government Gazette on 24 August 2001, except forthe
following clauses:

(b) clause 4.16

Meaning of terms used in this local law

In this local law-(1)

1.4

1.5

authorised person means a person appointed by the local government under
section 9.10 of the LG Act to perform any of the functions of an authorised
person under this local law;

COMectable waste means local government waste that is not-

(a) liquid refuse;

(b) liquid waste ; or

(c) nori-collectable waste;



correctsble waste receptacle means a receptacle for the deposit and collection
of collectable waste that is-

(a)

(b)

(c) an organic waste receptacle;

collection, when used in relation to a receptacle, means the collection and
removal of collectable waste from the receptacle by the local government or its
contractor;

a recycling waste receptacle;

a general waste receptacle; or

collection day means the day determined by the local government for the
collection of collectable waste in the district or a part of the district;

correction time means the time on the collection day determined by the local
government for the collection of collectable waste in the district or a part of the
district;

costs of the local government include administrative costs;

Council means the council of the local government;

district means the district of the local government;

general waste receptacle means a receptacle for the deposit and collection of
collectable waste that is not recycling waste;

LG Act means the Local Government Act 1995;

LG Regulations means the Local Government (Functions and General)
Regulations f 996;

local government means Town of Bassendean;

local government waste has the same meaning as in the WARR Act;

nori-coffeetable waste has the meaning set out in Schedule I ;

occupier in relation to premises, means any or all of the following-

a person by whom or on whose behalf the premises are actually(a)
occupied; or

(b) a person having the management or control of the premises;

organic waste means waste that decomposes readily, such as garden waste
or food waste;

organic waste receptacle means a receptacle for the deposit and collection of
organic waste ;

owner has the same meaning as in the LG Act;

pub"c place includes a place to which the public ordinarily have access,
whether or not by payment of a fee;



receptacle, means a receptacle--

that has been supplied for the use of the premises by the local(a)
government or its contractor, or which has otherwise been approved
by the local government; and

the waste from which is collected and removed from the premises by
the local government or its contractor;

recycling waste receptacle means a receptacle for the deposit and collection
of recycling waste;

(b)

recycling waste means-

(a) paper and cardboard;

(b) plastic containers comprised of polyethylene terephthalate or high density
polyethylene;

(c) glass containers;

(d) steel containers;

(e) aluminium containers;

co liquid paper board ; and

(g) any other waste determined by the local government to be recycling waste;

specified means specified by the local government or an authorised person, as
the case may be;

street alignment means the boundary between the land comprising a street
and the land that abuts the street;

WARR Act means the Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Act 2007;

WARR Regulations means the Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery
Regulations 2008;

waste has the same meaning as in the WARR Act;

waste facility means a waste facility, as defined in the WARR Act, that is
operated by the local government; and

waste service has the same meaning as in the WARR Act.

Where, in this local law, a duty or liability is imposed on an owner or o0cupier,
or on an owner and occupier, the duty or liability is taken to be imposed jointly
and severally on each of the owners or occupiers.

(2)

1.6 Local public notice of determinations

Where, under this local law, the local government has a power to determine a matter -



local public notice, under section 1.7 of the LG Act, shall be given of
the matter determined;

the determination becomes effective only after local public notice has
been given;

the determination remains in force for the period of one year after the
date that local public notice has been given under paragraph (a);

after the period referred to in paragraph (c), the determination
continues in force only if, and for so long as, it is the subject of local
public notice, given annually, under section I. 7 of the LG Act; and

the determination shall be recorded in a publicly accessible register of
determinations that shall be maintained by the local government.

Rates, fees and charges

The local government's powers to impose rates, fees and charges in relation to waste
services are set out in sections 66 to 68 of the WARR Act and sections 6.16 and 6.17 of
the LG Act

Power to provide waste services

The local government's power to provide, or enter into a contract for the provision of,
waste services is dealt with in section 50 of the WARR Act.

Part 2 - Local government waste

Supply of receptacles

(1) The local government is to supply, for the use of each premises that are, or are
capable of being, occupied or used for residential purposes, one or more
receptacles for the collection and removal, from those premises, of collectable
waste.

The owner of premises to which subclause (1) applies must-

(a) ensure that the fee or charge (if any) imposed by the local government
in relation to each receptacle is paid to the local government; and

ensure that each receptacle is used, in respect of those premises, in
accordance with this local law.

Deposit of waste in receptacles

(1) An owner or occupier of premises shall not deposit or permit to be deposited in
a receptacle any non-collectab!e waste

A person shall not deposit waste in a receptacle that has been provided for the
use of other premises without the consent of the owner or o00upier of those
premises.

General waste receptacles

(1) An owner or occupier of premises shall not deposit or permit to be deposited in
a general waste receptacle-

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

1.7

(e)

, .8

2.1

(2)

2.2

(b)

(2)

2.3



where the receptacle has a capacity of 240 litres-more than 70
kilograms of collectable waste; or

where the receptacle has a capacity of 140 litres - more than 70
kilograms of collectable waste; or

where the receptacle has any other capacity-more than the weight
determined by the local government.

Where the local government supplies recycling waste receptacles, an owner or
occupier of premises shall not deposit or permit to be deposited in a general
waste receptacle any recycling waste.

Where the local government supplies organic waste receptacles, an owner or
occupier of premises shall not deposit or permit to be deposited in a general
waste receptacle any organic waste,

Recycling waste receptacles

An owner or occupier of premises shall not deposit or permit to be deposited in a recycling
waste receptacle-

anything other than the particular type of recycling waste for which that(a)
receptacle was provided by the local government for those premises;

where the receptacle has a capacity of 240 litres- more than 70
kilograms of recycling waste; or

where the receptacle has a capacity of 360 litres - more than 70
kilograms of recycling waste; or

where the receptacle has any other capacity-more than the weight
determined by the local government.

Organic waste receptacles

An owner or o0cupier of premises shall not deposit or permit to be deposited in an organic
waste receptacle-

(a) anything other than the particular type of organic waste for which that
receptacle was provided by the local government for those premises;

where the receptacle has a capacity of 240 litres - more than 70
kilograms of organic waste; or

where the receptacle has any other capacity - more than the weight
determined by the local government.

Direction to place or remove a receptacle

The local government or an authorised person may give a written direction to an(1)
owner or DCcupier of specified premises -

(a) to place a receptacle in respect of those premises for collection; or

(b) to remove a receptacle in respect of those premises after collection

(a)

(b)

(2)

(c)

(3)

2.4

(b)

2.5

(c)

(d)

2.6

(b)

(c)



The direction under paragraph (1) may specify when the placement or removal
is to occur, or where the receptacle is to be placed, or both.

An owner or OGOupier of premises shall comply with a direction given under this
clause.

Duties of owner or occupier

An owner or occupier of premises shall-

except for a reasonable period before and after collection time, keep(a)
each receptacle in a storage space or area that is behind the street
alignment;

take reasonable steps, if placing a receptacle for collection on the
verge adjoining the premises, or other area as determined by the local
government, ensure that, within a reasonable period before collection
time, each receptacle is -

(i) within I metre of the carriageway;

(ii) placed so that it does not unduly obstruct any footpath, cycle
way, right-of-way or carriageway; and

(iii) facing squarely to the edge of and opening towards the
carriageway,

or in such other position as is approved in writing by the local
government or an authorised person ;

take reasonable steps to ensure that the premises are provided with
an adequate number of receptacles; and

if the receptacle is lost, stolen, damaged or defective, notify the local
government, as soon as practicable, after the event.

(2)

(3)

2.7

(b)

2.8

(c)

Exemption

An owner or DCcupier of premises may apply in writing to the local government(1)
for an exemption from compliance with the requirements of clause 2.7 (a) or (b)

The local government or an authorised person may grant, with or without
conditions, or refuse an application for exemption from compliance under this
clause

An exemption granted under this clause shall state-

(a) the premises to which the exemption applies;

(b) the period during which the exemption applies; and

(c) any conditions imposed by the local government or the authorised
person

An exemption granted under this clause ceases to apply -

(d)

(2)

(3)

(4)



if the local government decides, on reasonable grounds, that there has
been a failure to comply with a condition of the exemption; and

from the date that the local government informs the owner or accupier
of its decision under clause 2.8(4)(a).

Damaging or removing receptacles

A person, other than the local government or its contractor, shall not-

damage, destroy or interfere with a receptacle; or(a)

(b) except as permitted by this local law or as authorised by the local
government or an authorised person, remove a receptacle from any
premises to which it was delivered by the local government or its
contractor.

2.9

(a)

(b)

2.10 Verge collections

Where the local government has advertised a verge waste collection (such as a(1)
green waste, or a bulk waste, verge collection) a person, unless with and in
accordance with the approval of the local government or an authorised person-

(a) shall deposit waste only during the period of time, and in accordance
with other terms and conditions, as advertised by the local government
in relation to that verge waste collection; and

(b) must otherwise comply with those terms and conditions.

Where waste has been deposited on a verge for a verge waste collection, a
person must not remove any of that waste for a commercial purpose but may
remove it for any other purpose,

Except where waste is lawful Iy removed from a verge under this clause, a
person must not disassemble or tamper with any waste deposited on a verge
for a verge waste collection so as to increase the risk of harm to any person.

Clause 2.10 (2) does not apply to the local government or a person engaged or
contracted by the local government in relation to the verge waste collection.

(2)

(3)

(4)

3. , Duties of an owner or occupier

An owner or occupier of premises shall-

(a) take reasonable steps to ensure that a sufficient number of receptacles
are provided to contain all waste which accumulates or may
accumulate in or from the premises;

ensure that each receptade is kept in good condition and repair;

Part 3 - General duties

(b)

(c) take all reasonable steps to-

(1) prevent fly breeding and keep each receptacle free of flies,
maggots, cockroaches, rodents and other vectors of disease;



prevent the emission of offensive or noxious odours from
each receptacle; and

(iii) ensure that each receptacle does not cause a nuisance to an
occupier of adjoining premises; and

whenever directed to do so by the local government or an authorised
person, thoroughly clean, disinfect, deodorise and apply a residual
insecticide to each receptacle; and

Removal of waste from premises

(1) A person shall not remove any waste from premises unless that person is-

(a) the owner or occupier of the premises;

(b) authorised to do so by the owner or occupier of the premises; or

(c) authorised in writing to do so by the local government or an authorised
person

3.2

(ii)

(d)

(2)

the local government or an authorised person ; or

the owner or DCcupier of the premises at which the receptacle is
ordinarily kept,

Receptacles and containers for public use

A person shall riot, without the approval of the local government or an authorised
person-

A person shall not remove any waste from a receptacle without the approval
of -

3.3

(a)

(b)

(b) remove any waste from,

a receptacle provided for the use of the general public in a public place

Part 4 - Operation of waste facilities

Operation of this Part

This Part applies to a person who enters a waste facility

Hours of operation

The local government may from time to time determine the hours of operation of a waste
facility.

(a)

4.1

deposit household, commercial or other waste from any premises on
or into; or

4.2

4.3 Signs and directions

(1) The local government or an authorised person may regulate the use of a waste
to Gillty-



by means of a sign; or

by giving a direction to a person within a waste facility.

A person within a waste facility shall comply with a sign or direction under
paragraph (4).

(a)

(b)

(2)

(3) The local government or an authorised person may direct a person who
commits, or is reasonably suspected by the local government or the authorised
person of having committed, an offence under this clause to leave the waste
facility immediately.

A person shall comply with a direction under paragraph (3).

Fees and charges

(1)

4.4

(4)

Unless paragraph (3) applies, a person shall, on or before entering a waste
facility or on demand by the local government or an authorised person, pay the
fee or charge as assessed by an authorised person.

An authorised person may assess the fee or charge in respect of a particular
load of waste at a rate that applies to any part of that load, even if that rate is
higher than the rate that would apply to any other part of the load

Paragraph (1) does not apply-

(a) to a person who disposes of waste in accordance with the terms of-

(1) a credit arrangement with the local government; or

(Ii) any other arrangement with the local government to pay the
fee or charge at a different time or in a different manner; and

to the deposit of waste owned by the local government, or in the
possession of an employee on behalf of the local government

Depositing waste

A person shall not deposit waste at a waste facility other than-(1)

(a) at a location determined by a sign and in accordance with the sign; and

(b) in accordance with the direction of an authorised person.

The local government may determine the classification of any waste that may
be deposited at a waste facility.

(2)

(3)

4.5

(b)

(2)

4.6 Prohibited activities

(1) Unless authorised by the local government, a person shall not-

(a) remove any waste or any other thing from a waste facility;

(b) deposit at a waste facility that is a landfill site any waste that is toxic,
poisonous or hazardous, or the depositing of which is regulated or
prohibited by any written law;



(c)

(d)

(e)

light a fire in a waste facility;

remove, damage or otherwise interfere with any flora in a waste facility;

remove, injure or otherwise interfere with any fauna in a waste facility;

(2)

damage, deface or destroy any building, equipment, plant or property
within a waste facility.

A person shall not act in an abusive or threatening manner towards any person
using, or engaged in the management or operation of, a waste facility.

co

5.1

or

Objection and appeal rights

Division I of Part 9 of the LG Act applies to a decision under this local law to grant, renew,
vary or cancel -

(a) an approval under clause 2.7(b);

(b) an exemption under clause 2.8(2);

Part 5 - Enforcement

(0) an approval under clause 2.9(b);

(d) an approval under clause 2.10(I);

(e) an authorisation under clause 3.20)(c);

co an approval under clause 3.2(2); and

(g) an approval under clause 3.3.

Offences and general penalty

A person who fails to do anything required or directed to be done under this local(1)
law, or who does anything which under this local law a person is prohibited from
doing, commits an offence.

A person who commits an offence under this local law is liable, on conviction, to
a penalty not exceeding $5,000, and if the offence is of a continuing nature, to
a further penalty not exceeding $500 in respect of each day or part of a day
during which the offence has continued.

Other costs and expenses

5.2

(2)

5.3

(1) A person who is convicted of an offence under this local law is to be liable, in
addition to any penalty imposed under clause 5.2, to pay to the local government
the costs and expenses incurred by the local government in taking remedial
action such as-

(a)

(b)

removing and Iavviully disposing of toxic, hazardous or poisonous
waste; or

making good any damage caused to a waste facility



(2) The costs and expenses incurred by the local government are to be recoverable,
as a debt due to the local government, in a court of competent civiljurisdiction

Prescribed offences

(1) An offence against a clause specified in Schedule 2 is a prescribed offence for
the purposes of section 9.16(I) of the LG Act

The amount of the modified penalty for a prescribed offence is that specified
adjacent to the clause in Schedule 2

Form of notices

(1) Where a vehicle is involved in the commission of an offence, the form of the
notice referred to in section 9.13 of the LG Act is that of Form I in Schedule I

of the LG Regulations

The form of the infringement notice given under section 9.16 of the LG Act is
that of Form 2 in Schedule I of the LG Regulations

The form of the infringement withdrawal notice given under section 9.20 of the
LG Act is that of Form 3 in Schedule I of the LG Regulations.

5.4

(2)

5.5

(2)

(3)



non-collectable waste means -

(a)

Schedule , - Meaning of 'nori-collectable waste'
tClause 1.5(In

(b)

hot or burning material;

household hazardous waste, including paint, acids, alkalis, fire extinguishers, solvents,
pesticides, oils, gas cylinders, batteries, chemicals and heavy metals;

any other hazardous material, such as radioactive waste;

any explosive material, such as flares or ammunition;

electrical and electronic equipment;

hospital, medical, veterinary, laboratory or pathological substances;

construction or demolition waste;

(c)

(d)

(e)

co

(g)

(h)

(i)

sewage;

O)

'controlled waste' for the purposes of the Environmental Protection (Controlled Waste)
Regulatibns 2004;

any object that is greater in length, width, or breadth than the corresponding dimension
of the receptacle or that will not allow the lid of the receptacle to be tightly closed;

waste that is or is likely to become offensive or a nuisance, or give off an offensive or
noxious odour, or to attract flies or cause fly breeding unless it is first wrapped in non-
absorbent or impervious material or placed in a sealed impervious and leak-proof
container; and

(k)

(1) any other waste determined by the local government to be non-collectable waste.



.

2

3

2.1(2)(a)

.

Schedule 2 - Prescribed offences

4

2.4 (2)(b)

.,

2.2(I)

5

Failing to pay fee or charge

2.2(2)

. .

6

Failing to ensure lawful use of receptacle

2.3(I)

Depositing non-collectable waste in a receptacle

7

2.3(2) and
(3)

Depositing waste in another receptacle without
consent

8

Exceeding weight capacity of a general waste
receptacle

2.4(a)

9

2.4(b), (c)
and (d)

Depositing unauthorised waste in a general waste
receptacle

10

Depositing unauthorised waste in a recycling waste
receptacle

2.5(a)

If

2.5(b) and
(c)

Exceeding weight capacity of a recycling waste
receptacle

12

Depositing unauthorized waste in an organic waste
receptacle

13

2.6(3)

Exceeding weight capacity of an organic waste
receptacle

14

2.7(a)

..

.

15

2.7(b)

Failing to comply with a direction concerning
placement or removal of a receptacle

..

16

$350

2.7(c)

Failing to keep a receptacle in the required location

17

$350

2.7(d)

Failing to place a receptacle for collection in a lawful
position

18

$350

2.9(a)

$350

Failing to provide a sufficient number of receptacles

19

2.9(b)

Failin to notify of a lost, stolen, damaged or
defec ive receptacle

20

2.10(I)

$350

Damaging, destroying or interfering with a receptacle

21

2.10(2)

$350

Removing a receptacle from premises

22

2.10(3)

Failing to comply with a term or condition of verge
waste collection

$350

23

3.1 (a)

Removing waste for commercial purposes

$250

3.1(b)

24

Disassembling or leaving in disarray waste deposited
for collection

3.1 (c)(i)

$350

25

Failing to provide a sufficient number of receptacles

3.1 (0)(Ii)

26

F'Ii tk tll d' d
condi 10n and repair

$350

3.1(c)(ill)

Failing to revent fly breeding and vectors of disease
in a recep acle

$250

3.4 (d)

Failing to prevent the emission of offensive odours
from a receptacle

$250

$250

Allowing a receptacle to cause a nuisance

Failing to coinpl with a direction to clean, disinfect or
deodorise recep acle

$250

$50

$400

$400

$400

$350

$250

$250

$250

$350

$350

$350

$300



.

27

28

29

3.2(I)

.

3.2(2)

30

.,

3.3 (a)

Unauthorised removal of waste from premises

. .

31

Removing waste from a receptacle without approval

3.3(b)

32

Depositing waste without authority into a receptacle
provided for the use of the general public in a public
place

33

4.3(2)

34

Removing waste without authority from a receptacle
provide for the use of the general public in a public
place

4.3(4)

35

4.4(I )

36

Failing to comply with a sign or direction

4,500

4.6(I)(a)

37

Failing to comply with a direction to leave

4.6(I)(b)

38

Disposing waste without payment of fee or charge

39

Depositing waste contrary to sign or direction

4.6(I)(c)

Removing waste without authority in a waste facility

4.6(I)(d)

40

Depositing toxic, poisonous or hazardous waste at a
waste facility

4,600(e)

41

Lighting a fire in a waste facility

4.6(I)(fj

.. ,.

..

Removing or interfering with any flora in a waste facility

4.6(2)

Removing or interfering with any
approval In a waste facility

$250

$250

Damaging, defacing or destroying any building,
equipment', plant or property within a waste facility '

$300

Acting in an abusive or threatening manner

$300

Consented to:

$500

$500

$500

$500

fauna without

Chief Executive Officer

Department of Water and Environmental Regulation

Dated this of 2019

$250

$500

$300

$300

$300

$500

$300
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Waste Local Law 2079

Under the powers conferred on 11 by the Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Act 2007. the
Local Government Act 7995 and under all other enabling powers. Ihe Council of Ihe Town of
Bassendean resolved on 26-Februa^ dale to make Ihe following local law.

Part , - Preliminary

Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Act 2007
Local Government Act f995

Town of Basse"dean

Short title

This is the Town of Bassendean Waste Local Law 2019.

Commencement

This local law commences 14 days after the day on which it is published in the
Government Gazette.

Application

This local law applies throughout the disttid.

Repeal
This local law repeals part 4, division 2 of the Town of Bassendean Health Local Law
2001, as published in the Government Gazette on 24 August 2001. except for the
following clauses:

1.5

(b) clause 4/6

Meaning of terms used in this local law

(1)__ In Ihis local law-.

or, s
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person under this local law
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non-collectable wasle:
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of collectable waste Ihal is-
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contractor:
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LG Act means the Local Government Act 1995.
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local government means Towi of Bassendea

hVfm"
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or food waste
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a h

or nicwas rec toclemeansarece to ref r he e I andcolleclionof
oraanic waste :

owner has Ihe same meanina as in the LG Act
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receptacle. means a receptacle-
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Where. in this local law. a duty or liability is imposed on an owner or o0cupier.
or on an owner and occupier. the duty or liability is taken to be imposed jointly
and severally on each of Ihe Duners or occupiers

Local publlc riotlce of deterin Inatlons

Where. under this local law. the local government has a porer 10 determine a maller -

local public notice. under section I. 7 of the LG ACl. shall be given of(a)
the matter determined;

the delennination becomes effective only after local public nonce has
been given I

the delermination remains in force for Ihe period of one year after the
dale that local public notice has been given under paragraph (a) ;

after the period referred 10 in paragraph (c), Ihe determination
continues in force only if, and for so long as, it is the subjecl of local
public notice, given annually, under section 1.7 of Ihe LG Act; and

(e) Ihe determinalion shall be recorded in a publicly accessible regisler of
determinations that shall be maintained by Ihe local government.

Rates, fees and charges

The local governments porers to Impose rates, fees and charges in relaiion to wasle
services are set out in sections 66 to 68 of the WARR Act and sections 6.16 and 6.17 o1
the LG ACi

Power to provide waste services

The local government's power to provide, or enter into a coniract for Ihe provision of.
waste services is dealt with in section 50 of the WARR Act

Parr 2 - Local government waste

Supply of receptacles
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Deposit of waste in receptacles

An owner or occupier of premises shall nol deposit or permit to be deposited in(1)
a receptacle any non-collectable waste.

A person shall riot deposit waste in a recepiade that has been provided for Ihe
use of other premises Without the consent of the owner or occupier of those
premises

(2)

General waste receptacles

An owner or occupier of premises shall nol deposit or permi1 10 be deposited in(1)
a general wasle receptade-

where the receplade has a capacily of 240 litres-more than 70(a)
kilograms of colleclable waste; or

there the receplacle has a capadly of 140 litres - more than 70
kilograms of colleclable waste; or

where the receplacle has any other capaciiy-more than the weight
determined by the local government

Where the local government supplies recycling wasie receptacles. an owler or
occupier of premises shall riot deposit or permit 10 be deposited in a general
waste receptacle any recycling wasle.

Where the local government supplies organic waste roceptades, an owner or
occupier of premises shall riot deposit or permit 10 be deposited in a general
waste receptacle any organic waste.

Recycling waste receptacles

An owner or occupierof premises shall not deposit or permilto be deposited in a recycling
waste receptacle-

anything other than the particular type o1recycling wasle for whichlhat(a)
receptacle was provided by Ihe local governmenl for those premises;

(b) where the receptacle has a capacity of 240 litres- more than 70
kilograms of recycling waste; or

(b)

(2)

(c)

(3)



where the receptacle has a capacity of 360 litres - more than 70
kilograms of recycling waste; or

where the receptacle has any other capaaty-more than Ihe weight
determined by the local government.

Organic waste receptacles

An owler or DCcupier of premises shall nol deposit or pemiit 10 be deposited in an organic
waste receptacle-

anything other than the particularlype of organ c waste for wh ch that(a)
receplacle was provided by the local government for those premises;

where the receplade has a capacity of 240 litres - more than 70
kilograms of organic waste; or

where Ihe receptade has any other capacity - more than the weighl
determined by the local government

Direction to place or remove a receptacle

The local government or an authorised person may give a Mitten direction 10 an(1)
owner or o0cupier of specified premises -

to place a receptacle in respect of those premises for collection; or(a)

(b) to remove a receptacle in respect of Ihose premises after collection.

The direction under paragraph (,) may specify when the placement or removal
is 10 occur. or there the receptacle is to be placed. or both

An owner or occupier of premises shall comply with a direction given under this
clause

(c)

(d)

(b)

(c)

(2)

(3)

Duties of owner or occupier

An owner or DCcup er of premises shall-
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th rr In 11 n

qovemment or an authorised Derson:

k r h
an adequate number of receotades: and

if he r fIn amI cle is I

covemment. as soon as Draclicable. after the event

in uni In

Exemption

(1) An owner or occupier of premises may apply in uniting to the local government
for an exemption from compliance with the requirements of clause or
(b)

The local government or an authorised person may grant. wilh or without
condilions, or refuse an application for exemption from compliance under this
clause.

An exemption granted under Ihis clause shall slate-

(a) the premises to chich the exemplion applies;

(b) the period during which the exemption applies; and

(c) any conditions Imposed by the local government or Ihe authorised
person.

An exemption granted under Ihis dause ceases to apply -

if the local government decides. on reasonable grounds. Ihaiihere has(a)
been a failure to comply with a corkiition of Ihe exemplion; and

I al

r wih

(2)

local

(3)

(4)



from the date that the local government Informs the owler or occupier
of its dedsion under clause 2.8(4)(a).

Damaging or removing receptacles

A person, o1her than the local government or its contractor, shall not-

damage, destroy or interrere wilh a receptade; or(a)

except as permitted by this local law or as authorised by the local(b)
government or an authorised person. remove a receptacle horn any
premises to which 11 was delivered by the local government or its
contracior.

Verge collectlons
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Duties of an owner or occupier

Ari oarier or DCcupier of premises shall-

(a) take reasonable steps to ensure Ihat a sumcient number of receptacles
are provided to contain all waste which accumulates or may
accumulale in or from the premises;

ensure that each receptacle is kept in good condilion and repair

Part 3 . General duties

(b)

take all reasonable steps to-

prevenl fly breeding and keep each receptacle free of flies.(1)
maggots. cockroaches. rodents and o1her vectors of disease;

prevent Ihe emission of offensive or noxious odours from
each receplade; and

ensure that each receptacle does nol cause a nuisance to an
DCcupier of adjoining premises; and

(ii)

(111)

thenever directed to do so by the local government or an authorised
person. thoroughly clean. dialnfect. deodorise and apply a residual
insecticide to each receplade ; and

Removal of waste from premises

(1) A person shall not remove any waste from premises unlesslhat person is-

the owler or o00upier of Ihe premises;(a)

(b) authorised 10 do so by the owner or o00upier of the premises: or

to) aulhorised in willing to do so by Ihe local government or an authorised
person

(2) A person shall riot remove any neste from a receptacle without the approval
of -

(a)

(b)

the local governmenl or an authorised person; or

the owner or occupier of the premises at chich the receptacle is
ordinarily kept.



3.3 Receptacles and containers for public use

A person shall riot, without the approval of the local government or an authorised
person-

(a) deposit household, commercial or other waste from any premises on
or into; or

(b) remove any waste from.

a receptacle provided for the use of the general public in a public place.

Part 4 - Operation of waste facilities

Operation of this Part

This Part applies to a person who enters a waste facility.

Hours of operation

The local government may from time to time determine the hours of operation of a waste
facility

Signs and directions

(1) The local government or an authorised person may regulate the use of a waste
facility_

(a) by means of a sign; or

(b) by giving a direction to a person within a waste facility.

A person within a waste facility shall comply with a sign or direction under
paragraph (1).

The local government or an authorised person may direct a person who
commits, or is reasonably suspected by the local government or the authorised
person of having committed, an offence under this clause to leave the waste
facility immediately.

A person shall comply with a direction under paragraph (3)(4)

Fees and charges

(1) Unless paragraph (3) applies, a person shall. on or before entering a waste
facility or on demand by the local government or an authorised person. pay the
fee or charge as assessed by an authorised person.

An authorised person may assess the fee or charge in respect of a particular
load of waste at a rate that applies to any part of that load, even if Ihal rate is
higher than Ihe rate that would apply to any other part of the load.

(3) Paragraph (1) does riot apply-

to a person who disposes of wastein accordance with the terms of-(a)

(1) a credilarrangementwilh the local government or

4.1

4.2

4.3

(2)

(3)

4.4

(2)



(Ii) any other arrangement with the local government to pay the
fee or charge at a different lime or in a different manner; and

to the deposit of waste owned by the local government, or in the
possession of an employee on behalf of the local government

Depositing waste

(1) A person shall not deposit waste at a waste facility other Ihari--

(a) at alocation determined by a sign andin accordance with the sign; and

in accordance with the direction of an authorised person(b)

The local government may determine the classmcation of any waste that may
be deposited at a waste facility.

Prohibited activities

(1) Unless authorised by the local government, a person shall not-

(a) remove any waste or any other thing from a waste facility;

(b) deposit at a waste facility that is a landfill site any waste that is toxic,
poisonous or hazardous, or the depositing of wiiich is regulated or
prohibited by any written law;

1/9hl a fire in a waste faulty

remove, damage or otherwiseinterfere with anyflora in a waste facility

remove, injure or otherwi'se interfere with any fauna in a was!e facility;
or

damage, deface or destroy any building, equipment, plant or property(1)
within a waste facility.

A person shall not act in an abusive or threatening manner towards any person
using. or engaged in the management or operation of, a waste facility.

Part 5 - Enforcement

Objection and appeal rights

Division I of Part 9 of the LG Act applies to a decision under this local lawto grant. renew.
vary or cancel -

(a) an approval under clause 2.7(b);

(b) an exemption under clause 2.8(2);

(c) an approval under clause 2.9(by:

to) an approval under clause 2.10(I);

(e) an authorisation under clause 3.2(I)(c);

4.5

(b)

4.6

(2)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(2)

5.1



co an approval under clause 3.2(2); and

(g) an approval under clause 3.3

Offences and general penalty

(1) A person whomils to do anything required ordirecled to be done under this local
law, orwho does anylhing which under this local law a person is prohibited from
doing, commits an offence.

(2) A person wiio commits an offence under Ihis local law is liable, on conviction, to
a penalty riot exceeding $5,000. and if the offence is of a continuing narure, to
a further penalty riot exceeding $500 in respect of each day or part of a day
during which the offence has continued

Other costs and expenses

(1) A person who is convicted of an offence under this local law is to be liable, in
addition to any penalty imposed under clause 5.2, to pay to the local government
the costs and expenses incurred by the local government in taking remedial
adjon such as-

5.2

5.3

removing and Ia\ofulty disposing of toxic, hazardous or poisonous
waste; or

(b) making good any damage caused to a waste facility

The costs and expenses incurred by the local government are to be, ecoverable,
as a debt due to the local government, in a court of competent civiljurisdiction.

(a)

5.4

(2)

Prescribed offences

(1)

(2)

5.5

An offence against a clause specified in Schedule 2 is a prescribed offence for
the purposes of section groin of the LG Act.

The amount of the modified penalty for a prescribed offence is that specified
adjacent to the clause in Schedule 2.

Form of notices

(1) Where a vehicle is involved in the commission of an offence, the form of the
notice referred to in sealion 9.13 of the LG Act is that of Form I in Schedule I
of the LG Regulations.

The form of the infringemenl notice given under section 9.16 of the LG Act is
that of Form 2 in Schedule I of the LG Regulations.

The form of the infringement withdrawal notice given under section 9.20 of the
LG Act is that of Form 3 in Schedule I of the LG Regulations

(2)

(3)



non-collectsble waste means -

(a)

(b)

Schedule I - Meaning of 'nori-collectable waste'
IClause 1,5001

hot or burning material;

household hazardous waste, including paint, acids. alkalis. fire exiinguishers. solvents,
pesticides. oils. gas cylinders. batteries, chemicals and heavy metals;

any other hazardous material, such as radioactive waste;

any explosive material, such as flares or ammunition;

electrlcal and electronic equipment:

hospital, medical, veterinary, laboratory or pathological substances;

construction or demolition waste;

(c)

(d)

(e)

co

(9)

(h)

(1)

sewage;

co

'controlled waste' for the purposes of the Environmenfal Protection icontrolied Waste)
Regulations 2004;

any object that is greater in length, width, or breadth Ihan Ihe corresponding dimension
of the receptacle or that will not allow the lid of the receptacle to be lightly closed;

waste that is or is likely to become offensive or a nuisance, or give off an offensive or
noxious odour. or to attract flies or cause fly breeding unless it is first wrapped in non-
absorbent or impervious material or placed in a sealed impervious and leak-proof
container; and

(k)

(1) any other waste determined by the local government to be nori-collectable waste.



Clause No.

2

L^1/2/24( Failing to pay fee or charge
a)^)

L. 111X^2-4( Failing to ensure lawful use of receptacle
a)^

2.2(I) Depositing non-collectable waste in a receptacle

2.2(2) Depositing wasie in another recepiacle wiihout
consent

23th(a). (b) Exceeding weight capacity of a general waste
and (c) receptade

23(2) and Depositing unauthorised waste in a general waste
receptade(3)

2.4(a), {b), Depositing unauthorised waste in a recycling waste
{s^) receptade

2.4(b), and Exceeding weighl canecily of a recycling waste
to) and ich receptade

2.5(a) Depositing unauthorized waste in an organic waste
receptade

2.5(b) and Exceeding neighl capadty of an organic waste
(c) receplade

2.6(3) Failing to comply with a diredion concerning
placement or removal of a recepiacle

27(a) Failing to keep a receptacle in the required location

^Xaj^7( Failing to place a receplacle for collection in a lawful
positionb)

Schedule 2 - Prescribed offences

3

4

Description

5

6

7

8

9

10

It

12

13

Modified

Penalty

$350

1444

L5

.^45

1746

L^,-z

'91/8

294-9

2/29

2224

a. ^^^e)

$350

'11/11a)

$350

$350

2.9(a) Damaging. destroying or interfering with a recepiacle

2.9(b) Removing a receptade from premises

Fainng to comply with a term or condilion of verge2100)
wasle colledion

L^1/2^(2 Removing waste for commercial purposes

2.10(3) DiSassembling orleaving in disarray waste deposited
for collection

3.1(a) Failing to provide a sufficient number of roceplades
Failin to keep a receptacle clean and in a good3.1(b)
condi 10n and repair
Failing to rovent my breeding and vedors of disease3.1(c)(i)
in a recep acle

3.1(c)(Ii) Failing to prevent the emission of offensive odours
from a receptade

Fit

$350

$350

r vi

Iv r

$350

a^22

2423

$250

$350

n inb

$350

Ir

$250

$250

$250

e ^^Q^9

I $59

$400

$400

$400

$350

$250

$250

$250

$350

$350



Item

N o.

2,524

a^^

C

aZ26

3.1 (c) (Iii)

3.1(d)

2827

392.8

3929

..

3.1(e)

Allowing a receptacle to cause a nuisance

Failing to coinpl with a diredion to clean. dialnfect or
deodorise recep ade

Failing to comply with a direction 10 remove wasle from
a receptacle

Unauthorised removal of waste from premises

Removing waste from a receptacle without approval

Deposi"rig wasle with CUI authortty into a receplacle
provided for the use o1 Ihe general public in a public
place

Removing waste Without authority from a recepiacle
provide for the use of the general public in a public
place

Failing to comply with a sign or direction

Failing to comply wilh a direction to leave

Disposing waste wilhout paymeni of fee or charge

Depositing waste contrary to sign or direction

Removing waste without authorily in a waste facility

Depositing toxic. poisonous or hazardous wasle at a
waste fadlily

Lighting a fire in a waste facility

Removing or interred rig with any flora in a wasle facility

Removing or interIehng wilh any fauna without
approval in a waste facility
Darna in . dejadn or destro 'n an b 11din .
equipment. plant or properly within a neste facility

Acting in an abus re or Ihrealen rig manner

3.2(I)

3.2(2)

3.3 (a)

'130

3:234.

^32

^9,33

'58.4

^36

^Z36

3.3(b)

4.3(2)

4.3(4)

4.4(I)

4.5(I)

4.60)(a)

4.6(I)(b)

^37

^938

9,939

Modified

Penalty

$350

$300

4.6(,)(c)

4.6(und)

4.6(I)(e)

4.49

'1244-

46th(f)

$300

4.6(2)

$250

$250

$300

$300

$500

$500

$500

$500

$250

$500

$300

$300

$300

$500

$300
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Chief Executive Office
Departmenl of Water and Environmental Reaulalion

ofDaled this 2019



;^!^ Government of Western Australia
Department of Water and Environmental Regulation

Ms Peta Mabbs

Chief Executive Officer
Town of Bassendean

PO Box 87
BASSENDEAN WA 6934

mail@bassendean. wa. gov. au

Attention: Mr Jeff Somes, Environmental Heaith Officer

Dear Ms Mabbs

TOWN OF BASSENDEAN PROPOSED WASTE LOCAL LAW 2019

I refer to the correspondence dated 25 March 2019 in relation to the Town of
Bassendean proposed Waste Local Law20,9.1apologise for the delayin responding

I have reviewed the waste local law in relation to my role in providing consent. There
are some issues that have to be resolved before I could consider my consent. These
include variations from the Western Australian Local Government Association template
waste local law to which the Joint Standing Committee on Delegated Legislation has
provided its general approval

Enacting formula
. The date "26 February 2019" is included in the enacting formula at the start of

the proposed Waste Local Law. This date should be left blank until after I
provide my consent.

Clause , 4 Repeal
. Clause 1.4(a) of the proposed Waste Local Law retains clause 4.11 of the Town

of Bassendean Health Local Law 2007. This is an indirect departure from the
template waste local law and may affect the existing rights and interests of a
person subject to this proposed Waste Local Law. The Town should delete
clause 1.4(a) of the proposed Waste Local Law.

Clause 1.5 Meaning of terms used In this local law
. Definitions for green waste, bulk waste and street setback have been included

in the proposed local law which are not in the template local law. These
definitions should be deleted and any definitions should align with the template
waste local law,

. Definitions of organic waste and plastic (in the definition of recycling waste)
vary from the definitions in the template local law. These variations should be
deleted and the definitions should align with those in the template waste local
law.
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I understand that these issues have been discussed with Mr Jeff Somes,
Environmental Health Officer, at the Town of Bassendean.

The Department of Water and Environmental Regulation is riot able to provide legal
advice to the Town regarding the validity of the local law.

Once the amendments to the local law have been made, please forward two copies of
the final draft for consideration of my consent. Please note that I am required to provide
my consent before the Council of the Town of Bassendean resolves and publishes the
Waste Local Law in the Government Gazette

Yours sincerely

Mike Rowe
DIRECTOR GENERAL

5 July 20.9



Responses
Bassendean 'Have Your Sa '
Please read the proposed Waste Local Law 20.9 and let us knowwhat you think:

It's an excellent idea. I'd love to see some extra materials supporting the rollout - similar to
what The City of Bayswater has done. Stickers for the bins so it's easy to see what goes
where. And small toy bins for kids to help us teach them about the bin system from a young
age.

OFFICER COMMENT: Feedback rioted

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft Waste Local law. I agree with most of
it, however note a couple of ommissions'
. There is no reference to recycling bins or container deposit receptacles I facilities In public
places.
. Item 2.10 Verge Collection is fine however It should be added "harm to any person OR THE
SURROUNDING ENVIRONMENT". The reason being that sometimes people tip out
containers allowing refuse to become windborne, or Interfere with items such as bean bag
beans which can end up literally everywhere and entering the drains & catchment.
Bulk Verge Collection is a very effective form of recycling as much of it is repurposed.
Containinat'on is less likely than with bins as all Items are clearly visible,

OFFICER COMMENT: public bins are covered under 3.3 Receptacles and containers for public
use.

Containers for CDS materials will be managed by the collection point operator and will not be
managed by the Town. As relating to the CDS, the Town will have an interest in managing illegal
rummaging in public bins and recycling bins at private properties, these issues are covered in the
above point as well as point 3.2 Removal of waste from premises.

A change in wording to include 'or the surrounding environment: this deviation from the template
is unlikely to be accepted by the standing committee, would be resource intense to police and very
difficult to successfully infringe or prosecute. Further, the issue of causing harm to the environment
is already covered in existing legislation i. e. , Environment Protection Act 7986, section 49A.
Dump^^g waste

What Is the benefit to those who have their own personal compost bin for organic waste? Am
I going to pay a levy for this new scheme and not receive a benefit?

OFFICER COMMENT: The new FOGO bin will accept those organic materials that cannot go
Into an at-home system, such as meat, bones, dairy, egg shells, pet droppings and kitty litter
as well as weed seeds.

Some residents who do riot produce much food waste or do not have a garden will produce
less FOGO waste however the service needs to be rolled out to meet the needs of the majority
of residents.



Provided there is no 'rubbish police' checking bins as recently done by City of Armadale No
one can stop strangers walking by and putting whatever that want in any bin We don't all
have the luxury of being home all day to monitor.

You will need to be very clear with what goes in each bin because It's extremely confusing
which is why most people give up

Do plastics and glass need to be completely clean? If so this places extra cost on us for using
more water.

I certainly hope fees and charges won't go up as a resu o is.

When can we have the two blue skip bins a year policy like the city of Bayswater?

I think overall writing It as a 'law' to put rubbish in the right bin is ridiculous. You must do this
you must do that. Why so you can inflict charges when you introduce bin monitors? I think
you d do much better by just changing the process without ridiculous by laws for bin
delegations

OFFICER COMMENT: Officers understand that people are riot monitoring their bins all the
time. The purpose of the legislation is a tool to support officers to enforce the standards
required for the Town to reduce waste and increase diversion from landfill, Residents will not
be Issued infringements without a reasonable engagement and education period
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BASSENDEAN OVAL FOOTBALL FACILITIES BUSINESS CASE
PROJECT CONTROL GROUP MEETING # 6

Held in the Council Chamber, 48 Old Perth Road, Bassendean
On Friday 22 March 2019 at 3.30pm

Minutes of Meeting

Opening

Cr Jai Wilson opened the meeting.

Attendance and Apologies

Present

Cr Jai Wilson

Cr Kathyrn Hamilton
Cr John Gangell
Ms Peta Mabbs , Chief Executive Officer
The Hon Dave Kelly MLA (Local Member)
Mr Brett Treby, Dept of Local Government, Sport and Cultural Industries
Mr Jeff Dennis, Swan Districts Football Club
Mr Dave Lanfear (Consultant), Dave Lanfear Consulting
Mr Graeme Haggart, Director Community Development
Mr Salvatore SiCiliano, Manager Recreation and Culture

^

Mr Paul Lekias, Western Australian Football Commission

Minutes from Previous Meeting

In discussing the minutes held on Friday 22 February 2019, It was resolved that the
minutes from the meeting were a true and correct record subject to the following
amendments being made on page 2 under the heading of. .. Focus of the Business
Case being developed around that:

. The words. .. progress towards in the 2" dot point be deleted; and,

. The following sentence be included under the 4'' dot point. .. to enable the
evolving business model to be sustainable into the future.
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Welcome/Apologies

Cr Wilson welcomed the HDn Dave Kelly MLA (local member for Bassendean) and the
Town's CEO Ms Peta Mabbs to the meeting.

Project Update

Discussion centred around the block design options of the Swan Districts Football Club
football facilities (Power point attached) that was tabled at the meeting held on Friday
22 February 2019.

The Swan Districts Football Club's business requirements (business rationale)
included the following :

I30m2 for locker room space
Medical and Doctors room combine

Gymnasium is necessary to meet talent development requirements
Storage for football and community likely to be I 00m2
Warm up areas need to be larger. Away warm up area permits greater
flexibility. The WAFC have introduced WAFL W - directly in front of
WAFL games - there needs to be a transitional arrangement. Warm up
stays consistent but lockers and holding area need to be separate to
each other - the future of WAFL football at Bassendean Oval

For team boxes - a team that supports the team - important to
accommodate these staff

Current staffing of 17 with potential additional staff space
Function space incorporates social area and events
Club can live with 600m2 for external covered viewing but would ideal Iy
prefer 750m2
Overall - an additional 346m2 (excluding 600m2 covered outdoor area)
2,926m2 compared to 3,272m2

There was general discussion regarding Development Options I and 2 including
alignment of Bassendean Oval under each option and examining the advantages and
disadvantages of each option from a spatial perspective of where the Club's football
facilities could be located.

Draft questions for the community engagement phase of the business case
development were also discussed for when the Town was ready to conduct a period
of public comment. It was acknowledged that a suitably crafted community
engagement process would need to be undertaken and could involve a variety of
communication mediums to engage with the community once endorsed by Council.

There was also some discussion regarding the benefits of lobbying Federal members
with the upcoming Federal election to possibly receive a commitment for Federal
funding.

The following was agreed to by the PCG as to the next steps:
. Pursue Federal Government lobbying. In regards to potential lobbying, that a

united front be presented by all stakeholders involved in the project as well as
the Town's local member;
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. For the Consultant to develop a lobbying paper outlining the strategic links of
the project, opinion of cost estimates to develop either option and the
outcomes/community benefit that will be delivered; and,

. To schedule the next meeting of the PCG towards the end of April2019

Meeting Close

The meeting closed at 4.55pm.

Next meeting to be confirmed.

Signed as a true and correct record:

Chair

Date:
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BASSENDEAN OVAL FOOTBALL FACILITIES BUSINESS CASE
PROJECT CONTROL GROUP MEETING # 7

Held in the Council Chamber, 48 Old Perth Road, Bassendean
On Friday 3 May 2019 at 3.30pm

Minutes of Meeting

Opening

Cr Jai Wilson opened the meeting.

Attendance and Apologies

Present

Cr Jai Wilson

Cr Kathyrn Hamilton
The Hon Dave Kelly MLA (Local Member)
Mr Rob Thornson, Dept of Local Government, Sport and Cultural Industries
Mr Brett Treby, Dept of Local Government, Sport and Cultural Industries
Mr Jeff Dennis, Swan Districts Football Club
Mr Paul Lekias, Western Australian Football Commission
Mr Dave Lanfear (Consultant), Dave Lanfear Consulting
Mr Graeme Haggart, Director Community Development
Mr Salvatore SiCiliano, Manager Recreation and Culture

^

Cr John Gangell
Ms Peta Mabbs , Chief Executive Officer

Welcome/Apologies

Cr Wilson welcomed everyone to the meeting.

Minutes from Previous Meeting

It was resolved that the minutes from the Project Control Group meeting held on Friday
22 March 2019 be accepted as a true and correct record.
Moved: Jeff Dennis

Seconded: Brett Treby
Motion Carried.
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Review of Scope for Business Case Development

A brief update was provided on the review of the scope for the business case
development regarding the redevelopment of the Swan Districts Football Club (SDFC)
facilities.

The review of scope for the business case development eventuated as a result of the
SDFC meeting with the Department for Local Government, Sport and Cultural
Industries to have the commercial aspects of the Club included in the business case.

The SDFC considers that it is essential that any redevelopment to the football facility
should also factor in the appropriate spatial requirements that could either be leased
out or utilised on a commercial basis to increase the sustainability of the Club.

The business case development initially set out to examine the options of replacing
the current SDFC football facilities on a like for like basis but also looking at
strengthening the sustainability of the Club and broader revenue raising potential.

Options Session Analysis

As a way forward to review the scope of the business case development, it was agreed
that an options session would be beneficial to undertake an options analysis/
investment logic exercise to consider the various built form, programming and
activation opportunities at Bassendean Oval (Steel Blue Oval).

The goal of this work is to improve the economic and financial return on capital
employed for the Town of Bassendean, the Bassendean community, the SDFC and
the State government.

It was considered necessary to invite additional relevant Staff from the Project Control
Group (PCG) organisations that would add value to the options session analysis.

It was agreed that the PCG and additional Staff would aim to meet in approximately I
month time for the options session and that a draft agenda to be forwarded to the PCG
as soon as possible.

It was also considered necessary that both Federal and State Government lobbying
continue to maximise future funding opportunities.

Meeting Close

The meeting closed at 4.45pm.

Next meeting to be confirmed.
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Signed as a true and correct record:

Chair

Date:
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BASSENDEAN OVAL FOOTBALL FACILITIES BUSINESS CASE
PROJECT CONTROL GROUP MEETING # 8

Held in the Council Chamber, 48 Old Perth Road, Bassendean
On Thursday I5 August 2019 at 3.30pm

Minutes of Meeting

Opening

Ms Deanie Carbon opened the meeting.

Attendance and Apologies

Present

Cr Kathyrn Hamilton
Mr Brett Treby, Dept of Local Government, Sport and Cultural Industries
Mr Jeff Dennis, Swan Districts Football Club
Mr Dave Lanfear (Consultant), Dave Lanfear Consulting
Ms Deanie Carbon, Corporate Communications Coordinator
Mr Salvatore SiCiliano, Manager Recreation and Culture

^

Cr Jai Wilson

Cr John Gangell
Ms Peta Mabbs , Chief Executive Officer
Mr Christian Buttle, Senior Planning Officer
Mr Torn Bottrell, West Australian Football Commission
Paul Lekias, West Australian Football Commission

Welcome/Apologies

Ms Carbon welcomed everyone to the meeting.

Minutes from Previous Meeting

Minutes from the Project Control Group meeting held on Friday 3 May 2019 were held
over until the next meeting of the Project Control Group given that a number of people
were not able to attend for the I5 August 2019 meeting.
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Key discussion points:

. Discussion and copies from the investment logic mapping exercise as part of
the options session analysis was discussed held on Thursday 6 June 2019
(copies attached to minutes).

. The WA Football industry is using the model of investment logic mapping to
work towards a model of best practice incorporating the commercialisation of
assets and being community focussed.

. The investment logic mapping exercise leads into the feasibility study of
developing the business case of which the Swan Districts Football Club
business case is well advanced. It was important to ascertain what the market
could sustain in regards to commercial floor space which is flexible and can be
adapted over time.

. Dave Lanfear advised that he met with the WA Football Commission to gain a
sense of what the baseline is for WAFL Club infrastructure, with the indication
given that a WAFL facility needed to be a community facility housing a football
club.

. In terms of a variation/extension of the scope of services for the business case
development, it was agreed that the Town of Bassendean Council would need
to endorse this change in scope of services to ensure the long term
sustainability of the facility as well as being inclusive. It was generally agreed
that the scope needed to be further refined.

. Some considerations for the revised scope of services included:
Economic modelling
Research/community engagement

Informs the build

Life cycle costing
Management model - how the facility will operate
Revenues & cost sharing

. Suggested steps going forward to finalise the business case:
Revised scope
Economic modelling to be explored
Current block designs to be altered
Community engagement I consultation process 4 - 8 weeks
Internal club consultation

Draft report and financial analysis and risks to be reviewed
Political campaign
Funding strategy

Cr Hamilton suggested that the Swan Districts Football Club and Town of Bassendean
Officers to meet with the CEO to provide an update and discuss potential
partners/funding for the project .
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Meeting Close

The meeting closed at 4.40pm.

Next meeting to be confirmed.

Signed as a true and correct record:

Chair

Date:
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TOWN OF BASSENDEAN

Bassendean Oval

INVESTMENT LOGIC MAP

Initiative

PROBLEM

Growing financial
pressures arising

from maintenance

costs will threaten

the ability of the
Swan Districts club

to operate into the
futu re 40%

BENEFIT

Ensure the long term
financial health of the

Swan Districts Football

Club

40%

Inappropriate and
awkward sporting
facilities diminish

the appeal for men
and women who

want to be involved

in club activities at

all levels 20%

P.

KPI I: Operating surplus
KP12: Precinct utilisation

rates

RESPONSE

An impermeable and
uninviting

recreational space
undermines the role

of, and connection
between the club,
the oval and the

coinmuni 30%

A more active and

inclusive community
40%

Create

contemporary and
functional spaces
within the club

facilities

40%

KPI I: Participation in
programs and activities
KP12: The importance of
the precinct to the
community

CHANGES

Attract and retain

wealth within the

community
20%

KPI I: The precincts
catchment for attracting
participants and visitors
KP12; Total spend within
the precinct

The club facilities are

an eyesore located
at the gateway to

the city, detracting
from many visitors
first impressions

10%

Undertake market

analysis

Diversify activity
within the precinct

40%

Construct

multipurpose public
facilities

Employ active
programming

Improve access to,
and the orientation

of the ovaland club

facilities

20%

Expand and enhance
office and actwity

spaces

Undertake

recruitment and

training

Investor: CEO, Town of Bassendean
Fadlitator: Jeremy Smart

Accredited Fadlitator: Yes

Review governance
and tenure

Reconfigure fencing

Maximlse

contiguously
accessible spaces

Version no:

Initial Workshop:
Last modified by:

Template version;

0.1

06/06/2019
Jeremy Smart 06/06/20L9
6.0



TOWN OF BASSENDEAN

Bassendean Oval

BENEFIT MANAGEMENT PLAN

Part I Benefit Map

BENEFIT

Ensure the long term
financial health of

the Swan Districts

Football Club

40%

KPl

Increase the club's

operating surplus
20%

> MEASURE

A more active and

inclusive community
40%

Increase precinct
utilisation rates

20%

Measure

Increase

participation in
programs and
activities 20%

BASELINE

Attract and retain

wealth within the

community
20%

Increase the

importance of the
precinct to the

coinmun' 20%

Measure

Baseline: Value
Year: Value

P.

Increase the

precincts catchment
for attracting

participants and
visitors 10%

TARG ET

Measure

Baseline; value

Year: Value

Target: Value
Year; Value

Increase total spend
within the precinct

10%

Measure

Baseline: Value
Year: Value

Measure

Target : value
Year: Value

Baseline: value

Year: Value

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DELIVERING THE BENEFITS
Name Position

Target: Value
Year. Value

Measure

Investor: CEO, Town of Bassendean
Facilitator: Ieremy Smart

Accredited Facilitator: Yes

Baseline: value
Year: Value

Target : Value
Year: Value

Baseline: Value
Year: Value

Target: Value
Year: Value

Target : Value
Year: Value

Version no:

Initial Workshop:
Last modified by:

Template version:

dd/,,/wvy

0.1

06/06/2019
Ieremy Smart 06/06/2019
6.0


